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Abstract
By providing vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure wireless communications,
vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), also known as the “networks on wheels”, can
greatly enhance traffic safety, traffic efficiency and driving experience for intelligent
transportation system (ITS). However, the unique features of VANETs, such as high
mobility and uneven distribution of vehicular nodes, impose critical challenges of high
efficiency and reliability for the implementation of VANETs. This dissertation is
motivated by the great application potentials of VANETs in the design of efficient innetwork data processing and dissemination. Considering the significance of message
aggregation, data dissemination and data collection, this dissertation research targets at
enhancing the traffic safety and traffic efficiency, as well as developing novel
commercial applications, based on VANETs, following four aspects: 1) accurate and
efficient message aggregation to detect on-road safety relevant events, 2) reliable data
dissemination to reliably notify remote vehicles, 3) efficient and reliable spatial data
collection from vehicular sensors, and 4) novel promising applications to exploit the
commercial potentials of VANETs.
Specifically, to enable cooperative detection of safety relevant events on the roads, the
structure-less message aggregation (SLMA) scheme is proposed to improve
communication efficiency and message accuracy. The scheme of relative position based
message dissemination (RPB-MD) is proposed to reliably and efficiently disseminate
messages to all intended vehicles in the zone-of-relevance in varying traffic density. Due
to numerous vehicular sensor data available based on VANETs, the scheme of
compressive sampling based data collection (CS-DC) is proposed to efficiently collect
the spatial relevance data in a large scale, especially in the dense traffic. In addition, with
novel and efficient solutions proposed for the application specific issues of data
dissemination and data collection, several appealing value-added applications for
VANETs are developed to exploit the commercial potentials of VANETs, namely general
purpose automatic survey (GPAS), VANET-based ambient ad dissemination (VAAD)
and VANET based vehicle performance monitoring and analysis (VehicleView).
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Thus, by improving the efficiency and reliability in in-network data processing and
dissemination, including message aggregation, data dissemination and data collection,
together with the development of novel promising applications, this dissertation will help
push VANETs further to the stage of massive deployment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, the background of VANETs and the state-of-the-art of VANET
research, in message aggregation, data dissemination and data collection, will be firstly
introduced. Besides, promising applications based on VANETs will be presented. At the
end, the research motivation and main contributions of this dissertation will be given.

1.1 VANETs & Its Development
Traffic safety has greatly affected the society and economy since the development of
the motor vehicles. For example, in 2009 there were 35.9 thousand motor vehicle deaths
in the united states [1]. Imagining there is an accident happening on the road, the vehicles
approaching the accident site may have more time to react the accident if they can receive
the accident warning from other vehicles by advanced technology such as wireless
communications.

Thus,

the

car-to-car

“talk”,

as

wireless

vehicle-to-vehicle

communications, will greatly improve the traffic safety. As a special instantiation of
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [2], vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) provide
real-time nearby traffic information to each vehicles, by wireless communications, to
greatly improve road safety and transport efficiency [3]. Being an indispensable
component of intelligent transportation systems (ITS), VANETs will enable the traffic
safety applications such as intersection collision avoidance, post-crash warning and road
condition warning, and provide real-time information of traffic congestion and routing.

Figure 1.1 Vehicular ad hoc networks
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To support the wireless communications with low latency in VANETs, the U.S.
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has allocated 75 MHz of spectrum at 5.9
GHz as dedicated short range communications (DSRC) to facilitate intelligent
transportation systems (ITS) [4]. In addition, in VANETs, each smart vehicle [5], also
called vehicular node, will be equipped with an on-board processing unit with a GPS
receiver, a wireless network interface (compliant to DSRC [6]), an onboard diagnostics
device (OBD) interface and a display interface. With the computation and
communication capabilities, each vehicle can share information with each other or with
the roadside unit (RSU), by vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
wireless communications, as shown in Figure 1.1. The RSUs serve as vehicular nodes’
access points to the infrastructure domain. Due to cost considerations, there are only
limited number of RSUs deployed in VANETs, usually in the downtown area or at road
intersections. In the infrastructure domain of VANET, there is a very important
component called authority in charge of all management functions, including ID
management, registration and certificate issuing [7].
With V2V communications, the neighboring vehicles (nodes) can exchange real-time
driving status, including the information of position, speed and driving direction, with
which driving safety can be greatly enhanced. With V2I communications, the RSUs can
broadcast the information, such as traffic conditions, environment conditions and weather
conditions, to the nearby vehicles. Thus, with both V2V and V2I communications, realtime traffic and environment information can be collected and shared among the VANET
nodes and the infrastructures, i.e. the traffic management data center, to improve the
traffic safety and efficiency. Besides, VANETs also provide a distributed platform for
numerous commercial and personal applications, such as ad dissemination [8], Internet
accessing [9], online gaming [10], etc., which can greatly enhance driving experience.
Because of great application potentials, VANETs have been attracting plenty of
activities of research and implementation from government, academic and industry. The
representative projects launched to research on VANETs in U.S. are VehicleInfrastructure Integration (VII) and IntelliDrive [11], which are mainly funded by U.S.
DOT and the auto industry. In European Union, there are also numerous projects and
groups researching on VANETs. For example, the GeoNet project [12] is implemented to
18

integrate the geographic addressing and routing with IPv6 architecture. The Car2Car
Communication Consortium (C2C-CC) is organized to develop and release an open
European standard for inter-vehicle communication systems in ITS [13]. The cooperative
vehicle-infrastructure systems (CVIS) project is launched to create and validate a unified
technical solution to support V2V and V2I communications, and enable numerous
potential cooperative services [14]. In addition, academic groups from IEEE are also
working on the standardization technologies, such as IEEE 802.11p [15] and Wireless
Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) [16], which are considered to be the
dominating standards for V2V and V2I communications in VANETs. Meanwhile, to
explore the development of VANETs, there are some special international conferences
for VAENTs, such as ACM workshop on VANET [17] and IEEE VNC [18].
In summary, though there are a great deal of efforts for the research and
implementation of VANETs, there are still lots of work to be done to speed its
development, and it is envisioned that the massive deployment of VANETs will be in the
near future to greatly improve future ITS.

1.2 In-network Data Processing and Dissemination in VANETs
To support numerous promising applications mentioned above, it is desired to
efficiently process in-network data and timely propagate information to the vehicular
nodes in VANETs. However, it is challenging to achieve robust and efficient in-network
data processing and dissemination in VANETs due to the unique characteristics of
VANETs. Firstly, high mobility of vehicular nodes leads to frequent change of network
topology. Besides, uneven distribution of vehicles and varying traffic density in different
time and different area will result in frequent network partitions and congestions in
VANET. In addition, essentially unbounded network and large-scale movement of
vehicular nodes make it difficult to locate the message receivers’ positions and achieve
the receivers’ ID in advance. Also, the vehicular node in VANETs has its own
constrained and predictable mobility pattern due to the road topology constraint.
Furthermore, initially low market penetration ratio will lead to the problem that the
vehicular nodes may not have enough neighbors to support desired applications. Thus, it
is necessary to consider all these realistic challenges when designing effective network
19

protocols. In this section, the state-of-the-art for in-network data processing and
dissemination in VANET is investigated, including in-network message aggregation, data
dissemination and data collection.
1.2.1 Message Aggregation
In the wireless communication network, in-network data aggregation is usually applied
to aggregate multi-source data in the intermediate nodes to save communication resource
(bandwidth/energy/storage usage) and reduce information redundancy of raw data, by
exploring the data spatial/temporal correlation. Generally, there are two main groups of
data aggregation scheme in the mobile ad hoc networks: routing-centric and data-centric
data aggregation schemes.
In the routing-centric schemes, the main goal is to decide/estimate when and where
data packets can be aggregated, by routing the data packets to intermediate nodes, known
as data aggregators. To decide the aggregator, there are three categories for the data
aggregation schemes: structure-based, structure-free and semi-structured aggregation.
In the structured-based schemes, they will establish a data routing structure, such as
clusters, chains, trees and grids, to transmit and aggregate the data. In the cluster-based
scheme, a cluster head is selected to aggregate the data from all the cluster members in
the cluster, such as LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) [19], Cougar
[20] and HEED (Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed clustering) [21]. In the chain-based
schemes [22], [23], a routing chain will be constructed to aggregate the data in the chain.
In the tree-based aggregation [24], [25], a transmission tree will be organized, and the
data sink is set as the tree root while the parent nodes as the aggregators. The grid-based
data aggregation schemes [26], [27] divide the network topology into several fixed
geographical grids and usually make the center node as the aggregator in the grid. Due to
the formation and maintenance of aggregation structure, there will be much
communication overhead especially in the high dynamic environments. Thus, the
structure-free schemes [28]–[32] are introduced in dynamic scenarios, especially for
VANETs, to efficiently aggregate data without a pre-defined structure. The semistructured scheme [33] integrates the structured based and structure-free aggregation by
creating more complicated structures which are not fit for the highly mobile scenarios.
20

In the data-centric aggregation schemes, the main goal is to design the aggregation
function and focuses on the in-network processing, such as data representation, data
fusion and data compression. The simple aggregation functions [34], [35], such as
AVARAGE, MAX, MIN and VARIANCE, are applied to get the statistics from the raw
data. The CASCADE [36] is proposed to achieve accurate syntactic compression to
aggregate data from a large area in front of each vehicle. Some more aggregation
functions, such as Flajolet-Martin sketches [30], fuzzy logic [29] and Bayesian fusion
[37], are applied to improve the information accuracy when aggregating the raw data.
In summary, to design an applicable data aggregation scheme for VANETs, it is
necessary to consider the unique features of VANETs and its application scenarios. In
this dissertation, the structure-less message aggregation is introduced to greatly improve
the communication efficiency and message accuracy.
1.2.2 Data Dissemination
Based on the communication modes, the data dissemination schemes can be
categorized into broadcast, multicast, anycast and unicast. For the broadcast, there is one
source node as the sender and all other nodes are destination receivers, while a group of
nodes will be the destination receivers in multicast. In anycast, any nodes, whose
attributes, such as speed or position, satisfy some conditions, will be the destination
receivers. In the unicast, there is only one node as the destination receiver pre-defined by
its ID or position.
Due to the broadcast storm problem [38], the broadcast schemes in MANETs are not
suitable for VANETs. Thus, the opportunistic broadcast, probabilistic flooding or
epidemic routing [39]–[42] are proposed to reduce the communication overhead and
effectively improve communication reliability. To efficiently and reliably transmit the
data to a group of nodes, multicast in VANETs [43]–[45] should consider the unique
features of VANETs to improve the throughput capacity, by implementing some effective
mechanisms, such as adaptive transmission range and directional antenna. Meanwhile, by
effectively defining the anycast group address, the anycast is applied to efficiently
forward messages to any nodes in the anycast group [46]–[48].
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In the uni-cast [49], there are two main categories of data routing: topology based
routing and geographical routing (also called position based routing). The topology based
routings, further divided into proactive [50], reactive [51], [52] and hybrid routing [53],
apply the topology information to perform packet forwarding, and they suffer from high
mobility and result in low communication throughput in the vehicular environments.
Thus, most of data routing schemes in VANETs are geographical based, by using the
location information of neighboring nodes and the destination.
In the geographical routing, three strategies are mainly employed: greedy [54],
opportunistic [55] and trajectory based strategy [56]. In greedy routing, the data
forwarder will select the node, which is nearest to the destination among its neighbors, as
the next best relayer, and it may lead to the problem of local maximum problem [54].
Thus, the greedy routings, such as GSR [57], GPCR [58], GyTAR [59] and CAR[60],
select the route with the least delay by using the geographical digital map. In the
opportunistic routing strategy, the data carrier will store the data temporarily when the
network is disconnected, and forward the data when the forwarding progress is available.
Hence, the

opportunistic based schemes, such as OPERA [61], TO-GO [62] and

MaxProp [63], can be applied in the delay tolerant applications. In the trajectory based
routings [64]–[66], the node, whose trajectory is towards the destination, will be selected
as the next relayer when it is moving to the destination.
1.2.3 Data Collection
Data collection based on mobile ad hoc network is critical to the applications of
environment monitoring and abnormal event detection. The main goal of data collection
is to maximize the amount of data collected from distributed sensors to a centralized base
station by direct or multi-hop data transmission, under the resource constraints, such as
network bandwidth, delay and energy [22].
The data collection architecture can be categorized into structure-based and distributed
(peer-to-peer based) scheme. In the structure-based schemes, the collection structures,
such as clusters, trees and chains, will be established and maintained to collect the raw
data from remote sensors. In the cluster based data collection [67]–[72], the cluster head
is in charge of gathering the data from the cluster members by a proper medium access
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control (MAC) mechanism to reduce the data collision in the cluster. In the tree based
schemes [73], [74], the nodes in the network will be assigned time slots from every leaf
node to the root node, and the parent node will transmit only if it receives all the data
from its children. In the chain based data collection [22], [75], [76], each node in the
chain only communicates with its neighbor and wait the data from its upstream node to
transmit to the base station. Compared with the nodes in MANETs, vehicular nodes in
VAENTs may have more storage, and the limited energy and processing capability is not
a problem. Thus, distributed data collection may be implemented by data sharing in a
peer-to-peer (P2P) way [77], [78]. SSHFL¿FDOO\, each node may opportunistically share
sensed data among neighboring nodes to detect potential event and report the data
summaries to the data center when it is available.
To reduce communication overhead and improve bandwidth efficiency in data
collection, in-network data compression [79] is applied by utilizing the data spatial and
temporal correlation. To explore data correlation during encoding process, there will be
explicit communication among data source nodes [80] or joint coding of correlated data
without explicit data communication [81]. By decoupling data transmission structure and
data coding/decoding to optimize them separately, recently the compressive wireless
sensing (CWS) [82]–[84] has been introduced to achieve communication cost reduction.

1.3 Envisioned Applications for VANETs
As presented before, VANET applications [85] can be generally categorized as traffic
safety, traffic management and commercial applications. For each category, there are
numerous applications identified and developed, such as intersection collision warning,
traffic light optimal speed advisory and location based service notification [86].
To support the traffic safety applications, such as blind merge warning, approaching
emergency vehicle warning and post-crash warning, the communication range of DSRC
is less than 1000m and the latency is less than 100 milliseconds [3]. In addition, it is
desired to support different communication modes, such as one-way to vehicle, one-way
from vehicle, two-way, point-to-point and point-to-multipoint [3]. Existing projects from
the government and industry are mainly focusing on these safety applications. For
example, WiSafeCar [87] is launched in Europe to develop a reliable wireless traffic
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service platform to avoid traffic accidents and improve traffic safety. The connected
vehicle technology developed in the U.S. is expected to potentially avoid the crash
scenarios up to 82 percent with unimpaired drivers [88].
With free V2V and V2I communications, real-time traffic data can be collected to
monitor, manage and optimize the global and local traffic conditions. For example, the
C2C-CC [13] envision that VANET can improve the applications such as green light
optimal speed advisory and route guidance and navigation. The SOTIS system [89] is
proposed for each vehicle to detect and avoid the traffic jam. The COMO (cooperative
monitoring) in CVIS project [14] is aim to collect, integrate and transmit the real-time
information of vehicle movements to improve traffic management applications. The
dynamic mobility applications research in IntelliDrive [90] is to develop applications that
can provide real-time transportation information to travelers and system operators. Thus,
based on these application development, traffic efficiency and management will be
greatly improved by VANETs.
As the “network on wheels”, VANET is also a handy platform to envision numerous
commercial applications, from cooperative local services to global internet services. By
developing these commercial applications, it will improve the drivers/passengers’ driving
comfort and attract more users to VANETs. In addition, VANETs can provide more costeffective solutions, compared with the traditional methods, and create new value to the
society. For example, the ad dissemination [8] in VANETs can be effectively applied by
the service providers to announce their location based services to the vehicles in an
economical way. VANET-based parking space systems [91], [92] are developed to
provide real-time information of parking navigation service to the drivers. The road
weather connected vehicle applications [93] are envisioned to provide accurate weather
information to the travelers and assess the weather impacts on roads and vehicles.
Besides, the on-road entertainment of multiplayer games [10] is proposed as a novel
application based on VANETs.
Thus, VANETs can support numerous applications, from safety to commercial, in an
efficient and cost-effective way by free V2V and V2I wireless communications.
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1.4 Research Motivations & Contributions
With all these great application potentials of VANETs, as well as the research and
implementation efforts from different groups and organizations, there are still some
critical open issues to be addressed to speed the development and massive deployment
for VANETs, especially in efficient in-network data processing and dissemination. By
considering the realistic constraints and requirements in VANETs, theoretically novel
solutions/protocols for efficient in-network data processing and dissemination are
proposed in this dissertation to envision applicable applications with message aggregation,
data dissemination and data collection. Meanwhile, novel value-added applications based
on VANETs are developed to further exploit the economic potentials of VANETs. Thus,
this dissertation will fill the gap between the theoretic research and practical
implementation of VANETs in in-network data processing and dissemination, as well as
its potential novel applications.
Specifically, the structure-less message aggregation (SLMA) scheme is proposed in
Chapter 2 to effectively and accurately detect on-road safety relevant event and notify it
to remote vehicles in VANETs. With SLMA, it can reliably and efficiently reduce
communication overhead and improve information accuracy with limited delay to support
safety-related applications, such as accident/obstacle detection and notification.
To achieve robust and efficient data dissemination, the relative position based message
dissemination (RPB-MD) scheme is proposed in Chapter 3, by considering the realistic
network constraints and vehicular environment. With RPB-MD, it can ensure reliable and
efficient data dissemination to the vehicles in the target region. In addition, RPB-MD is
adaptive to different traffic scenarios and can be extended into 2D environment.
In Chapter 4, the compressive sensing based data collection (CS-DC) is proposed as a
scalable and efficient scheme to collect huge amount of data generated by the onboard
sensors in a large scale scenario based on VANETs. With CS-DC, the data spatial
correlations will be fully utilized to reduce the information redundancy and improve the
communication efficiency, which significantly improves the efficiency and robustness of
data collection in VANETs.
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Furthermore, in Chapter 5 three promising applications, namely general purpose
automatic survey (GPAS), VANET-based ambient ad dissemination (VAAD) and
VANET-based vehicle performance monitoring and analysis (VehicleView), are
proposed to explore the economic potentials of VANETs. Besides security and privacy
assurance, novel solutions to these applications provide efficient and cost-effective data
dissemination by considering the realistic challenges and specific application scenarios.
In Chapter 6, the summary of current work is given. More importantly, the future work
with preliminary designs are discussed at the end of this dissertation.
In summary, the work in this dissertation makes a valuable step forward to develop
VAENTs, especially in in-network data processing, data dissemination and its potential
applications.
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Chapter 2

Structure-less Message Aggregation1

Due to information redundancy and communication collisions in VANETs, it is
necessary to apply message aggregation to aggregate multiple-source messages and
disseminate the aggregated message to the nodes in the relevance area. In this chapter, the
structure-less message aggregation (SLMA) scheme is proposed to enable cooperative
and accurate event detection in VANETs.

2.1 Introduction
With on-board sensors, vehicles may sense and estimate the safety relevant events to
warn the drivers in time. In addition, by multi-hop inter-vehicle communications,
vehicles running on the road will receive the information from remote vehicles to sense
and monitor the nearby environment. Thus, by propagating the safety warning messages,
VANETs can greatly improve the vehicle safety on the road, such as road condition
warning, cooperative forward collision warning, and post-crash warning [6].
Due to limited sensing range and sensing accuracy of on-board sensors [94] in each
vehicle, cooperative event detection is desired among vehicles to ensure the message
accuracy. To enable cooperative event detection, it is necessary to implement the
following steps: 1) Harvest the raw data from on-board sensor system and achieve a
detection of local safety relevant event (i.e., detect the obstacles on the road) without
interaction of the driver; 2) Collect or exchange the relevant messages of the same event
from other vehicles by inter-vehicle communications; 3) Integrate/aggregate the collected
messages and estimate the state of this safety relevant event; 4) Disseminate the
aggregated message of the detected event along the road to notify remote vehicles. In the
process of cooperative event detection, one of the main challenges is to deal with
measurement uncertainty and errors from on-board sensor system. That is, the detection
of the event state from only one vehicle may be inaccurate and uncertain. For example, in
[94], the authors proposed an approach to detect the obstacles on the road by the change
in maneuvers. However, a single evasion maneuver can’t give sufficient evidence for the
obstacle detection, and it is necessary to analyze the driving characteristics (their
The material contained in this chapter is partly published in the IEEE Globecom 2010
proceedings. See Appendix B for a copy of the copyright permission from IEEE.
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trajectories) of the following vehicles. Therefore, the warning messages of obstacle
detection from the vehicles near the obstacle are highly relevant and should be analyzed
and processed cooperatively to improve the detection accuracy.
Thus, to cooperatively estimate the safety relevant event accurately and reliably, it is
desired to collect all the available estimations from the vehicles nearby the event position.
Besides, the spatial and temporal relevance of the messages from one source event can be
explored to reduce the information redundancy. In addition, to notify the distant drivers
of the safety relevant event, warning messages from different sources should be reliably
and efficiently transmitted in VANETs. Therefore, to enable accurate and cooperative
event detection, the following challenges need to be considered.
1. The detection of safety relevant event based on the data from on-board vehicular
sensor system is incomplete and lack of accuracy[95], and further data processing
(message aggregation) is necessary to deal with the uncertain and imprecise data.
2. Channel collision is a serious problem to affect the channel availability for the safety
message dissemination. Thus, the data aggregation will be implemented to significantly
reduce the communication overhead and information redundancy.
3. High mobility and uneven distribution of vehicles could lead to the incompleteness
and unreliability of data collection. In addition, it requires timely and reliable message
dissemination to the distant nodes.
Therefore, considering data relevance, imprecision and incompleteness, as well as the
communication reliability in VANETs, message aggregation (or message fusion) is
desired to improve the communication efficiency and information accuracy, in terms of
information precision and information certainty. In this chapter, the structure-less
message aggregation (SLMA) scheme is proposed to improve message accuracy and
communication efficiency to effectively enable cooperative detection of on-road safety
relevant event and timely notify the remote vehicles based on VANETs. The main
contribution of this chapter can be concluded as follows.
(1) The structure-less aggregation framework is proposed to significantly reduce
communication overhead and message redundancy. Firstly, SLMA avoids complicated
aggregation structure to improve communication efficiency. Besides, the message
aggregator is dynamically decided to improve the message transmission reliability.
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(2) To support traffic safety applications, the Markov decision process (MDP) model is
applied to satisfy the delay requirement by considering the realistic application
constraints based on VANETs. In addition, the message spatial similarity and temporal
similarity are considered when message aggregation is implemented.
(3) SLMA greatly improves the message accuracy to cooperatively detect the safety
relevant event on the road. The adoption of Bayesian data fusion provides an efficient
way to obtain the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate to improve information
precision. With minimum Bayesian risk, Bayesian decision fusion is implemented to
enhance information certainty.
(4) The theoretical performance is analyzed to show the efficiency and effectiveness of
SLMA. By degree of aggregation, the communication overhead is analyzed to illustrate
the improvement of bandwidth efficiency. Meanwhile, the propagation delay to the
message receivers is investigated, by the collision probability in the MAC layer, to show
the feasibility of SLMA to support the traffic safety applications.
In the following of this chapter, the related work of data aggregation in sensor
networks and VANETs will be presented. Then, the details of SLMA scheme, including
system model, structure-less cooperative detection and message aggregation, is
introduced, and the theoretical analysis and simulation evaluation are illustrated to show
the performance of SLMA.

2.2 Related Work
To reduce resource consumption and information redundancy, the technique of data
aggregation is implemented in distributed systems to aggregate information from
different data sources. Usually, data aggregation involves the fusion of multi-source data
and the propagation of aggregated data to related nodes. Recently, with improvement of
bandwidth/storage usage and high-level information management, data aggregation has
been widely studied in sensor networks [96] and vehicular networks [32], [37].
2.2.1 Data Aggregation in Sensor Networks
In sensor networks, to send the sensed data to the remote receivers or data sink in an
efficient way, data aggregation is applied to improve energy efficiency and network
lifetime with minimum data latency and insurance of quality of service (QoS) [96].
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According to the design goal, data aggregation can be categorized into two groups:
routing-centric and data-centric schemes. In the routing-centric schemes, the main goal is
to estimate the time/location when/where two or more packets will be gathered to be
aggregated. Meanwhile, the data-centric schemes focus on the design of aggregation
function based on the available in-network data from multiple sources.
In the group of routing-centric schemes, there are several data aggregation mechanisms
associated with different network architectures. The structure based approaches need to
set up fixed aggregation structures, such as clusters, chains or trees, and decide the data
aggregators in the structures. For example, LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering
Hierarchy) [19] and CLUDDA (Clustered Diffusion with Dynamic Data Aggregation)
[97] implement the structure of clusters to aggregate data. For the chain-based schemes as
in [22], the nodes in the chain only transmit the data to their closest neighbors. Due to the
formation and maintenance of these fixed aggregation structures, these schemes lead to
serious communication overhead in highly dynamic environment. In the structure-less
scheme, it is not necessary to maintain the pre-defined structures to aggregate and
forward the in-network data. Without any fixed aggregation structures, the authors in [35]
propose a scheme based on flooding mechanism to report periodic estimates of the
environment, but it is constrained to report simple data such as MIN or MAX. The
authors in [98] propose a structure-free protocol to efficiently aggregate data, while it
cannot assure that the aggregation of all data packets is from the same single event.
In data-centric schemes, the aggregation functions, such as data representation, data
fusion and data compression, are mainly studied. For example, the aggregation functions,
such as MAX, MIN and AVERAGE are investigated in TAG [34]. The probabilistic
counting is applied [99] [100] to improve the robustness of data aggregation for sensor
networks. In these schemes, there are no mechanisms to explicitly improve the
information accuracy and it cannot ensure the delay of information propagation.
2.2.2 Data Aggregation in Vehicular Networks
Since the energy consumption is not an issue for each vehicular node, the requirement
of data aggregation in VANETs is different, and its main goal is to improve the
communication efficiency and information accuracy while assuring delay requirement.
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Thus, due to high mobility and large scale of the unbounded VANETs on the road, the
schemes of data aggregation proposed for sensor networks will not satisfy the application
requirements in VANETs.
To improve the performance of traffic information propagation, data aggregation in
VANETs is introduced to suit different scenarios. In [32], the authors propose a scheme
to adaptively change the forwarding delay to assist the aggregation of adjacent traffic
reports in VANETs. RLSMP (Region-based Location Service Management Protocol)
[26] is proposed to use message aggregation to efficiently provide location service while
minimizing the number of communication overhead. In [31], the VESPA (Vehicular
Event Sharing with mobile P2P Architecture) system is introduced to aggregate the data
stored in a vehicle to produce additional knowledge useful for the driver. By applying the
Flajolet-Martin sketch [101] as a probabilistic approximation, authors in [30] propose an
aggregation algorithm for distributed traffic information systems.
A common characteristic of the above mechanisms for message aggregation in
VANETs is that they only focus on the message spatial and temporal relevance without
considering the information accuracy. In addition, they all assume the messages collected
from the on-board sensors are accurate and credible. The main goal of these schemes is to
minimize the communication overhead. Furthermore, these schemes are proposed to
improve vehicular traffic efficiency or support commercial applications without limiting
the information propagation delay. Therefore, these schemes are not desirable for
emergency safety-relevant applications of VANETs.
In this chapter, the proposed scheme SLMA, without any pre-defined structures, will
take information accuracy into account. It supports accurate cooperative event detection
to reliably enable traffic safety relevant VANET applications with limited message delay.
It considers that the data sensed by on-board sensors include errors, which reflects the
realistic VANET environment [102]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
on the topic of message aggregation in VANETs to efficiently improve information
accuracy, in terms of information precision and information certainty, and reduce
communication overhead while ensuring limited delay simultaneously.
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2.3 Structure-Less Message Aggregation
For the design of message aggregation in VANETs, the following goals should be
achieved: 1) Reliability: improve message reliability in face of frequent communication
failures in highly mobile environment; 2) Efficiency: minimize system complexity and
communication overhead to assure acceptable delay; 3) Information accuracy: improve
information precision and information certainty significantly.
In this section, the event-driven structure-less message aggregation (SLMA) scheme is
proposed to achieve all the goals described above. Firstly, the system model is given to
present the overall design architecture. Besides, the structure-less cooperative detection is
introduced to dynamically determine the aggregator and make aggregation waiting
decision by considering the realistic constraints in VANETs. In addition, the message
aggregation is designed to improve the information accuracy.
2.3.1 System Model
In this section, the system model will be introduced to clearly illustrate the design
preliminaries of SLMA.

2.3.1.1 Basic Assumptions
It is assumed that each vehicle is equipped with a GPS receiver to get the information
of its location and speed with acceptable accuracy. In addition, every vehicle is also
installed with a wireless communication device using dedicated short range
communication (DSRC) [103], with a transmission rate of 6-11 Mbps and
communication range ܴ of 250m. Furthermore, to support road safety applications, each
vehicle will periodically broadcast beacons (as the hello packets) which contain its
current driving state, including location, speed and heading direction of the sender [3].
Thus, each node may know its neighbors’ information of driving state by overhearing
these beacons. Meanwhile, each vehicle is equipped with on-board sensors, such as
cameras and radar, to detect the event on the road and alert road users by sending the road
hazard warnings based on the detected event. Here, the sensing range of each vehicle is
defined as the region where the vehicles can directly sense the event. Besides, the sensing
range of each vehicle is assumed smaller than the communication range.
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2.3.1.2 Application Scenarios
SLMA is proposed to enable cooperative and accurate event detection on the road and
mainly used by the cooperative road hazard warning applications. Usually, the event is
related to a road hazard, such as collision detection, hazardous location detection, and
obstacle detection, and the event should be notified to the road users in the relevance area
[104]. Here, the relevance area is a road topology area where the road users are
concerned by this event and the event message should be disseminated.
Once detecting the event, the vehicle will immediately broadcast an event notification
message to others inside the relevance area. Due to possible inaccurate observation from
each vehicle, it is necessary to aggregate (fuse) the available observations from different
vehicles to improve the information accuracy and communication efficiency.

2.3.1.3 Event Message
Usually, the event is characterized by the event type, detection time (timestamp),
duration, geographical position (or area) and relevance area. The same event can be
simultaneously detected by multiple vehicles, called sensing nodes, in the sensing range.
Meanwhile, the event can be independent from the sensing nodes and the reliability of the
observations for the same event depends on the detection capability of the sensing nodes.
In addition, some more information about the event situation features are desired in the
event message to describe the potential impact to the road safety and traffic flow. These
basic situation features specify the information such as event mobility (whether the event
is mobile or static), relevance (whether the detected event is physically relevant to the
receiver or just describes difficult driving conditions) and time criticality (whether the
event is time critical and needs high attention from the drivers) [104].

2.3.1.4 Aggregatable Message
Here, the event message from each sensing node is an event-driven source, called
original observation. Firstly, the aggregator will be dynamically determined to reliably
collect the original observations from sensing nodes. To decide whether multiple event
messages are aggregatable or not, the message similarity will be checked in the
aggregator, as illustrated in section 2.3.3. If messages are considered as aggregatable
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messages, an aggregated message will be created based on the aggregation of these
aggregatable messages, according to the corresponding aggregation functions.
To reduce the information redundancy, it is desired to aggregate as many aggregatable
messages as possible. Thus, the aggregator will decide whether it should wait more
aggregatable messages from sensing nodes based on realistic application constraints, as
presented in the section 2.3.2.

2.3.1.5 Overall Information Flow
Considering the emergency of the safety relevant event, the allowed latency should be
very limited. Hence, the sensing nodes will broadcast their original observations
immediately once they detect the event. One node out of the sensing range will be
dynamically determined as the message aggregator to collect the available observations
for aggregation and propagate the aggregated message in the relevance area. Thus, the
event information will be detected by the sensing nodes and aggregated by the
aggregator. More importantly, the information accuracy and communication efficiency of
the event detection will be improved by the process of cooperative detection in the
aggregation within the aggregator. At the end, the nodes in the relevance area receiving
the event warning message may respond to the event accordingly.
As shown in Figure 2.1, the message aggregator, in the communication range of the
sensing nodes, will firstly collect the original observations broadcasted by the sensing
nodes. After message aggregation, the aggregated message will be disseminated to the
following vehicles in the relevance area. Thus, with cooperative detection, it will reliably
enable accurate event detection by aggregating multi-source messages to support safety
relevant applications in VANETs.

Figure 2.1 Message aggregation and dissemination in VANETs
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Figure 2.2 Message processing in every node
2.3.2 Structure-less Cooperative Detection
To ensure accurate detection of safety relevant event, it is necessary to aggregate as
many original observations as possible while satisfying the delay requirements. For this
goal, if structure-based aggregation mechanism is applied, excessive communication
overhead will be introduced to establish and maintain the structures, which may
countervail the benefits of data aggregation. Therefore, the event-driven structure-less
cooperative detection is proposed to efficiently receive the event messages in VANETs.
Firstly, the message processing in each vehicle will be introduced and the aggregator will
be determined to collect the original observations with high reliability. Then, the
aggregator will make an decision, based on Markov decision process model, whether it
should wait more event messages or not according to the realistic application constraints.

2.3.2.1 Message Processing
Here, the message processing in each node is applied to effectively response the event,
as shown in Figure 2.2. Firstly, after the event occurrence, the nodes in the sensing range
will detect it immediately and act as the sensing nodes to broadcast the original
observations. In the process of event detection and notification, each sensing node will
keep sensing the event and broadcast its original observations, based on some constraints
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as discussed in section 2.3.2.4, until it goes out of the sensing range. Otherwise, when the
non-sensing nodes overhear the event messages, they will contend to be the message
aggregator, as presented in the section 2.3.2.2. After winning the contention, the
aggregator needs to make a decision whether it should wait for more aggregatable
messages or not. If not, it will implement the message aggregation, as shown in section
2.3.3, and disseminate the aggregated message to other vehicles. After the dissemination
of aggregated message, another cycle of aggregator determination and message
aggregation will be initiated. In this way, each node sensing the event or overhearing the
event message will properly response the event to send the event warning to others.

2.3.2.2 Aggregator Determination
When the non-sensing nodes receive new original observation, the message aggregator
will be dynamically determined as shown in Figure 2.3. Upon receiving the first original
observation, these nodes will contend to broadcast an aggregator winning packet (AWP)
to be the aggregator after the contention timer ܶ as follow.
ܶ = ݓ ή ܶ

(2.1)

where ݓ is the contention weight. To reliably collect as many original observations as
possible, the message aggregation depends on the communication reliability. Since the
relative distance and speed between the message receiver and the sender significantly
affect the communication reliability [105], [106], ݓ is designed as

Figure 2.3 Determination of message aggregator
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ݓ = ݇ௗ ή

|ο݀|
|ο|ݒ
+ ݇௩ ή
ܴ
ݒ௫

(2.2)

In (2.2), ο݀ is the relative distance between the receiver and the sender of the original
observation, and ο ݒis their relative speed. Besides, ݒ௫ is the speed limit, and ݇ௗ and
݇௩ are distance and speed coefficients respectively. The design of ܶ , ݇ௗ and ݇௩ is similar
to that in [107]. Decided by (2.1), the node with the smallest ܶ will firstly broadcast its
AWP to announce its role of message aggregator, and others will cancel their contention
timers once receiving the AWP. Here, the nearer node will be selected to be the
aggregator, that is because the vehicle movement within 100 ms (the delay requirement
for the safety applications in 1 hop [3]) is just 3 m (assume the vehicle speed is 30 m/s)
which can be ignored when compared with vehicle communication range (250 m). In
addition, the delay in 1 hop transmission is only 0.05 to 0.3 ms [108]. Thus, based on the
smallest contention timer ܶ , the aggregator will collect all the original observations with
more reliability, and it can ensure more aggregatable messages to improve the message
accuracy and reduce communication overhead.
To improve information accuracy, the aggregator needs to fuse the event messages
from the same event. Figure 2.4 is the flow chart of message processing in the aggregator.
There are two main modules involved here. One is the module of data fusion to improve
the information precision by obtaining the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the
available data in the original observations. The other one is the module of decision
fusion, and it will fuse the binary value, such as the event mobility, relevance and time
criticality as discussed above. In the decision fusion, it will achieve an optimal decision,
with the minimum Bayesian risk, to improve information certainty for event detection.
Thus, with these two modules, message aggregation in the aggregator will effectively
enhance information precision and certainty for the event detection on the road.

Figure 2.4 Message aggregation in the aggregator
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Figure 2.5 Illustration of MDP model in each aggregator

2.3.2.3 Aggregation Waiting Decision
To aggregate more messages, the aggregator needs to wait for more original
observations as samples. Usually, the arriving time of these samples can be modeled as a
random sequence of points in the aggregation operation duration. Furthermore,
considering the benefit to reduce the communication overhead and improve information
accuracy, an aggregator prefers to aggregate as many messages as possible before
sending out the aggregated message. However, the delay, resulting from waiting for
aggregatable messages, should also be considered as it is directly related to the risk to
make other vehicles be notified and respond to the event in time. Therefore, the
fundamental trade-off between the waiting benefit and risk imposes a decision-making
problem in aggregation operations. Hence, the Markov decision process (MDP) model
[109] is introduced to achieve the waiting decision in the aggregator.
Firstly, the aggregation operation duration will be divided into waiting epochs. At the
end of each waiting epoch, the aggregator decides to follow either way: (1) “wait”: wait
for more aggregatable messages and resume a larger degree of aggregation [110], which
is the number of aggregatable messages, or (2) “aggregate”: stop waiting to aggregate
messages and send out the aggregated message. At each waiting epoch ( ߜ ), the
aggregator needs to make a decision to take a proper action (“wait” or “aggregate”) based
on the estimate of waiting benefit and risk. In each waiting and aggregation cycle, it starts
with a “wait” action. When the decision for “aggregate” is made in the aggregator, all the
aggregatable messages will be aggregated and the aggregated message will be sent out to
enter another aggregation operation cycle. Figure 2.5 is the illustration of these waiting
epochs for the aggregator. In Figure 2.5, ݔ is the sample received in the aggregator and ܵ
is the state of received samples.
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It is assumed that given the state ݏ  ܵ אat the beginning of the nth waiting epoch, if
the decision of the aggregator is to make the action “wait”, the random sample increment
ܺାଵ of the aggregator’s state is only dependent on the current state. Therefore, the
waiting decision problem in the aggregator can be modeled as a MDP model, which can
be illustrated as a tuple < ܵ, ܣ, ܴ, ܶ >, where
ܵ is a finite set of the original observations from sensing nodes;
 ܣis a finite set of actions the aggregator can perform, and in SLMA it is defined as
{ = ܣ0,1}, where ܽ = 1 represents the action of “wait” for more aggregatable messages
and ܽ = 0 represents the aggregation operation and sending out the aggregated message;
ܴ is a real valued reward function related to the state ܵ and action ܣ, and it is denoted
as ܴ = {ݏ(ݎ, ܽ)};
ܶ: ܵ ×  ܣ՜ ܵ is a description of each action’s effects in each state.
The optimization of MDP model is to find a policy ߨ, which is to determine the action
for every state ܵ א ݏ, to maximize the reward function ܴ(ܵ, )ܣ. Here, the reward function
ܴ(ܵ,  )ܣis designed as
ܴ(ܵ,  = )ܣ ݏ(ݎ , ܽ )

(2.3)



In this reward function, it will consider the benefit to aggregate more information
improving the information accuracy and reducing communication overhead, as well as
the risk from the waiting delay to propagate the event warning. Therefore, the reward
function in equation (2.3) is define as
ܴ(ܵ,  = )ܣ ݏ(ݎ , ܽ ) =  ܾ݂݁݊݁(ݏ ) െ ݏ(݇ݏ݅ݎ )


(2.4)



where, we define the benefit function as
ܾ݂݁݊݁(ݏ ) = ݇ଵ ή [ݏ(ݑܿܿܣ ) െ ݏ(ݑܿܿܣିଵ )] + ݇ଶ ή ݏ(ݒܽݏ݉ܥ െ ݏିଵ )

(2.5)

In (2.5), ݇ଵ and ݇ଶ are the weighting coefficients, and we can set ݇ଵ + ݇ଶ = 1. ݇ଵ is
related to the accuracy requirement and sensing error, and ݇ଶ is related to current
available network resource and local traffic density. ݏ(ݑܿܿܣ ) is the information accuracy
function with the observation state ݏ . Based on the experiment/simulation results in
[111], [112], the accuracy function can be approximated as an exponential function as
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ݏ(ݑܿܿܣ ) = 1 െ ݁ ିఈభ |௦ |

(2.6)

In (2.6), |ݏ | is the number of samples for state ݏ . The coefficient ߙଵ is related to the
sensing error and aggregation function. In (2.5), ݏ(ݒܽݏ݉ܥ െ ݏିଵ ) is the
communication overhead saving function from state ݏିଵ to ݏ , and it is defined as
ݏ(ݒܽݏ݉ܥ , ݏିଵ ) =

|ݏ | െ |ݏିଵ |
|ݏ |

(2.7)

In addition, the risk function in (2.4) is defined as
ݏ(݇ݏ݅ݎ ) = ߙ ή ݁ ఉή௧

(2.8)

where ߙ and ߚ are the system parameters which are related to the event consequence,
event delay requirement and local traffic condition (speed and density). In addition, since
the value of benefit function is designed in the bound [0,1], the value of ߙ and ߚ should
be very small to make the benefit and risk comparative within small value of time ݐ .
Thus, the optimization object of the aggregation waiting decision is to maximize the
reward function ܴ(ܵ,  )ܣbased on equations (2.4), (2.5) and (2.8). To optimize the reward
function, it is necessary to estimate the new state ݏ of the received samples in the
aggregator. That is to estimate the arrival of the new samples. Therefore, it is desired to
model the message arrival in one waiting epoch, as illustrated below.

2.3.2.4 Message Arrival Modeling
The scenario discussed in this chapter is the event-driven periodical message
aggregation. To estimate the arriving of new message samples, the message arrival model
can be considered as the estimate of the number of new messages broadcasted from each
sensing node and the number of sensing node in the sensing range.
As shown in Figure 2.6, the sensing nodes will broadcast the new messages when the
condition is satisfied as discussed below.

Figure 2.6 Event sensing model
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New Sensing Message
For the sensing nodes, they need to keep sensing the event and broadcast the new
sensed messages if it is necessary. To save bandwidth and reduce communication
overhead, each sensing node will have different broadcast timer based on the event and
the data difference compared with the threshold. Thus, for each sensing node, its
broadcast timer (ܶ ) is designed as
ܶ = ܵ(ο݃) ή ݇ ή ܶ௦

(2.9)

where ݇ is related to the local traffic density ߣ௧ . For large ߣ௧ , ݇ should be a large
number, while for small ߣ௧ , ݇ should be a small number. It means that when ߣ௧ is larger,
less broadcast is needed to avoid communication collisions. ܶ௦ is the duration for the onboard sensors to achieve two observations of the event for each sensing node, and ܵ(ο݃)
is the step function of sensed data difference ο݃, that is:
ܵ(ο݃) = ൜

1, ο݃  ܶܪ
0, ο݃ < ܶܪ

(2.10)

where ܶ ܪis the threshold expressed in terms of a fraction, i.e. a number in (0,1) and it
depends on the maximum error of the observations. For example, ܶ ܪcan be set as
2*Max_error. Besides, ο݃ is defined as
ο݃ =

|݃( ݐ+ ο )ݐെ ݃(|)ݐ
݃()ݐ

(2.11)

where ݃( )ݐis the observation data at time ݐ, and ݃( ݐ+ ο )ݐis new observation data at
time  ݐ+ οݐ. Here, ݃( )ݐcan be generalized to a vector data.
Therefore, the new sensing messages will be broadcasted by each sensing node with its
own broadcast timer (ܶ ) according to equations (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11).
Number of Sensing Node
Firstly, a segment of a unidirectional highway is considered, and to be simple, the
sensing range is ܴௌ = [0, ]ܮ. It is assumed that the vehicles enter the sensing range based
on a Poisson distribution [113], [114] with the arrival rate ߣ, and the vehicle speed is V
with mean ߤ.
When a vehicle is entering the sensing range at time ݐ , the location of this vehicle at
 ݐ ݐ is
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௧

ܺ(ݐ, ݐ ) = න ܸ(߬)݀߬

(2.12)

௧బ

To simplify the analysis, we assume ܸ = ߤ and equation (2.12) can be simplified to
ܺ(ݐ, ݐ ) = ( ݐെ ݐ )ߤ

(2.13)

Because the vehicles enter the sensing range following a Poisson distribution, the
arriving time ݐ will be uniformly distributed in [0, [ ]ݐ115]. Thus, ܺ( )ݐwill be uniformly
distributed in [0, ߤ]ݐ. For any vehicle arriving in time [0, ]ݐ, the probability that one
vehicle is still in the sensing range [0,  ]ܮat time  ݐis:
ܲௌ ((ܲ = )ݐ0  ܺ( )ݐ ܮ = )ܮ/(ߤ)ݐ

(2.14)

Let  )ݐ(ܭbe the number of vehicles in [0,  ]ܮat time ݐ, and ܰ( )ݐbe the number of
vehicles which arrive at the sensing range in the duration [0, ]ݐ. So the probability
ܲ{ }݇ = )ݐ(ܭwill be achieved by
ஶ

ܲ{ = }݇ = )ݐ(ܭ ܲ{)݊ = )ݐ(ܰ(ܲ}݊ = )ݐ(ܰ|݇ = )ݐ(ܭ

(2.15)

ୀ

It is obvious that one vehicle may be either in [0,  ]ܮor not, so ܲ{}݊ = )ݐ(ܰ|݇ = )ݐ(ܭ
follows a binomial distribution, and it can be obtained as:
݊
ܲ{ = }݊ = )ݐ(ܰ|݇ = )ݐ(ܭቀ ቁ [ܲௌ (])ݐ [1 െ ܲௌ (])ݐି
݇

(2.16)

Because the vehicles are following the Poisson distribution [113], [114] with the
arrival rate ߣ, we can obtain
(ߣ)ݐ ିఒ௧
ܲ{ܰ(= }݊ = )ݐ
݁
݊!

(2.17)

After substituting equations (2.14), (2.16) and (2.17) into equation (2.15), we have
ܲ{= }݇ = )ݐ(ܭ

(ߣܮ/ߤ) ିఒ/ఓ
݁
݇!

(2.18)

Therefore, based on the above analysis, it is clear that the number of nodes in the
sensing range [0,  ]ܮat time ݐ, )ݐ(ܭ, is following the Poisson distribution with mean
ߣ = ߣܮ/ߤ.
Thus, based on the message arrival modeling, which is the estimate of new sensing
message and the number of sensing nodes in the sensing range, the aggregator may
estimate the new state ݏ of the received samples as
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|ݏ | = |ݏିଵ | +  ൭ܲ{ }݇ = )ݐ(ܭή  ඌ
ୀଵ

ୀଵ

ܶ௪
ඐ൱
ܶ

(2.19)

Therefore, based on (2.19), the aggregator can estimate the number of aggregatable
messages in the new state ݏ and make an optimal waiting decision using the MDP model
based on the tradeoff between the aggregation benefit and risk as discussed above.
2.3.3 Message Aggregation
Here, the message aggregation, including the aggregation similarity, new information
sensitivity, Bayesian data fusion and decision fusion, will be designed to ensure effective
aggregation and improve message accuracy.

2.3.3.1 Aggregation Similarity
To decide whether event messages are aggregatable, message similarity will be
checked before the aggregation operation in the aggregator. Here, the spatial similarity
and temporal similarity are considered to make sure event messages are similar enough to
be aggregated.
With two messages  ܫand  ܬof the same event type, the aggregator can achieve the
position difference of the event as |ο݀| = ห݀ െ ݀ ห and the time difference as |ο= |ݐ
หݐ െ ݐ ห, where ݀ and ݐ are included in the event message packet. To ensure spatial
similarity, ο݀ is designed to satisfy
|ο݀|  ݇ௗ ή ܴௌ

(2.20)

where ܴௌ is the sensing range of one node and the value of parameter ݇ௗ is proportional
to the sensing error and event mobility.
For temporal similarity, οt should satisfy:
|ο |ݐ ݇௧ ή ܶௌ

(2.21)

where ܶௌ is the same as in the equation (2.9) and the parameter ݇௧ is proportional to the
event duration.
Hence, when the event messages can satisfy the conditions as equation (2.20) and
(2.21), they can be aggregated in the aggregator to ensure the message spatial similarity
and temporal similarity.
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2.3.3.2 New Information Sensitivity
When aggregatable messages are aggregated into one, the original messages will not
be available, and it is difficult to determine which messages are already present in the
aggregated message. In addition, it is desired to allow new original observations to be
aggregated into an already existing aggregate at any time. Hence, it is necessary to ensure
new information sensitivity to avoid missing any new message in the aggregation
operation. To achieve this goal, the Flajolet-Martin (FM) sketches [101] is applied for
probabilistic counting of distinct messages in SLMA, and it can ensure that any new
observation can be aggregated into higher level aggregated message.
A message ID is defined by a tuple including the vehicle ID and its sequence number.
For example, the message (15, 1) is sent by the vehicle with ID 15 and its sequence
number 1. When a node, say A, has received a new message, it will hash the message ID
with a proper hash function and set the respective bit to one in the FM sketch [30], [116].
As shown in Figure 2.7, message A is obtained by the aggregation of message (15, 1),
(16, 1) and (19, 1). However, when node B receives message A, it can find that node A
missed the new message (20, 1) in the aggregation. In this case, node B will make
another aggregation and merge the two sketches to acquire the total number of distinct
messages by a simple bit-wise OR operation.
Thus, by using FM sketches to count the distinct messages in the aggregation, it can
avoid missing any new message and ensure new information sensitivity.

Figure 2.7 Aggregation of Flajolet-Martin sketches
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2.3.3.3 Bayesian Data Fusion
The aggregator will aggregate all the available data of the same event after it make the
decision “aggregate”. However, because of data errors and redundancy from on-board
sensors, it is indispensable to apply data fusion to improve data precision and reduce
information redundancy. Compared with other data fusion techniques, such as maximum
likelihood (ML) algorithm and Kalman filtering (KF) [117], the Bayesian algorithm [118]
takes a direct and low complexity way to fuse data. In addition, it can provide a formal
probabilistic semantics and consistent method to decrease errors of sensor measurements.
Hence, the Bayesian method is used for the data fusion module in the aggregator to
obtain the MAP estimate, which employs an augmented optimization objective.
Let ܣଵ , ܣଶ , …, ܣ be subsets of sample space S , and they have the following
properties:
(1) ܣ ܣ ת = )݆ ് ݅( 
(2) ܣଵ ܣ ଶ ܣ  ڮ  = ܵ
(3) The probability ܲ(ܣ ) > 0 (݅ = 1,2,  ڮ, ݉)
For each event  > )ܤ(ܲ( ܤ0), based on Bayesian theory, we have
ܲ(ܣ |= )ܤ

ܲ(ܣ ܣ|ܤ(ܲ )ܤ )ܲ(ܣ )
= 
σୀଵ ܲ(ܣ|ܤ )
ܲ()ܤ

(2.22)

The observation model is assumed as
݃ ( )ݐ(݃ = )ݐ+ ߜ ( = ݅ )ݐ1,2,  ڮ, ݉

(2.23)

where ݃ ( )ݐis the data obtained at time  ݐand ݃( )ݐis its real value. ߜ ( )ݐis the error at
time  ݐand ݉ is the number of available observations.
Based on a prior probability ݂(݃) and the posterior density ݂(݃|݃ଵ , ݃ଶ ,  ڮ, ݃ ), we
need to obtain the MAP estimate of the real data ݃( )ݐas follow
݃ො = argmax{݂(݃|݃ଵ , ݃ଶ ,  ڮ, ݃ )}


(2.24)

From equation (2.23), given ݃, we can get that
݂(݃ |݃) = ݂(ߜ ) = ݂(݃ െ ݃)

(2.25)

where ݂(ή) is the probability density function. If ߜ ( )ݐis normal (or Gaussian)
distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation ߪ , the conditional probability density
݂(݃ |݃)~ܰ(0, ߪ ଶ ) is:
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݂(݃ |݃) =

1
ߪ ξ2ߨ

exp{െ

1
(݃ െ ݃)ଶ }
2ߪ ଶ 

(2.26)

In addition, if the mutual independence for ߜ ( )ݐis assumed, we can achieve that
݂(݃ଵ , ݃ଶ ,  ڮ, ݃ |݃) = ෑ ݂(݃ |݃) =  ܭή exp{െ 




where  = ܭς ఙ

ଵ

 ξଶగ

1
(݃ െ ݃)ଶ }
2ߪ ଶ 

(2.27)

is a constant.

Let ݃ have a Gaussian prior distribution with mean ߤ and standard deviation ߪ, a prior
probability ݂(݃) can be obtained as
݂(݃; ߤ, ߪ) =

1
ߪξ2ߨ

exp{െ

1
(݃ െ ߤ)ଶ }
2ߪ ଶ

(2.28)

Based on the Bayesian theory, to achieve equation (2.24), the MAP estimate is to make
 )݃(ܬminimum, where
 = )݃(ܬ


1
1
(݃ െ ݃)ଶ + ଶ (݃ െ ߤ)ଶ
ଶ
2ߪ
2ߪ

(2.29)

Therefore, the fused data can be achieved by calculating
݀ܬ
=0
݀݃

(2.30)

Thus, by the Bayesian data fusion, the aggregator can achieve the MAP estimate based
on the received samples, which will significantly improve the information precision and
reduce the information redundancy to save the bandwidth resources.

2.3.3.4 Decision Fusion
In the event message broadcasted by each sensing node, there is information of the
local decision (݄ ) describing the event situation features, such as the event mobility,
relevance and time criticality as presented in section 2.3.1.3. Thus, to improve the
information certainty and avoid false warnings of the event, it is necessary to adopt the
decision fusion. Here, the event mobility feature is taken as an example in the decision
fusion to check whether the event is static or not.
Generally, preceding event detection can be treated as a problem of test of hypothesis,
which involves constructing the solution to an optimization problem. Using the Bayesian
approach as an effective way to solve this optimization problem, we can obtain minimum
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Bayesian risk [119] for the module of decision fusion in the aggregator to make the
optimal decision to detect whether the event is static or mobile.
Basically, there are two hypotheses ܪ and ܪଵ .
൜

ܪ ,
ܪଵ ,

݄ܶ݁ ݁ܿ݅ݐܽݐݏ ݏ݅ ݐ݊݁ݒ
݄ܶ݁ ݈ܾ݁݁݅݉ ݏ݅ ݐ݊݁ݒ

(2.31)

Upon detecting the event, the sensing node will broadcast a message of event
detection, which can be considered as the event hypothesis. Let ݄ (݅ = 1,2,  ڮ, ݉) be the
local binary decision of event detection from ݉ nodes, and they will be collected by the
aggregator. Once receiving the local decisions, the aggregator can obtain the decision
vector ݄{ = ܪଵ , ݄ଶ ,  ڮ, ݄ }, and make an optimal decision ݄ as
݄ = ൜

0, ܪ ݏ݅ݏ݄݁ݐݕ݄ ݄݁ݐ ݐ݁ܿܿܣ
1, ܪ ݏ݅ݏ݄݁ݐݕ݄ ݄݁ݐ ݐ݁ܿܿܣଵ

(2.32)

To achieve the minimum Bayesian risk in equation (2.32), let ܥ be the total risk when
݄ is equal to ݅ (݅ = 0,1), that is
൜

ܥ = ܿ ή ܲ(ܪ | )ܪ+ ܿଵ ή ܲ(ܪଵ |)ܪ
ܥଵ = ܿଵ ή ܲ(ܪ | )ܪ+ ܿଵଵ ή ܲ(ܪଵ |)ܪ

(2.33)

where ܿ is the cost coefficient (decision consequence) and it is assigned to each possible
outcome as ܿ = ܲ(ܪ ݐ݁ܿܿܣ ܪ ݄݊݁ݓ ݅)݁ݑݎݐ ݏ. Usually, there is no cost to correct
decisions, and that is to assign c = cଵଵ =0. In addition, if the cost of wrong decisions is
assumed the same, we can assign cଵ = cଵ =1.
From equation (2.22), we can get
ܲ(ܪ |= )ܪ

ܲ(ܪ|ܪ )ܲ(ܪ )
,
ܲ()ܪ

݅ = 0,1

(2.34)

Whenever ܥ  ܥଵ , the Bayesian risk is minimized by assigning ݄ to 0. Whenever
ܥ > ܥଵ , we should assign ݄ to 1. If ܥ  ܥଵ, based on equations (2.33) and (2.34), we
can obtain:
ܲ(ܪ|ܪଵ ) ܲ(ܪ ) ή (ܿଵ െ ܿ )

ܲ(ܪ|ܪ ) ܲ(ܪଵ ) ή (ܿଵ െ ܿଵଵ )

(2.35)

The left side of equation (2.35) is called likelihood ratio [119] and the right side a
threshold (denoted by ߟ ), which is decided by the system parameters and realistic
(ு )

environment. If using the values of ܿ as discussed above, we can see that ߟ = (ுబ .
)
భ
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Therefore, the decision fusion rule, with minimum Bayesian risk, can be expressed as:

݄ =

ۓ0,
ۖ
 ۔1,
ۖ
ە

ܲ(݄ଵ , ݄ଶ ,  ڮ, ݄ |ܪଵ )
ߟ
ܲ(݄ଵ , ݄ଶ ,  ڮ, ݄ |ܪ )
ܲ(݄ଵ , ݄ଶ ,  ڮ, ݄ |ܪଵ )
>ߟ
ܲ(݄ଵ , ݄ଶ ,  ڮ, ݄ |ܪ )

(2.36)

Based on equation (2.36), the aggregator will achieve a more accurate decision to
check whether the event is static or not.
Therefore, in SLMA, the event driven structure-less aggregation framework enhances
communication efficiency by avoiding the aggregation structures. In addition, by
considering the realistic constraints in the application, the structure-less cooperative
detection with the MDP model in the aggregator is introduced to support time critical
safety applications. Moreover, message aggregation with data fusion and decision fusion
can greatly improve information accuracy.

2.4 Theoretical Performance Analysis
Because of the aggregation operation in the aggregator, SLMA can greatly save
bandwidth resource and reduce information redundancy, resulting to the decrease of
communication collisions in the network. Here, the theoretical performance of the
communication overhead and propagation delay will be analyzed, by considering the
propagation distance between the sensing nodes and the sink2.
2.4.1 Communication Overhead
It is assumed that there are ݉ sensing nodes, from ܵଵ to ܵ , and one sink ܵ . The
whole network can be modeled as a graph ܸ( = ܩ, )ܧ, where ܸ is the set of vehicular
nodes and  ܧis the set of edges between any pair of nodes which can directly
communicate with each other.

Let ݎ be the distance, in terms of the number of

communication hops, from source ܵ to the sink ܵ in the graph  ܩalong the shortest path.
Therefore, to transmit all the data from all the sensing nodes, for the protocols which
apply the shortest path routing without data aggregation, the total number ( ܰே ) of
transmission hops required in the network is
2

Here, the sink is different from that in sensor networks. It refers to the final (furthest
or last) receiver in the relevance area for a specific event.
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ܰே =  ݎ

(2.37)

ୀଵ

With data aggregation, the aggregator will collect all the sensing data and propagate
the aggregated data to the sink. Let ܰ be the total number of transmission hops required
for the protocol with data aggregation. Firstly, we define the network “diameter” ܺ ,
which is the maximum distance, in terms of the number of communication hops, between
any pair of nodes along the shortest path in the network. That is ܺ = max,א {ݎ } ,
where ݎ is the shortest path from node ݅ to ݆ in  ܩ, Thus, in the set of sensing nodes, from
ܵଵ to ܵ , it is obvious that the diameter ܺ is larger or equal to 1. Then, for the protocol
with data aggregation, we can obtain the upper bound of ܰ as
ܰ  (݉ െ 1)ܺ + min(ݎ )

(2.38)

Meanwhile, the lower bound of ܰ for the protocol with data aggregation in the
network is
ܰ  (݉ െ 1) + min(ݎ )

(2.39)

Usually, the sink is a remote receiver, so it is obvious that the diameter ܺ < min(ݎ ).
Comparing the equations (2.37) and (2.38), it is obvious that ܰ < ܰே . That is, in terms
of the total number of data packet transmissions in the network, the protocols with data
aggregation will always outperform those without data aggregation.
In addition, if assuming ܺ and ݉ are fixed and min(ݎ ) tends to infinity (i.e. as the
remote receiver is very far away from the sensing nodes), comparing the equations (2.37)
and (2.38), we can achieve the following conclusion
ܰ
1
=
 ՜ஶ ܰே
݉
lim

(2.40)

From equation (2.40), we can see that the saving factors from the data aggregation is
the reciprocal of the degree of aggregation (DOA) [110], which shows the bandwidth
savings from the data aggregation protocol.
2.4.2 Propagation Delay
To notify remote vehicles of the event, the aggregator will propagate the aggregated
message within limited delay. Here, the propagation delay will be theoretically analyzed
based on the protocols with data aggregation and without data aggregation respectively.
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Firstly, for the protocol without data aggregation, we can achieve the average
propagation delay (ܦᇱ ), which is the average time to transmit a message from the sensing
node to the sink, as below.
௧







ܦᇱ = ܧൣݎ ή ൫ܶ ᇱ  + ܶ ᇱ  + ܶ ᇱ  + ܶ ᇱ  ൯൧

(2.41)

௧

where (ܧή) is the function of expected value. ܶ ᇱ  is the message transmission time of




node i in one hop. ܶ ᇱ  is the collision time in one hop. ܶ ᇱ  is the total back-off time


when the collision occurs, and ܶ ᇱ  is the transmission failure time caused by channel bit
errors. Considering there are ݉ sensing nodes, equation (2.41) can be rewritten as
ܦᇱ =


1
௧



ή  ݎ ή ൣ ܶ(ܧᇱ  ) +  ܶ(ܧᇱ  ) +  ܶ(ܧᇱ  ) +  ܶ(ܧᇱ  )൧
݉
ୀଵ

(2.42)

Let ܮ be the average length of message packet and ܴௗ be the transmitting data rate.
௧

The message transmission time ܶ ᇱ  can be obtained as
௧

ܧ൫ܶ ᇱ  ൯ =

ܮ
ܴௗ



(2.43)


To calculate the collision time ܶ ᇱ  and the total back-off time ܶ ᇱ  for each sensing
node, the collision probability needs to be estimated in the network. Here, we refer to the
Bianchi’s model [120], which mathematically describes the performance of the IEEE
distributed coordination function (DCF) protocol.
Let ߛ be the probability that a node transmits in an arbitrary time slot. Considering
there are ݉ sensing nodes and they need to transmit the messages at ݉ time slots, so the
probability that node i broadcasts its message is
௧ = ߛ(1 െ ߛ)ିଵ

(2.44)

Thus, we can achieve the probability ( ) that the channel is busy as follow.
 = 1 െ (1 െ ߛ)

(2.45)

In addition, the probability (ଵ) that exactly one node transmits on the channel is
ଵ = ݉ߛ(1 െ ߛ)ିଵ

(2.46)

Therefore, the collision probability ( ) in the network can be obtained as
 =  െ ଵ = 1 െ (1 െ ߛ) െ ݉ߛ(1 െ ߛ)ିଵ

(2.47)


Based on the collision probability in equation (2.47), the expected collision time ܶ ᇱ 
can be obtained as
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ܧ൫ܶ ᇱ  ൯ =  ή ܶ = [1 െ (1 െ ߛ) െ ݉ߛ(1 െ ߛ)ିଵ ] ή ܶ

(2.48)

where ܶ is the fixed overhead for an collision in time slots (e.g., an RTS collision in
IEEE 802.11b is ܶ = 20 slots).
The collision probability ( )of a node in an arbitrary slot is given by
 = 1 െ (1 െ ߛ)ିଵ

(2.49)



Then the expected back-off time  ܶ(ܧᇱ  ) of each sensing node is

 ܶ(ܧᇱ  )

=ߜή

ௐ

 ή ܾ

ୀ

(2.50)

where ߜ is the duration of one time slots, ܾ (0  ݅  ܹ) is the mean back-off duration
(in time slots) at the ith attempt for the message transmission, and ܹ is defined as that at
the (ܹ + 1) ݄ݐattempt either the packet succeeds or is discard. Further, according to the
802.11 standard, there is a  ܤ 1 that the contention window ( )ܹܥcan be obtained as:
= ܹܥ

2 ή ܹܥ െ 1
(0  ݅   ܤെ 1)
2

(2.51)

2 ή ܹܥ െ 1
(݅  )ܤ
2

(2.52)

and
= ܹܥ

where ܹܥ is the minimum contention window and it is a positive integer (2ହ in the
IEEE 802.11 standard). The back-off time ܾ is uniformly distributed over [0,1,  ڮ,  ܹܥെ
1].
Therefore, based on the equations (2.50), (2.51) and (2.52), the expected back-off time


 ܶ(ܧᇱ  ) can be achieved as

 ܶ(ܧᇱ  )

ߜ [1 െ (2) ] ή ܹܥ (2) ή ܹܥ െ 1
= ήቊ
+
ቋ
2
1െ
1 െ 2

(2.53)



To calculate the transmission failure time ܶ ᇱ  , the channel bit error should be
considered. Let the channel bit error  be uniformly distributed with error events being
independent of each other, and  be the probability that transmission failure results from
channel bit errors. Therefore, we have:
 = 1 െ (1 െ  )
where ܮ is the data packet length in bit.
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(2.54)



Thus, the transmission failure time ܶ ᇱ  can be achieved as


௧

 ܶ(ܧᇱ  ) =  ή  ܶ(ܧᇱ  ) = [1 െ (1 െ  ) ] ή

ܮ
ܴௗ

(2.55)

Based on equation (2.42), (2.43), (2.48), (2.53) and (2.55), it is easy to achieve the
average propagation delay to transmit the message from the sensing nodes to the sink for
the protocol without data aggregation scheme.
For the protocols with data aggregation as SLMA, firstly it is assumed that the node
with min(ݎ ) transmission hops will be the aggregator. The aggregator will directly
receive and aggregate all the messages from the sensing nodes, and it will disseminate the
aggregated message to the sink. Let ݎ = min(ݎ ) and ܦଵ is the time delay to collect all
the messages from sensing nodes. When the sensing nodes report their original
observations, it is assumed that they will follow a contention-based scheme [107], where
the waiting time is based on the distance from the sensing node to the event position.
Then ܦଵ can be calculated as below


ܦଵ = (ܶ௪ + ܶ௧ + ܶ )

(2.56)

ୀଵ

where ܶ௪ is the waiting time between the transmissions of the ݅ ݄ݐnode and (݅ െ 1)݄ݐ
node. ܶ௧ is the transmission time for one message, and it can be calculated as in the
equation (2.43). ܶ is the transmission failure time caused by channel bit errors, it is easy
to calculate it by using equation (2.55). Because of different waiting time introduced, the
collision time can be ignored when the aggregator collects all the messages. In addition,
if the maximum waiting time is set to the node sensing period ܶௌ , then we have


 ܶ௪  ܶௌ

(2.57)

ୀଵ

So we can get that:
ܦଵ  ܶௌ + ݉ ή [2 െ (1 െ  ) ] ή

ܮ
ܴௗ

(2.58)

Let ܦଶ be the propagation delay of the aggregated message from node ݇ to the sink.
Since there is only one aggregated message disseminated to the sink, the collision time
also can be ignored. Then ܦଶ can be achieved as
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ܦଶ = ݎ ή (ܶ௧ + ܶ )

(2.59)

where ܶ௧ is the transmission time for one message in one hop, and it is the same as that in
equation (2.43). ܶ is the transmission failure time caused by channel bit errors, and it is
calculated as in equation (2.55). Thus, the total delay ( )ܦwith data aggregation is
ܦ = ܦଵ + ܦଶ

(2.60)

Therefore, the total delay ( )ܦfor the protocol SLMA is achieved by calculating the
following expression.
 ܦ ܶௌ + (݉ + ݎ ) ή [2 െ (1 െ  ) ] ή

ܮ
ܴௗ

(2.61)

Thus, based on the theoretical analysis of the protocol performance, in terms of
communication overhead and propagation delay, it is obvious that network resource
savings and protocol efficiency will be achieved by SLMA as the mechanism of data
aggregation.

2.5 Evaluation and Simulations
In this section, the performance of SLMA will be evaluated by extensive simulations
and compared with other existing schemes.
2.5.1 Simulation Design
In the simulation, the network simulator ns-2 [121] is used to simulate the protocol
design and the mobility trace of vehicular nodes is generated by the simulator MOVE
[122]. This combination allows for a detailed simulation of both vehicle movements and
network communication.
Table 2.1
Simulation parameters in SLMA
PARAMETER
Road Length
Number of lanes
Vehicle Density
Average Speed
Communication Range
MAC Layer
Date Rate
Propagation Model
Propagation Distance
Simulation Duration

VALUE
12 km
2 /direction
20~60 vehicles/km
90 km/h
250 m
IEEE 802.11
2 Mbps
Two-Ray-Ground
1~10 km
1200 s
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The simulation parameters are shown as in Table 2.1. Our simulation models a straight
12 km long bidirectional highway with 2 lanes per direction. The average vehicle density
on the highway is varying from 20 to 60 vehicles/km on all lanes (specifically the vehicle
density is 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60 vehicles/km), and the average speed of the vehicles is 90
km/h. Each vehicle is equipped with an omni-directional antenna, and its radio
communication range is set to 250 m. The MAC protocol is 802.11 with data rate 2
Mbps. The propagation model in the simulation is the Two-Ray-Ground model [123].
Here, we realize the occurrence of 100 safety-relevant events in the simulation. The
duration of each event is 1 s and only the vehicles in the radio communication range
detect the occurrence of the event. The accuracy probability of each sensor observation
for each vehicle is about 64% [102]. Each observation report of the event detection will
be disseminated to a predefined road segment. The average distance from the event
position to the sink (furthest or last receiver) will be varied from 1 km to 10 km. The
simulation duration is 1200 s. For simplicity, the safety relevant event does not affect the
vehicle traffic on the road, since the goal of our simulation is to evaluate whether our
proposed scheme will reduce the communication overhead and information uncertainty
within limited propagation delay.
2.5.2 Simulation Evaluations
The goal of SLMA is to reduce the communication overhead, and improve
dissemination efficiency and information accuracy simultaneously. Thus, the simulation
evaluations will focus on three metrics for the aggregation mechanism: communication
overhead, average propagation delay and information accuracy, as defined below.
z

Communication Overhead: the total number of data packets transmitted by all the

nodes in the network.
z

Average Propagation Delay: the source-to-destination delay averaged over all

delivered data packets for each source/destination pair.
z

Information Accuracy: the ratio of the number of accurate event reports to the

number of all event reports.
In the simulation, the GPSR [54] mechanism is implemented as the routing protocol to
disseminate the original event reports from the source nodes to the sink. To compare the
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performance of communication overhead and propagation delay, the simulations will be
conducted using SLMA, GPSR without aggregation scheme and randomized waiting
(RW) scheme [98], which is a structure-free data aggregation scheme and efficient in the
highly mobile environments.

2.5.2.1 Simulations with Varying Propagation Distance
Since the original event reports should be propagated to the remote vehicles within
limited delay, it is desired to evaluate the propagation coverage within varying
propagation distance. Here, the protocol performance by varying propagation distance is
evaluated to illustrate the effectiveness to notify remote vehicles. The vehicle density in
these simulations is set to 40 vehicles/km.
Figure 2.8 shows the comparison of the communication overhead for SLMA, GPSR
without aggregation and RW scheme. Without data aggregation, the vehicles which
detect the event occurrence will send all their original observations to the sink. Therefore,
when the propagation distance to the sink increases, there will be more messages
transmitted in the network. However, in the RW scheme, all the nodes receiving the
message of event detection will implement a randomized delay to receive possible more
observations for aggregation. So RW achieves much less communication overhead when
compared to GPSR without aggregation. However, with the determination of message
aggregator, SLMA reduces up to 40% communication overhead when compared with the
RW scheme. Thus, SLMA can ensure steady and limited communication overhead when
the propagation distance to the sink increases.

Figure 2.8 Communication overhead vs. propagation distance
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Figure 2.9 Average propagation delay vs. propagation distance
Figure 2.9 shows the comparison of the average propagation delay for SLMA, RW and
GPSR without aggregation scheme. In Figure 2.9, “Theoretical SLMA” is the theoretical
analysis achieved by equation (2.60), and “Theoretical without Agg.” is the calculation
results based on equation (2.42). When the propagation distance to the sink increases,
there is more delay to disseminate the messages. It is clear that the simulation results are
very close to the theoretical analysis results obtained in the section 2.4.2. The delay in
GPSR without aggregation is smaller than that of SLMA when the propagation distance
is nearer than 4 km, that is because GPSR without aggregation will not implement any
waiting delay for aggregation. However, when more data packets need to be disseminated
to the sink, there are more channel collisions for GPSR without aggregation, so its delay
will increase faster than that in SLMA. Meanwhile, RW will apply a randomized delay
for every packet forwarded by the intermediate nodes, so the delay with RW will increase
proportionally to the propagation distance.
To my best knowledge, there are no existing schemes of message aggregation in
VANETs to explicitly enhance the information accuracy. To evaluate SLMA in terms of
information accuracy, the simulations of SLMA and SLMA without decision fusion are
compared. Since the module of decision fusion is to enhance the information certainty,
the comparison will evaluate the improvement of information accuracy in SLMA. Figure
2.10 shows the information accuracy as a function of propagation distance to the sink.
From the comparison of simulation results, we can see that SLMA can greatly improve
the information accuracy when the event detection accuracy is low for each single vehicle.
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Figure 2.10 Information accuracy vs. propagation distance

Figure 2.11 Communication overhead vs. vehicle density

2.5.2.2 Simulations with Varying Vehicle Density
Here, the protocol performance is studied by varying vehicle density to evaluate the
protocol scalability and bandwidth efficiency. The propagation distance is set to 6 km.
With varying vehicle density, the comparison of the communication overhead for
SLMA, RW and GPSR without aggregation is shown in Figure 2.11. Similar to Figure
2.8, for GPSR without aggregation, there will be more data packets transmitted in the
networks when the vehicle density increases. In addition, there are more sensing nodes
and all the data packets from the sensing nodes will be propagated to the sink. However,
with SLMA, the aggregator will collect all the reports from the sensing nodes and
aggregate them. Therefore, only the aggregated message will be transmitted to the sink,
which can ensure steady and limited overhead when the vehicle density increases.
Meanwhile, SLMA saves as much as 30% to 40% communication overhead than RW.
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Figure 2.12 Average propagation delay vs. vehicle density

Figure 2.13 Information accuracy vs. vehicle density
Figure 2.12 shows the comparison of the average propagation delay for SLMA, RW
and GPSR without aggregation scheme in different vehicle density. Similar to Figure 2.9,
“Theoretical SLMA” in Figure 2.12 is the theoretical analysis obtained from the equation
(2.60), and “Theoretical without Agg.” is achieved based on equation (2.42). When the
vehicle density increases, the propagation delay of SLMA will keep steady. Similarly, the
RW scheme will introduce a randomized delay for every data packet forwarded, so the
propagation delay of RW will be much larger than that of SLMA. For GPSR without
aggregation, because there will be more communication overhead as the vehicle density
increases, its propagation delay will increase slowly. Therefore, the performance of
SLMA, in terms of average propagation delay, will outperform that of RW and GPSR
without aggregation scheme.
Figure 2.13 shows the information accuracy for SLMA and SLMA without decision
fusion when the vehicle density is varying. Similar to Figure 2.10, when the vehicle
density is increasing, the information accuracy of SLMA will increase accordingly, since
there will be more sensing nodes and more original observations will be available for
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aggregation. Thus, the information accuracy in SLMA will be improved when there is
more information redundancy.
Therefore, based on the simulation results above, it is easy to conclude that SLMA can
achieve very low communication overhead with acceptable propagation delay. More
importantly, it will greatly improve the information accuracy when the message
uncertainty is high.

2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, to enable efficient and accurate cooperative event detection, a novel
and efficient scheme, event driven structure-less message aggregation (SLMA), is
proposed to aggregate the messages of one single event from different sources in
VANETs. The main feature of this scheme is to efficiently reduce the communication
overhead, without any predefined aggregation structure, to disseminate the traffic safety
relevant messages within limited latency, while considering the realistic constraints in
VANETs. In addition, by Bayesian fusion, it can effectively improve information
accuracy in face of high errors from on-board sensors. Furthermore, the performance of
message aggregation is extensively evaluated by theoretical analysis and simulation
results to show its advantages.
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Chapter 3

Relative Position based Message

Dissemination3
To efficiently support different applications in VANETs, it is vital to reliably transmit
relevant messages to vehicles in the targeted region. In this chapter, a novel scheme,
relative position based message dissemination (RPB-MD), is proposed to reliably and
efficiently disseminate messages to the vehicles in the relevant area.

3.1 Introduction
As a special instance of MANETs, vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) will greatly
improve traffic safety and efficiency. For example, with safety assistant systems based on
VANETs, the number of vehicle accidents is supposed to be reduced significantly [124].
For non-safety applications, VANETs will significantly improve traffic efficiency,
effectively provide passenger comfort or disseminate commercial information. Recently,
the government, academic and industry organizations have launched many projects
worldwide for the development of VANETs, such as IntelliDrive [125], CVIS [14],
PReVENT [126] and NoW [127].
To provide spatial and temporal information among vehicles, the relevant messages
need to be delivered to intended vehicles located in specified target region. For example,
the message of traffic congestion should be disseminated to remote vehicles near the
preceding entrance/exit, so that they can change their route in advance to avoid the
congestion. More importantly, for safety related applications, message dissemination in
VANETs should guarantee robust packet delivery within limited delay. However,
achieving effective and efficient message dissemination in VANETs is challenging due to
their unique features, such as high mobility, frequent partitions, large scale and varying
traffic density. Considering the unique features of VANETs mentioned above, the
mechanism of “store-carry-forward” [128] has been introduced to support effective
message propagation in VANETs. Though many existing schemes [129]–[131] have been

3

The material contained in this chapter is being published in the journal of Ad Hoc
Networks. © 2012 Elsevier. See Appendix A for documentation of the permission to
republish this material.
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proposed for message dissemination in VANETs, it remains an open problem to reliably
and efficiently deliver messages under different vehicular traffic scenarios.
This chapter focuses on the issue of reliably and efficiently disseminating messages to
all intended vehicles in the zone-of-relevance (ZoR) [129]. Here, ZoR defines the area
wherein the message is of interest to the drivers. A novel solution, relative position based
message dissemination (RPB-MD), is proposed to support robust message dissemination
in VANETs. By defining the ZoR based on relative position and forwarding the message
based on the relative distance and moving direction, RPB-MD greatly reduces the
communication overhead and improves the reliability of message dissemination. The key
contributions of this chapter are as follows.
1) The relative position based message dissemination (RPB-MD) protocol is proposed
to guarantee high delivery ratio with acceptable latency and limited overhead. Firstly, the
relative position based (RPB) addressing model is introduced as an anonymous
addressing model to effectively define the destination. Besides, the directional greedy
broadcast routing (DGBR) is proposed to make a group of nodes hold messages to
improve the dissemination reliability. By rebroadcasting the message adaptively, RPBMD can provide efficient message dissemination while ensuring robustness independent
of vehicular traffic density.
2) The vehicle mobility model is incorporated to adaptively design the protocol time
parameters. Based on the extended car following model [132], [133], RPB-MD can adjust
the time parameters dynamically and intelligently according to the message attributes and
local vehicular traffic density. In addition, all the information needed to design the time
parameters is local vehicle traffic density and average speed, which thus will not increase
the protocol complexity and computation.
3) The feasibility of RPB-MD is analyzed to show the protocol efficiency, robustness
and applicability. Under varying traffic density, the protocol design can ensure that the
message will be disseminated efficiently. In addition, RPB-MD is robust to the traffic
density accuracy, relative distance accuracy and packet duplication. Meanwhile, it is also
showed that RPB-MD can be extended to 2-D scenarios. Furthermore, extensive
simulations confirmed the reliability and efficiency of RPB-MD.
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3.2 Related Work
Robust message dissemination in VANETs is complicated and challenging, since
VANETs are highly mobile, sometimes sparse and essentially unbounded. To provide
data transmission service in MAENTs, a plenty of mechanisms have been proposed, such
as destination sequenced distance vector (DSDV) routing [50], ad hoc on-demand
distance vector (AODV) routing [134] and dynamic source routing (DSR) [135].
However, due to high mobility and frequent network partitions, these traditional
protocols would not effectively work in VANETs. The blind flooding [136] may be the
simplest method to improve message delivery ratio for multi-hop communication at the
price of extremely high overhead. Thus, to improve the protocol efficiency, the flooding
based approaches [137] apply the location information. However, the conventional
flooding mechanism will lead to the problem of broadcast storm [138].
One of the earliest schemes for message dissemination in VANETs is proposed in
[129]. In this paper, the authors propose an algorithm to mitigate broadcast storm by
delaying different time to reduce the communication peak load. Later, several approaches
for message dissemination in VANETs, most of which are position-based protocols, are
proposed to suit different environments. By using the digital map and the vehicles in the
intersections, greedy perimeter coordinator routing (GPCR) [58] combines the positionbased routing with topology knowledge to disseminate the message. The connectivityaware routing (CAR) [139], based on the assumption that there would be an end-to-end
path between the source and destination pairs, can locate the positions of destinations and
find the connected paths which are auto-adjusted on the fly. Due to the search for the
end-to-end path and maintenance of the topology and neighborhood information, these
approaches would lead to a large amount of overhead and limited delivery ratio
especially under sparse vehicular traffic.
To deal with network disconnection in sparse vehicular traffic, some schemes, such as
mobility-centric data dissemination algorithm (MDDV) [130], vehicle-assisted data
delivery (VADD) [131] and edge-aware epidemic protocol (EAEP) [140] are proposed.
These schemes apply the idea of “carry and forward” to ensure that messages can cross
the partitions. However, these schemes would greatly increase communication overhead
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(especially in dense vehicular traffic) and computation complexity because of the process
of partition crossing. When selecting the next best forwarder to achieve high delivery
ratio with least latency, different strategies focus on different factors. For example,
VADD [131] will select a forwarding route with the least packet delivery delay based on
the digital map and traffic statistics information. Meanwhile, some other routing
algorithms [141], [142] consider not only the position of the nodes, but also the direction
of vehicle movement. Nevertheless, these algorithms only select one node to carry and
forward the message in the route, which cannot guarantee robustness.
Multicast [143]–[145] is introduced to deliver the message from a single source
vehicle to all the related nodes in the destination area, while geocast routing [146] is
implemented to propagate the message to a specific geographic region. In [143], the
authors introduce the inter-vehicle geocast (IVG) to inform all the vehicles on the
highway about the danger warning by defining the multicast group based on the location,
speed and driving direction of vehicles. Joshi et al. [146] propose a distributed geocast
routing, which is robust to the topology changes and network fragmentation, to reduce
the number of hops and redundant broadcasts. In addition, broadcast protocol [147], [148]
is utilized for a source node to broadcast message to all other nodes in VANETs. For
example, in DV-CAST [147], each node always maintains the states of neighboring
vehicles to make decisions when it should broadcast. Generally, the work mentioned
above is either inefficient or unreliable to be implemented in the real traffic scenarios.
Therefore, in this chapter a novel scheme, relative position based message
dissemination (RPB-MD), is propose as a robust mechanism to reliably disseminate the
messages to vehicles in the zone-of-relevance. Different from the aforementioned work,
to ensure robust message dissemination, it applies the information of relative position and
moving direction to select the best forwarder, and makes a group of message holders
carry the message to ensure dissemination reliability. More importantly, incorporated
with vehicle mobility model, the protocol time parameters can be adjusted dynamically
according to different traffic scenarios, which will ensure the feasibility and applicability
of RPB-MD.
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3.3 RPB-MD: Relative Position Based Message Dissemination
In this section, the design details of RPB-MD will be presented, including the relative
position based (RPB) addressing model and directional greedy broadcast routing
(DGBR). The RPB addressing model is proposed to effectively define the destination.
The key idea of DGBR is to optimally select the next forwarder and make a group of
nodes intelligently hold and contend to transmit the message in different traffic scenarios.
Instead of a single node, RPB-MD considers that the message destinations are all vehicles
in the ZoR.
Here, it is assumed that vehicles can obtain the relative distance between two
neighbors based on their GPS position information. When the GPS signal is absent, such
as in a tunnel, vehicles can still attain the relative distance between two neighbors (i.e.
based on received signal strength indication, RSSI [149]). In addition, it is assumed that
two directional antennas (with beamwidth of 180 degree), with one pointing to the front
and the other pointing to the back, are equipped for every vehicle to reduce
communication interference [150]. Meanwhile, because each vehicle will periodically
broadcast beacons, containing its current location, speed and heading direction, to support
road safety applications [3], it is assumed that all the vehicles can acquire the information
of local vehicle traffic density and average vehicle velocity based on the beacons
received. Throughout this chapter, the time parameters, implemented in RPB-MD for the
time duration design, are defined as in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1
Time parameters in RPB-MD
Parameter

Parameter Definition

t0

Delay of the message transmission from source node to the first vehicle in the ZoR

T0

Message lifetime

T

Allowed maximum waiting time to rebroadcast the message

Ti

The ith neighbor’s waiting time to contend to rebroadcast the message

Tc

Interval of the message rebroadcasting

t1

Allowed holding time of the message holders who do not receive the implicit ACK

t2

Allowed holding time of the message holders who do not receive the explicit ACK

t3

Allowed holding time of the message holders who do not receive the expected
explicit ACK
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Figure 3.1 Relative position based (RPB) addressing model
3.3.1 Addressing Model
Essentially, VANETs are unbounded and usually it is difficult to retrieve the identities
of the intended receivers in advance. Therefore, the anonymous addressing model is
defined based on some vehicle properties, such as the position or speed information, to
reduce the communication overhead of control packets. In the existing work, some
anonymous addressing models, such as the position-based [151] and content-based
addressing models [152], are proposed. In this chapter, the transmission of messages will
target vehicles in a particular geographic area, and this area should be in the relative
position with respect to the source node. Thus, the RPB addressing model is proposed to
effectively define the destination. Specifically, the RPB addressing model defines the
relative position of the destination area with respect to the message source node,
including the total relative distance ܴሬԦ௧ and the dissemination direction ߮, as shown in
Figure 3.1.
Let  denote the set of all vehicles in the zone-of-relevance. Node ݆ is a vehicle on the
highway.  ݎis the range of ZoR. The RPB addressing model can be formally stated as:
< t, ܴሬԦ௧ : ݐ  t  ܶ  ٿെ  ݎ ܴሬԦ௧  0  j  אπ >

(3.1)

This statement can be interpreted as: During the message dissemination session
ݐ  t  ܶ , each vehicle j with the ܴሬԦ௧ satisfying െ ݎ ܴሬԦ௧  0 should be in the intended
receiver VHW . Here, ݐ is the delay requirement decided by the specific application of
this message [153]. Therefore, every dissemination session has two phases (it is assumed
that all the vehicle nodes are synchronized to define these phases). The first phase, from
time 0 to ݐ , is the forwarding phase in which the message is disseminated from the
source node to the first vehicle in ZoR. The second phase, from time ݐ to ܶ , is a stable
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phase in which the message is stored in ZoR. In this chapter, RPB-MD only focuses on
the forwarding phase.
Thus, by including the information of ܴሬԦ௧ , ߮ , [ݐ , ܶ ] and  ݎin the message packet
header, RPB-MD can effectively define the intended vehicles without any other control
packet exchanges. Based on RPB addressing model, when the message is disseminated
on the highway as shown in Figure 3.2, the receiver will calculate the update of total
relative distance ܴሬԦ௧ according to the equation as below.
ܴሬԦ௨ = ܴሬԦ௧ െ ܴሬԦ

(3.2)

Here, ܴሬԦ is the relative distance from the sender to the receiver. ܴሬԦ௨ and ܴሬԦ௧ are the total
relative distance to the destination area edge from the receiver and sender respectively.
3.3.2 Directional Greedy Broadcast Routing
To simplify the discussion, only the scenario of straight highway without any
intersections is considered here. With further extension, this scheme is applicable in the
generic 2-D environment (refer to section 3.4.2.5). The approach of directional greedy
broadcast routing (DGBR) is proposed to achieve robust message dissemination and
significantly reduce the communication overhead.

Figure 3.2 Update of the total relative distance

Figure 3.3 State transfer of vehicular nodes in RPB-MD
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In the forwarding process, as shown in Figure 3.3, every node may go through three
states and enter one stage: active state, intermediate state, inactive state and failure
processing. The node in active state will be the message head, while the nodes in
intermediate state are the message holders. The nodes, which do not receive or have
dropped the message, will be in inactive state. When the message holders cannot receive
the explicit/implicit acknowledgement (ACK) correctly, the failure processing will be
executed to help them go back to the inactive state. Meanwhile, when the nodes satisfy
certain conditions as illustrated below, they will transfer from one state to another.
In RPB-MD, only the message head can forward the message, while the message
holders can be the candidate message head. Generally, the message head goes through
two phases: one is the “omni-directional winner rebroadcasting”, which can ensure the
message is disseminated with the most progress. The other one is the “back-directional
ACK broadcasting”, which acknowledges the old message holders that the message has
been transmitted to another group successfully. In the forwarding process, RPB-MD can
naturally form a group of nodes to carry and forward the message with no control packet
exchange. To improve the transmission reliability, all the message holders will carry this
message with certain probability until some conditions are satisfied to drop the message.
Generally, DGBR consists of three processes: state migration, failure processing and the
update of total relative distance.

3.3.2.1 State Migration
As shown in Figure 3.4, vehicle A is assumed to be the message source node, and it
transmits the message to its front vehicles by its front directional antenna. In A’s
communication range, vehicles B and C will receive this message at their first time, and
they will contend to rebroadcast the message after their own period ܶ as

Figure 3.4 The illustration of directional greedy broadcast routing
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ܶ = ܶ(1 െ ܹ )

(3.3)

where ܹ is the ith neighbor’s waiting weight decided by the neighbor’s attributes, such
as moving direction or position. Because each of the receiver will run its own timer
according to its ܶ for this contention, the node with the largest ܹ will contend to be the
new message head to forward the message based on equation (3.3). Therefore, the
optimal calculation of ܹ can achieve the best forwarding strategy in the sense of
reliability and delivery delay. Here, the factors of vehicle’s relative distance and moving
direction are considered to make the best tradeoff between the position-first and
direction-first forwarding strategy [141], [142]. To reflect these two factors, ܹ is
decided as below.
ܹ = ߙ ή

ܴሬԦ
+ߚή݊
ܴ

(3.4)

where ߙ and ߚ are the weights of relative distance and moving direction respectively, and
R is the vehicle communication range, which is assumed to be uniform for all the nodes.

The value of ݊ is decided as below.
݊=൜

1,
0,

݊݅ݐܽ݊݅݉݁ݏݏ݅݀ ݁݃ܽݏݏ݁݉ ݂ ݐ݄ܽݐ ݏܽ ݁݉ܽݏ ݏ݅ ݅ ݁݀݊ ݂ ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݎ݅ܦ
݊݅ݐܽ݊݅݉݁ݏݏ݅݀ ݁݃ܽݏݏ݁݉ ݂ ݐ݄ܽݐ ݐ ݁ݐ݅ݏ ݏ݅ ݅ ݁݀݊ ݂ ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݎ݅ܦ

Based on the message waiting time decided by equations (3.3) and (3.4), vehicle C,
with the smallest Ti , will be the best next forwarder to rebroadcast the message with its
two directional antennas, and it will transit from inactive state to active state to act as the
new message head, which is associated to condition (1) in Figure 3.3. As shown in Figure
3.4, overhearing the rebroadcast (in the first hop contending period) from vehicle C,
vehicle A and B will regard the rebroadcast as an implicit ACK. Hence, vehicle A will
transit from active state to intermediate state and act as the message holder, which is
associated with condition (3) in Figure 3.3. While vehicle B will satisfy the condition (2)
in Figure 3.3 to transit from inactive state to intermediate state, and hold this message
with the probability according to the probability
ሬԦ
ோ

ܲ = 1 െ ݁ ିఌ(ଵି ோ )

(3.5)

where ߝ is a protocol parameter related to the traffic density. In equation (3.5),
considering the tradeoff between communication reliability and overhead, the exponential
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function is used, where the increase in ܴሬԦ gives the proportional decrease in ܲ , which is
bigger than that of the linear function.
Similarly, after the new message head vehicle C forwards the message, vehicle E will
win the contention to rebroadcast the message in the second hop contending period.
Vehicle C, the old message head, will overhear E’s rebroadcast and can be sure that the
message has been disseminated to its next group successfully. Hence, vehicle C will send
an explicit ACK to its neighbors in the opposite message dissemination direction.
Receiving this explicit ACK, vehicle A and B will drop their holding message to transit
from intermediate state to the inactive state, which is associated with condition (4) shown
in Figure 3.3.
In the case that the message head E does not overhear any new rebroadcast after ܶ, the
network is considered to be disconnected and vehicle E will rebroadcast the message at
an interval ܶ ᇱ . In this period of partition crossing, if a message holder vehicle F surpasses
vehicle E and it receives the rebroadcast message from E, vehicle F will rebroadcast the
message immediately and act as the new message head, which is associated with
condition (5) in Figure 3.3. Meanwhile, when the old message head vehicle E overhears
the rebroadcast from vehicle F, it will transit from active state to intermediate state and
act as a message holder, which is associated to condition (6) in Figure 3.3.
In the case without receiving the implicit ACK after a certain time period ݐଵ , the
message holders vehicle D and F, whose moving direction is the same as the message
dissemination direction, will consider the message head vehicle E has some fault to
disseminate the message. Then they will continue to contend to rebroadcast the message
according to the time as below.
ܶ = ܶ[1 െ ݁ (௩ሬԦ ௧భ ିோሬԦ ) ]

(3.6)

where ܶ is the same as in equation (3.3). ݒԦ is the velocity of the ith message holder, and
ܴሬԦ௧ is the total relative distance from the ith message holder to the destination area edge.
Vehicle F, which will win the contention, will transit from the intermediate state to active
state and act as the new message head. This is associated to condition (7) in Figure 3.3.
Meanwhile, when the message holder, whose moving direction is different from the
message dissemination direction, does not receive the implicit/explicit ACK for a certain
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time ݐଶ after it receives the implicit ACK, it will drop the message and transit from the
intermediate state to the inactive state, which is associated with condition (8) in Figure
3.3.

3.3.2.2 Failure Processing
In previous discussion, we only consider the situation when the message head
encounters certain abnormal modes and cannot rebroadcast the message any more.
However, there may be other failure/abnormal modes, wherein some message holders
could not correctly receive the expected implicit/explicit ACK sent by the message head.
Therefore, to guarantee robust message dissemination, a failure processing mechanism is
introduced to deal with this case.
Firstly, we consider the scenario that the message holder does not receive the implicit
ACK, which is associated to condition (9) in Figure 3.3. If the old message head vehicle
C in Figure 3.4 does not receive the expected implicit ACK from the new message head
vehicle E in a certain time ܶ ᇱ , the failure processing will solve this problem by the
following strategy: (i) The old message head (vehicle C) will rebroadcast the message
again after ܶ ᇱ ; (ii) (a) If the new message head (vehicle E) is in C’s range, E will send an
implicit ACK to C immediately; (b) Otherwise, the new message holders (vehicle D and
F) will contend to send the implicit ACK to C within time ܶ :
ܶ = ܶ ή (ܴሬԦ Τܴ )

(3.7)

After receiving the implicit ACK associated to condition (11), C will drop the message
and transfer to the inactive state.
Then, we consider another failure mode wherein the message holder does not receive
the explicit ACK associated to condition (10) in Figure 3.3. For example, as shown in
Figure 3.4, if vehicle A does not receive the expected explicit ACK from the old message
head C in a certain time ݐଷ , the failure processing mechanism will enforce the following
strategy to manage it: (i) The message holder vehicle A will rebroadcast the message
after ݐଷ ; (ii) (a) If the old message header vehicle C is still in A’s range, C will send an
explicit ACK to A immediately; (b) Otherwise, the old message holders (only vehicle B
in Figure 3.4), who have received the explicit ACK, will send the explicit ACK to A after
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the period ܶ according to equation (3.7). After receiving the explicit ACK associated to
condition (12), A will drop the message and transfer to the inactive state.

3.3.2.3 Update of Total Relative Distance
When the node in the next group has received the new message successfully, it will
update the total relative distance according to equation (3.2). However, when the message
carrier has to carry the message, it also needs to update ܴሬԦ௧ before it sends the message
again. The carrying progress (݀Ԧ ) of the message is:
݀Ԧ = (ݐ௦ െ ݐ ) ή ݒԦ

(3.8)

where ݐ௦ and ݐ are the message sending and receiving time respectively, and ݒԦ is the
average velocity of the carrier in the carrying process. Therefore, before the message
transmission, the carrier node will update the total relative distance according to the
following equation.
ܴሬԦ௨ = ܴሬԦ௧ െ ݀Ԧ

(3.9)

Based on equations (3.2) and (3.9), the update of total relative distance can be achieved
to define the intended receivers correctly.

3.4 Implementation of RPB-MD
The work-flow of RPB-MD can be simply illustrated by Figure 3.5. From message
head 1 to message head N, the message is disseminated by DGBR similar to the greedy
forwarding, based on the information of relative distance and moving direction. However,
with the message holders introduced, this forwarding scheme ensures protocol robustness.

Figure 3.5 Illustration of message dissemination to the destination area
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According to the discussion above, it is necessary to dynamically design the algorithm
parameters ߙ, ߚ and ߝ and the time parameters ܶ , ܶ ᇱ , ݐଵ , ݐଶ and ݐଷ . All the information
needed to design the parameters is only local traffic density, speed and the number of
neighbors, which can be achieved in real time by exchanging beacons among neighbors
[3]. Therefore, RPB-MD can be effectively implemented to ensure protocol applicability.
For ߙ and ߚ in equation (3.4), we can set ߙ + ߚ = 1. To make RPB-MD be adaptive to
the real vehicular traffic, ߙ should be related to the vehicle velocity ݒԦ and traffic density
ߣ (veh/m), so it can be set as
ߙ  ן1 െ ݁ ି[ோ(௩ሬԦ )/௩ೌೣ ାఒವோ]

(3.10)

where ݒ௫ is the speed limit on the highway. ܴ(ݒԦ ) is the ramp function of vehicle
velocity ݒԦ , that is
ݒԦ , ݒԦ  0
ܴ(ݒԦ ) = ൜  
0, ݒԦ < 0

(3.11)

Expression (3.10) implies that when the vehicle moves faster in the message
dissemination direction, D will be larger and the weight of the distance in equation (3.4)
dominates, since it is easier for the faster vehicle to ferry the message to its heading
clusters. Also, when the vehicle has more neighbors, the weight of the distance in
equation (3.4) dominates, which makes RPB-MD similar to the traditional greedy
algorithm. Meanwhile, ߝ is related to the traffic density ߣ . Since the larger ߣ is, the
more neighbors there will be and the smaller the probability is to hold the message.
Hence, ߝ can be set as
ߝן

ଵ
ଵି షഊವ ೃ

(3.12)

Furthermore, ܶ, ܶ ᇱ , ݐଵ , ݐଶ and ݐଷ need to be dynamically estimated by each vehicle
based on the vehicular traffic environment around current message head.
3.4.1 Time Parameter Design
In equation (3.3), ܶ reflects the urgency of the message. Thus, considering the delay
requirement and the possible collision in MAC layer, ܶ is estimated by the following
equation.
ܶ=

ఙ×ௐೌೣ
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(3.13)

Table 3.2
Message priority
Priority (ܷ)

Type

Examples

1

General

Commercial information

2

Warning

Road work notification

3

Accident

Sensing an accident

Here, ߪ is the time slot size, which can be 50 ߤ ݏaccording to 802.11 [120]. ܹܥ௫ is
the maximum value of contention window and it can be 1024 based on 802.11. ܷ is the
priority of the message. The priority of the message can be defined based on the message
type as shown in Table 3.2.
With suitable ߪ and ܹܥ௫ in equation (3.13), it can be guaranteed that the message
will be successfully forwarded by the new message head within acceptable latency.
To design other time parameters, it is desired to obtain some statistical vehicular traffic
information around current message head, such as the expected inter-cluster distance and
expected intra-cluster distance. Here, we will utilize the extended car following model
[132], [133], which is widely used to adapt the following car’s mobility to keep safety
distance between adjacent cars.

3.4.1.1 Vehicle Space Distributions
The goal of the car following model is to achieve the safety distance ܦᇱ at a given
speed ܸ on a single-lane in both free-flow and congestion traffic. The speed-distance
relations can be given by the following equation:
ܦᇱ =  ܮ+ ߬ ᇱ ܸ + ߛܸ ଶ

(3.14)

Here, as shown in Figure 3.6, ܦᇱ is the safety distance between rear bumper and rear
bumper of following vehicles, and  ܮis the real vehicle length. ߬ ᇱ is the driver’s reaction
time. ߛ is a coefficient, which can be represented by
ଵ

ଵ

ଵ

ߛ = ή( െ )
ଶ
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(3.15)

Figure 3.6 Car following model

Figure 3.7 Comparison of single-lane and multi-lane model
In equation (3.15), ܽ and ܽ are the average maximum decelerations of the following
and leading vehicles respectively. In equation (3.14), the third term ߛܸ ଶ can ensure
sufficient distance such that the following vehicle can have sufficient spacing to make a
complete stop without collision. If assuming that each vehicle has similar braking
performance, that is ܽ ൎ ܽ , then ߛ ൎ 0. So equation (3.14) can be simplified as:
ܦᇱ =  ܮ+ ߬ ᇱ ܸ

(3.16)

However, the car following model based on equation (3.14) and (3.16) is restrained to
a single lane. This single-lane model has some limitations to be applied by the VANETs
communication. Since, when the network connectivity is considered, the forwarding
vehicle can rely on others in the range on a multi-lane road no matter whether they are on
the same lane or not. Therefore, the single-lane car following model is extended to the
multi-lane model, which can be illustrated in Figure 3.7.
Furthermore, in light and moderate traffic, instead of the driver reaction time (߬ ᇱ ), the
inter-arrival time (߬) of vehicles can be used in equation (3.16) to describe the headway
distance ()ܦ. Hence, the multi-lane car-following model can be modeled as
 ܮ = ܦ+ ܸ߬

(3.17)

The effective vehicle length  ܮis usually very small compared to a typical VANET
transmission range. So,  ܮcan be ignored and equation (3.17) can be simplified as
ܸ߬ = ܦ
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(3.18)

Figure 3.8 Illustration of being the first vehicle in a cluster
Here, the exponential distribution [154] is used to describe the vehicle inter-arrival
time (߬), and the space distributions of vehicles are given in the following.
Thus, based on the exponential distribution, the distribution of the inter-arrival time ߬
can be presented as below.
݂(߬, ߣ௧ ) = ߣ௧ ή ݁ ିఒఛ

(3.19)

Here, ߣ௧ (veh/s) is the traffic flow and it can be achieved by receiving the neighbors’
beacons [3] in the vehicle.
Based on equations (3.18) and (3.19), if assuming the vehicle velocity is constant, the
distribution of inter-vehicle distance for the multi-lane car following model is given by
݂(ܦ, ߣ ) = ߣ ή ݁ ିఒವఛ

(3.20)

Here, ߣ (veh/m) is the traffic density and it can be approximately derived by the
following equation.
ߣ =

ఒ
ഥ


(3.21)

where ܸത is the average speed of vehicles in m/s.
Here, it is necessary to analyze the separation probability (ܲௌ ) of the vehicle clusters.
That is, ܲௌ is the probability that there are no leading or following vehicles in the
communication range ܴ of the first or last vehicle in the cluster, which can be illustrated
in Figure 3.8. Based on the distribution of inter-vehicle distance, ܲௌ can be calculated as
ோ

ܲௌ =  ( = )ܴ > ܦ1 െ  ( ܦ ܴ) = 1 െ න ݂(ܦ, ߣ )݀ି ݁ = ܦఒವோ

(3.22)



The inter-cluster distance ܦ௧ , as shown in Figure 3.8, is the space between the first
vehicle of the following cluster and the last vehicle of the leading cluster. Obviously,
ܦ௧ should be larger than ܴ. Based on the probability ܲௌ , the distribution of intercluster distance ܦ௧ can be given by
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Figure 3.9 Illustration of the intra-cluster distance
݂ೝ (ܦ௧ ) =  (= )ܴ > ܦ|ܦ

 ()ܦ
= ߣ ݁ ିఒವ(ೝ ିோ)
 ()ܴ > ܦ

(3.23)

From equation (3.23), the average inter-cluster distance ܦ௧ can be expressed by
ܦ(ܧ௧ ) = න

ାஶ

ோ

 ܦή ݂ೝ (ܦ௧ )݀ ܴ = ܦ+

1
ߣ

(3.24)

Based on the distribution of ܦ௧ and its expected value as in equation (3.23) and
(3.24), ܸܽܦ(ݎ௧ ) can be achieved as
ܸܽܦ(ݎ௧ ) = න

ାஶ

[ ܦെ ܦ(ܧ௧ )]ଶ ή ߣ ݁ ିఒವ(ೝ ିோ) ݀= ܦ

ோ

1
ߣଶ

(3.25)

The intra-cluster distance ܦ௧ , which is the distance between two adjacent vehicles,
is shown in Figure 3.9. Similar to ܦ௧ , the distribution of ܦ௧ can be expressed as
݂ೝೌ (ܦ௧ ) =  ( ܦ|ܦ ܴ) =

 ()ܦ
ߣ ݁ ିఒವೝೌ
=
 ( ܦ ܴ)
1 െ ݁ ିఒವோ

(3.26)

From equation (3.26), the expected value of the intra-cluster distance ܦ௧ can be
calculated as
ோ

ܦ(ܧ௧ ) = න  ܦή ݂ೝೌ (ܦ௧ )݀= ܦ


1
ܴ ή ݁ ିఒವோ
െ
ߣ 1 െ ݁ ିఒವோ

3.4.1.2 Expected Values of Time Parameters

Figure 3.10 Illustration of crossing the partition to another cluster
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(3.27)

As shown in Figure 3.10, in order to cross the partition, one of the methods is to use
the clusters moving in the opposite direction to ferry the message. To forward the
message to the oncoming vehicles as soon as possible, the message head will broadcast it
with an interval ܶ ᇱ . Thus, ܶ ᇱ should be as small as possible. However, due to limited
available network resource and the traffic characteristic, ܶ ᇱ can be set as a suitable value
to satisfy the delay and save network resource. So ܶ ᇱ is set as the following equation.
ܶᇱ =

ܦ௧ െ ܴ
ݒ + ݒ௪

(3.28)

where ݒ and ݒ௪ are the average vehicle speeds in two directions respectively. Assuming
ݒ and ݒ௪ to be constant, from equation (3.28), it can be achieved that
 ܶ(ܧᇱ ) =

ܦ(ܧ௧ ) െ ܴ
ݒ + ݒ௪

(3.29)

Based on equation (3.24), the expected value of interval ܶ ᇱ is
 ܶ(ܧᇱ ) =

1
ߣ (ݒ + ݒ௪ )

(3.30)

Here, ߣ (veh/m) is the local vehicle traffic density around the message head.
In the forwarding process, if the message head comes upon some fault to disseminate
the message, as shown in Figure 3.11, the message holders, whose moving direction is
the same as the message dissemination direction, will resume another contention to
forward the message after certain time period ݐଵ . Obviously, ݐଵ > ܶ ᇱ . Therefore,
considering the partition crossing and available network resource, it is set as
ݐଵ = ܶ ᇱ + ߪ(ܶ ᇱ )

(3.31)

where ߪ(ܶ ᇱ ) is the standard deviation of the interval ܶ ᇱ and it is the square root of its
variance ܸܽ ܶ(ݎᇱ ). According to equation (3.28), ܸܽ ܶ(ݎᇱ ) can be calculated as
ܸܽ ܶ(ݎᇱ ) =

1
ή ܸܽܦ(ݎ௧ )
(ݒ + ݒ௪ )ଶ

Based on equation (3.25) and (3.32), the expected value of ݐଵ is

Figure 3.11 Illustration of failure processing for the message head
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(3.32)

ݐ(ܧଵ ) =  ܶ(ܧᇱ ) + ߪ(ܶ ᇱ ) =

2
ߣ (ݒ + ݒ௪ )

(3.33)

In addition, as discussed above, if the message holders, whose moving direction is
different from the message dissemination direction, run out of message head range and do
not receive the explicit/implicit ACK within a certain time period ݐଶ , they will drop the
message. As shown in Figure 3.12, the expected value of ݐଶ can be expressed by
ݐ(ܧଶ ) =

ܴ െ ܦ(ܧ௧ )
ݒ + ݒ௪

(3.34)

Substituting equation (3.27) to (3.34), the expected value of ݐଶ is
ݐ(ܧଶ ) =

1
ܴ
1
ή(
െ
)
ݒ + ݒ௪ 1 െ ݁ ିఒವோ ߣ

(3.35)

Similarly, if the message holder, whose moving direction is the same as the message
dissemination direction, encounters some fault to receive the expected explicit ACK after
a certain time period ݐଷ , it will implement the failure processing. As shown in Figure 3.13,
it is clear that, within ݐଷ , vehicle A needs to wait two contention phases, when vehicle C
and F win the contention respectively. Moreover, vehicle A also needs to wait another
time period ݐଵ when it can make sure that there will be no fault for the message head.
Therefore, ݐଷ should satisfy that
ݐଷ  2ܶ + ݐଵ

(3.36)

Thus, the expected value of ݐଷ can be set as
ݐ(ܧଷ ) = 3ܶ + ݐ(ܧଵ )
By equations (3.13) and (3.33), it is easy to obtain the value of ݐ(ܧଷ ).

Figure 3.12 Illustration of designing time parameter ݐଶ

Figure 3.13 Illustration of failure processing for message holder
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(3.37)

Figure 3.14 Average delay before next forward under different traffic density

Figure 3.15 Expected value of time parameters under different traffic density
Therefore, by considering the realistic constraints, the algorithm parameters and time
parameters are designed effectively and adaptively, and it will make RPB-MD applicable
and efficient in different traffic scenarios.
3.4.2 Feasibility of RPB-MD
To show the operability of RPB-MD, the feasibility of time parameters in the protocol
design will be analyzed here. In addition, we will analyze the protocol sensitivity to
traffic density accuracy, relative distance accuracy and packet duplication, which may
affect the implementation of RPB-MD. Besides, the extension of RPB-MD to 2-D
scenarios will be discussed.

3.4.2.1 Feasibility of Time Parameters
In the contention period, the delay ܶ is initiated to win the contention and forward the
message. However, when the traffic is dense enough such that the network is connected,
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ܶ is the only delay introduced before next forward. As shown in Figure 3.14, when the
traffic density is more than 0.02 veh/m·lane (assuming the number of lanes is 2/direction),
the average ܶ will be less than 0.1ܶ (when ܶ is set to 50 ms, it is only 5 ms).
When ܶ is set to be 50 ms and the average velocity is 90 km/h, the expected value of
all other time parameters,  ܶ(ܧᇱ ), ݐ(ܧଵ ), ݐ(ܧଶ ) and ݐ(ܧଷ ), are shown in Figure 3.15. Thus,
as the traffic density increases, the values of  ܶ(ܧᇱ ), ݐ(ܧଵ ) and ݐ(ܧଷ ) will decrease. That
is, when there is a network partition, in order to provide the robust message dissemination,
RPB-MD can dynamically adjust its parameters according to different traffic scenarios.
When it is necessary to implement the failure processing, the smaller the values of ݐ(ܧଵ )
and ݐ(ܧଷ ) are, the faster RPB-MD can deal with the failure mode. Meanwhile, smaller
value of  ܶ(ܧᇱ ) means that the message can be forwarded to the heading clusters as soon
as possible. Besides, as the traffic density increases, the value of ݐ(ܧଶ ) will not increase
significantly, which can ensure acceptable overhead.
Therefore, based on the message attributes and local vehicular traffic information,
RPB-MD can adjust the time parameters adaptively. Furthermore, all the information
needed to design the time parameters is the local vehicular traffic density and average
speed, which can be acquired by receiving neighbors’ beacons [3]. Hence, it will not
increase the protocol complexity but provide more flexibility and intelligence according
to different vehicular traffic scenarios.

3.4.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis of Traffic Density Accuracy
In the above section, it is assumed that, by receiving the neighbors’ beacons, the
vehicles can achieve precise local traffic density ߣ . However, due to communication
network collisions, the vehicle may not attain ߣ with 100% accuracy. Therefore, it is
necessary to analyze its influence on the time parameters if the vehicle only can estimate
ߣ with certain accuracy (e.g., 80%).
For the design of ܶ ᇱ , it is necessary to ensure that the message head forward the
message to the on-coming vehicle as soon as it runs into the communication range of the
message head. Here, we will analyze the distance ݀ ᇱ between the message head and the
nearest on-coming vehicle after ܶ ᇱ . It can be obtained as
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݀ᇱ = ܦ(ܧ௧ ) െ  ܶ(ܧᇱ ) ή (ݒ + ݒ௪ ) = ܴ

(3.38)

According to our design, the expected value of ݀ ᇱ should be ܴ. From equation (3.38),
it shows that ߣ will not affect the distance ݀ ᇱ after ܶ ᇱ . Therefore, it can be assured that
the design of ܶ ᇱ is not sensitive to the traffic density accuracy.
The design goal of ݐଵ is to ensure that the on-coming cluster will run into the
communication range of the current cluster when the message holders resume another
contention to forward the message after ݐଵ . The distance ݀ଵᇱ between the two clusters after
ݐଵ is shown as:
݀ଵᇱ = ܦ(ܧ௧ ) െ ݐ(ܧଵ ) ή (ݒ + ݒ௪ ) = ܴ െ

1
ߣ

(3.39)

Based on our design, the expected value of ݀ଵᇱ should satisfy that ݀ଵᇱ < ܴ . From
equation (3.39), obviously ݀ଵᇱ < ܴ. So the accuracy of traffic density will not affect the
design of time parameter ݐଵ .
The design goal of ݐଶ is to ensure that the message holders will drop the message only
if they are out of the communication range of the message head after ݐଶ . The distance ݀ଶᇱ
between the nearest message holder, whose moving direction is different from the
message dissemination direction, and the message head after ݐଶ is shown as:
݀ଶᇱ = ܦ(ܧ௧ ) + ݐ(ܧଶ ) ή (ݒ + ݒ௪ ) = ܴ

(3.40)

In our protocol design, it is necessary to make sure ݀ଶᇱ  ܴ. From equation (3.40), the
accuracy of ߣ does not affect the condition of ݀ଶᇱ at all. Therefore, the design of ݐଶ is
robust to the accuracy of traffic density.
For the design of ݐଷ , because the faulted message holder’s moving direction is the
same as the message dissemination direction, there will always be some message holders
(the old message head or other holders) in the range of the faulted message holder. In
addition, the faulted message holder just needs to receive the expected explicit ACK.
Therefore, even there are some errors for ߣ , the failure processing will be properly
implemented to send the explicit ACK to the faulted message holder.
Based on the analysis above, it is clear that, even if there is only 80% accuracy for the
vehicle traffic density, RPB-MD still can achieve efficiency and robustness based on the
time parameter design.
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3.4.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis of Relative Distance Accuracy
In position-based routing, the location errors will lead to problems of transmission
failures [149]. The vehicle location service, such as GPS, will have certain amount of
inaccuracy depending on the environment and systems. Since RPB-MD is a contentionbased and receiver-centric forwarding protocol and does not set up and maintain neighbor
tables, it will not suffer the problem of transmission failures due to location errors.
Although it is not necessary to consider the movement of destination vehicles when
RPB addressing model is used to define the destination area, the accuracy of relative
distance from each hop will affect the total relative distance based on equation (3.2)
because of the accumulative errors. The accumulative errors can be modeled as follow
ே

ܹ =  ܹ

(3.41)

ୀଵ

where ܹ is the total accumulative error. ܹ represents the measurement error of hop ݇,
and ܰ is the number of hops from the source node to the last node in the destination area.
Assuming the distance error from each node can be illustrated by a Gaussian distribution
with mean 0 and a finite standard deviation, and the distance errors from different nodes
are independent, the expected value of ܹ, )ܹ(ܧ, will be equal to 0. This means that the
average total accumulative error will be 0 and it will not significantly affect the RPB
addressing model. However, for a given environment, the distance error at some a single
node could be not 0 and the real total accumulative error may be not 0. Some techniques
can be implemented to mitigate the influence of accumulative error. One way is to add an
error information field in the message header and provide the statistical characteristics of
the distance error to the next forwarder with the information of relative distance. Then the
last message head will get all the statistical characteristics of distance errors and estimate
the total accumulative error. In this way, the message receivers may estimate the effect of
the relative distance accuracy in the message dissemination.

3.4.2.4 Sensitivity Analysis of Packet Duplication
Essentially, DGBR is a contention-based forwarding (CBF) mechanism, and it does
not require the knowledge of local and global network topology. In the contention period,
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each node receiving the message will run its own timer. If the timer of a vehicle expires
firstly, the vehicle can assume it is the new message head to broadcast the packet. Once
receiving the message from the new message head, others will cancel their timers to be
the message holders. However, the CBF scheme may suffer the problem of packet
duplication [155]. For example, according to equation (3.3), if the best suitable vehicle
ܸ1 has a time period of ܶଵ and there exists at least another vehicle ܸ2 with a time period
of ܶଶ such that
ܶଶ െ ܶଵ < ߜ

(3.42)

where ߜ is the minimum time interval needed for packet suppression, there will be at
least one packet duplication. That is, only after time period ߜ, ܸ2 can detect this message
and cancel its timer to contend the broadcast. Otherwise, the routing layer of ܸ2 will
consider it has won the contention to be the new message head and send the packet
duplication to the MAC layer and broadcast to other vehicles.
However, in the environment of middle and sparse traffic density, the number of
neighbors around one vehicle will not be very large and it will not cause a number of
packet duplications. In [155], the authors showed that the average number of responses in
ߜ is about 2 when the number of neighbors is 16 and ߜ is 0.1ܶ. When the number of
neighbors is 64 and ߜ is 0.1ܶ, the average number of responses in ߜ is about 4. Therefore,
even in the dense traffic environment, the number of packet duplication will be very
limited. When packet duplication occurs, because any other nodes may detect the
duplication when they have received the same packet several times, it will only affect the
nodes whose timers are in ߜ with the new message head. To solve this problem, one way
is to make the old message head, when it has detected the packet duplication(s),
immediately send a duplication detection packet to the node(s) who broadcasted the
duplicated packet(s). In this way, it can inform the node(s) with the situation of packet
duplication. In another way to prevent all packet duplications, the receivers will send the
RTB (request-to-broadcast) packets to the old message head according to equation (3.3).
When the old message head has received the first RTB from one node, it will send the
CTB (clear-to-broadcast) packet to this node and assign it to be the new message head.
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This method is similar to the RTS/CTS scheme and it can prevent all kinds of packet
duplications at the price of extra communication overhead.

3.4.2.5 Extension to 2-D Scenario
As discussed above, RPB-MD is feasible in 1-D scenarios. To enhance its applicability,
now the extension of RPB-MD into 2-D scenarios is discussed here.
As shown in Figure 3.16, the road from the source node S to the destination node D is
curving. The message dissemination direction of the source node S is ߮ and its total
relative distance to the destination is ܴሬԦ௧ . The driving direction of the source node S is ߠ.
When the source node transmits the message to the next hop node A, the DGBR
mechanism can be adopted to ensure that the message will be reliably disseminated to the
next hop. However, the total relative distance ܴሬԦ௧ and message dissemination direction ߮
should be updated differently from equation (3.2). After contending to be the new
message head, node A, whose relative distance to S is ܴሬԦ , will update its total relative
distance ܴሬԦ௨ and new dissemination direction ߮ ᇱ as the following equations.
ܴሬԦ௨ = ܴሬԦ௧ െ ܴሬԦ ή ܿߠݏ
߮ ᇱ = arctan(

ܴሬԦ௧ ή tan߮ െ ܴሬԦ ή ߠ݊݅ݏ
)
ܴሬԦ௧ െ ܴሬԦ ή ܿߠݏ

(3.43)
(3.44)

When in the city environment, two steps of the routing protocol should be considered:
1) routing in the road segment; 2) routing in the intersection. When routing in the road
segment, RPB-MD, together with the extension of 2-D scenario on the curving road as in
Figure 3.16, can ensure high transmission reliability.

Figure 3.16 Update of dissemination distance and direction on curving road
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When routing in the intersection, one simple approach is to select the road segment
with the shortest distance from the intersection to the destination. However, the efficiency
and reliability of message dissemination along a road mainly depends on the vehicle
traffic (or VANET connectivity) on the road. Thus, to achieve efficiency and robustness,
both the traffic condition and road distance must be considered to select the road segment
when routing in the intersection. Thus, the issue of how to select the road segment
reflecting dynamic traffic condition, when the message is disseminated in the intersection,
will be researched by considering the road distance and real-time traffic information.
Therefore, with future extension, RPB-MD will be applicable for both highway
scenarios and city environment scenarios. Also, based on the time parameter design and
feasibility analysis, RPB-MD is robust to ensure reliable message dissemination in
VANETs, even though these time parameters are sensitive to traffic density accuracy,
relative distance accuracy and packet duplication.

3.5 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance evaluation of RPB-MD will be given by the simulation
results when compared with the existing work.
3.5.1 Simulation Settings
For the simulation, the version 3.31 of ns-2 simulator [121] is used, and the mobility
trace of vehicles is generated by MOVE [122]. The parameters of the simulation are
shown in Table 3.3. Our simulation models a straight 12 km long bidirectional highway
with 2 lanes per direction. The average vehicle density in the highway is varied from
0.005-0.05 veh/m·lane on all lanes, and the average speed of the vehicles is 90 km/h. We
implement a workload of 100 multicasts, each of which will send a message from a
randomly chosen source to a predefined road segment. Here, the randomly generated
UDP data transmission traffic is used in the simulation. To evaluate the performance with
different data sending rate, the nodes will generate the packets at the rate of 0.1-1
packet/s. The average distance from the source node to the destination area edge is about
6 km. The radio range is set to 300 m. The MAC protocol is IEEE 802.11 with data rate
of 2Mbps. The propagation model implemented in our simulation is the Two-RayGround model [123].
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Table 3.3
Simulation parameters in RPB-MD
PARAMETER
MAC
Date rate
Propagation model
Communication Range
Number of lanes
Vehicle density
Average speed
Data sending rate

VALUE
IEEE 802.11
2 Mbps
Two-Ray-Ground
300 m
2/direction
0.005-0.05 veh/m·lane
90 km/h
0.1-1 packet/s

3.5.2 Simulation Results and Evaluation
The simulation experiments are conducted using four protocols: epidemic routing
mechanism [156], GPSR [54], IVG [143] and RPB-MD. The reason we choose the
epidemic routing for comparison is its performance of high delivery ratio. Since GPSR is
a unicast protocol and it is not proposed for VANET, for fair comparison, we implement
buffers for GPSR, and adopt the broadcast mechanism when the message is transmitted to
the destination region. IVG is a multicast protocol to disseminate the message to nodes in
a specific area. The following metrics are applied to compare their performance.
x Data Delivery Ratio: the ratio of the number of data packets received at the
destination nodes to the number of data packets sent by all the source nodes;
x Data Overhead: the ratio of the number of data packets transmitted by all the
nodes to the number of data packets received at the destination nodes;
x Average Delay: the end-to-end delay averaged over all delivered data packets for
each source/destinations pair.
x Network Reachability: the ratio of vehicles that receive the message to all the
vehicles in ZoR.

3.5.2.1 The Impact of Traffic Density
As discussed above, the vehicular traffic density will significantly affect the network
connectivity. In addition, it is necessary to evaluate the network scalability and
bandwidth efficiency in different vehicular traffic density. Therefore, the protocol
performance by varying traffic density is studied here.
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Figure 3.17 Data delivery ratio in varying traffic density

Figure 3.18 Data overhead in varying traffic density
Figure 3.17 shows the data delivery ratio of the epidemic routing, GPSR, IVG and
RPB-MD protocols under different vehicle traffic density scenarios. The results indicate
that four of the schemes can achieve very high delivery ratios (more than 85%) for all the
traffic density, and IVG and the epidemic routing almost have the same delivery ratio.
Because GPSR may result in the void area when the vehicle density is low, its delivery
ratio is not very high. However, due to the collisions in MAC layer, epidemic routing and
IVG underperform RPB-MD when the vehicle density is more than 0.01 veh/m. It shows
that RPB-MD can steadily hold very high delivery ratio at different vehicle densities.
Figure 3.18 shows the data overhead with GPSR, epidemic routing, IVG and RPB-MD
respectively. With the epidemic routing, when the vehicle traffic density increases, more
and more message duplications will be transmitted in the network. However, by RPBMD, only the message head will broadcast the message, which can ensure steady and
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limited overhead when the traffic density increases. Meanwhile, GPSR always selects
only one node for its next hop, so it will lead to similar overhead as RPB-MD if we don’t
count the beacon messages exchanged in neighborhoods.
For the average delay, as shown in Figure 3.19, when the traffic density increases, the
RPB-MD can achieve almost the same performance as that of epidemic routing. When
the density is low, the message forwarder must implement the strategy of carrying and
forwarding to cross the network partitions, which leads to several seconds delay. As the
traffic density increases, there will be more collisions in the link layer, which leads to
more delay for epidemic routing. When the traffic density is more than 0.02 veh/m, RPBMD and IVG have almost the same delay due to the connected network. To create and
maintain the updated neighbor lists, GPSR will result in even more delay than others.
As shown in Figure 3.20, RPB-MD can always keep very high network reachability,
more than 98%, which is higher than that of others. This is because that RPB-MD will
adaptively adjust its parameters according to different traffic scenario. However, due to
the unreliability to the network collisions, the network reachability of IVG, epidemic
routing and GPSR is sensitive to the traffic density.
Thus, under different traffic density, the performance of data delivery ratio, data
overhead and network reachability for RPB-MD outperforms that of the, GPRS, epidemic
routing and IVG. Moreover, RPB-MD and IVG almost have the same performance with
respect to the data delivery delay.

Figure 3.19 Average delay in varying traffic density
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Figure 3.20 Network reachability in varying traffic density

Figure 3.21 Data delivery ratio with varying data sending rate

3.5.2.2 The Impact of Data Sending Rate
To achieve high throughput, the network needs to transmit data packets as many as
possible. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the network performance by varying the
data sending rate. Here, the data sending rate is varied from 0.1 to 1 packet/s (the traffic
density is set to 0.02 veh/m).
Figure 3.21 shows the different data delivery ratio for RPB-MD, GPSR, IVG and
epidemic routing when the data sending rate is varied. When data sending rate increases,
the network communication traffic increases linearly. For epidemic routing, IVG and
GPSR, there are more collisions than that of RPB-MD. Therefore, the data delivery ratio
of epidemic routing, IVG and GPSR decreases faster than that of RPB-MD when data
sending rate increases. Figure 3.22 shows the data overhead as a function of data sending
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rate for RPB-MD, GPSR, IVG and epidemic routing. With the increase of data sending
rate, the overhead of RPB-MD, IVG and GPSR increases a little. However, much more
data packets will be sent by the epidemic routing. Thus, the performance of overhead for
RPB-MD greatly surpasses that of epidemic routing.
Figure 3.23 shows the comparison of average delay by increasing the data sending rate.
When there are more data packets sent in the network, similar as discussed above, there
will be more collisions. Hence, all the delays of RPB-MD, GPSR, IVG and epidemic
routing will increase. For RPB-MD, IVG and GPSR, there is only one active node who
will forward the message, the collisions are much less than that of epidemic routing,
which results in smaller delay for RPB-MD when the data sending rate increases. Figure
3.24 shows the comparison of network reachability by increasing the data sending rate.
When the data sending rate is increasing, the performance of all the protocols will
decrease due to communication collisions in the network. However, RPB-MD can adjust
its parameters dynamically and make a group of nodes hold the message to improve the
reliability. Thus RPB-MD can achieve higher network reachability than others.

Figure 3.22 Data overhead with varying data sending rate

Figure 3.23 Average delay with varying data sending rate
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Figure 3.24 Network reachability with varying data sending rate
From the simulations above, the performance of RPB-MD can outperform that of
epidemic routing, IVG and GPSR when the data sending rate increases. That is, RPB-MD
will improve the message dissemination capacity [157] in VANETs.
Therefore, based on the above simulation results, we can conclude that RPB-MD can
achieve high message delivery ratio and network reachability with acceptable latency and
limited communication overhead when the vehicle traffic density and data sending rate
are varied.

3.6 Summary
In this chapter, RPB-MD is proposed as a robust message dissemination scheme for
VANETs. In RPB-MD, RPB addressing model is proposed to effectively define the
intended receivers. With no exchange of control packets, DGBR makes a group of nodes
carry the message and only have the message head forward it based on relative distance
and moving direction information of the candidate forwarders. Meanwhile, the time
parameters are designed dynamically and adaptively according to the message attributes
and local vehicular traffic density. Besides, the analysis of feasibility shows the
efficiency and robustness of RPB-MD. Furthermore, various simulations show that RPBMD can ensure protocol robustness and guarantee desirable performance of high message
delivery ratio, limited latency, acceptable communication overhead and high network
reachability, under all vehicle traffic densities and data sending rates.
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Chapter 4

Compressive Sensing based Data

Collection
In the smart vehicles, there will be plenty of sensors installed to sense the vehicle
(sub)systems and nearby environment. Thus, there would be tons of on-board sensor data
which can be used in numerous promising applications, such as remote vehicle diagnosis
and on-road environment monitoring. In the chapter, compressive sensing based data
collection (CS-DC) will be introduced to enable efficient, scalable and reliable data
collection in a large scale based on VANETs.

4.1 Introduction
With sensing, computing and wireless communication capabilities, the smart vehicles,
together with the roadside units (RSUs) as access points to the infrastructure, are the
main entities to form the vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). By providing free V2V
and V2I wireless communications, VANETs can greatly improve traffic safety and traffic
management, and support numerous promising commercial applications [3], [158].
Especially, the vehicular sensor networks (VSNs) [77], incorporating VANETs with onboard sensors, are emerging as a new platform to collect numerous vehicular sensor data,
such as speed, position, temperature, video data and so on [159]. Therefore, VSNs are
supposed to support a lot of applications, such as road surface diagnosis, traffic
pattern/congestion analysis, urban environment pollution monitoring or forensic accident
or crime site investigations [159]. In addition, there are numerous spatial relevant data
available from VSNs. For example, the traffic data from one target region, such as
vehicle speed, acceleration and position, are spatial relevant. Besides, the environmental
conditions data, such as road adhesion, friction, CO2 or other gas concentration levels, the
presence of harmful substances, or temperature & humidity, are also spatially correlated.
Based on VANETs, it can efficiently collect these spatial relevance data in a large scale,
especially in the dense traffic, to support the applications such as active traffic
management [160] and road weather applications [93].
To support the aforementioned applications, it is desirable and necessary to efficiently
collect these vehicular sensor data in a large-scale scenario based on VANETs. However,
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it is very challenging to efficiently collect the huge amount of data especially in dense
traffic due to communication collisions and limited available network resource [161]. In
addition, the unique characteristics of VANETs, such as high mobility and significantly
varying node density, also present serious challenges for efficient data collection with
high efficiency and reliability. Thus, scalable, reliable and efficient data collection in
VANETs is still an open issue.
Here, we consider the data collection in dense traffic, where numerous vehicles will
report their spatially correlated data to an RSU, as the data sink/center, through multi-hop
transmission. The data spatial correlations will be fully utilized to reduce the information
redundancy and improve the communication efficiency. Therefore, the collaborative innetwork data compression [80], [162] is applied to exploit the data correlations. However,
the existing approaches, e.g. entropy source coding [80], will lead to serious computation
and communication control overheads, which may offset the benefit of these approaches.
Providing a low complexity approximation to the data recovery, the technique of
compressive sensing (CS) [83] just needs far fewer samples or measurements than the
conventional methods of data compression.
In this chapter, a scalable and efficient data collection scheme, compressive sensing
based data collection (CS-DC), is proposed to address the data collection issues in
VANETs. To my best knowledge, CS-DC is the first scheme to apply the compressive
sensing theory [83] to large scale data collection in VANETs. It successfully achieves the
goal of effective communication reduction without introducing serious overheads in
computing and communication control. In CS-DC, the system architecture and
communication protocol are firstly proposed to effectively support efficient in-network
data transmission. Then the CS theory is applied to effectively compress and recover innetwork spatial relevant data. Specifically, the main contributions made in this chapter
are as follow.
z

A novel system structure, CS-DC, is proposed to effectively and efficiently support

large-scale data collection in VANETs.
z

A novel and efficient clustering scheme, the distance and mobility based clustering

protocol (DIMOC), is introduced for CS-DC to achieve high cluster stability and support
reliable data transmissions among neighboring nodes.
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z

Validated by realistic VANET data, the CS theory is applied to efficiently compress

in-network data and ensure accurate data recovery.
z

Theoretical performance is analyzed, in terms of communication overhead and data

delivery ratio, to show the performance improvement of CS-DC.
z

Extensive simulations are conducted to justify the efficiency, scalability and

reliability of CS-DC.

4.2 Related Work
Data collection from a large-scale network will envision a variety of promising
applications, such as environment monitoring [163] and abnormal event detection [159].
In this section, the related work on data collection in VANETs, conventional in-network
data coding and compression will be investigated. In addition, the work of CS theory and
its applications in the sensor networks will be introduced.
4.2.1 Data Collection in VANETs
By gathering, processing and distributing information of vehicles and the environment,
VANETs can support various promising applications, such as collaborative content
distribution [164], content sharing [78], urban data collecting [77] and virtual
marketplace [165].
The authors in [70] introduce a clustered gathering protocol to support hierarchical and
geographical data collection, aggregation and dissemination in VANETs. In [77], for both
data harvesting and remote data access, an urban monitoring system (MobEyes) is
introduced to exploit node mobility to opportunistically diffuse sensed data summaries.
To collect accurate real time congestion information, StreetSmart [71] is proposed to find
and disseminate dynamic traffic patterns with clustering and epidemic communication.
As a system to monitor the vehicle fleets, VEDAS (VEhicle DAta Stream mining) system
[166] is designed by integrating the on-board distributed data stream mining systems and
other remote modules connected with the wireless networks. Based on a self-organizing
clustering approach, the authors in [72] propose the TrafficGather to improve the
efficiency and accuracy of traffic information gathering on the road. In these existing
schemes, they either focus on the system design or the protocol design, without
considering the specific in-network data compression. Meanwhile, CASCADE (Cluster94

based Accurate Syntactic Compression of Aggregation Data in VANETs) [36] is
proposed to implement the syntactic compression to achieve an aggregated record of
upcoming traffic conditions for each vehicle.
Comparatively, CS-DC not only provides a novel and efficient clustering scheme to
achieve high cluster stability, but also considers the data spatial correlations to apply CS
theory for efficient in-network data compression and recovery.
4.2.2 Conventional In-network Coding and Compression
Recently, many approaches of in-network data coding and compression have been
proposed in the existing work [80], [167] to efficiently collect data from various sources,
especially in the sensor networks.
By exploiting the data correlation during the encoding process, the conventional
compression approaches may require explicit communication among data source nodes
[80] or apply the joint coding of correlated data without explicit data communication
[81]. In the explicit communication approach, the nodes need to receive explicit side
information from other nodes to exploit the data correlation [80]. In this case, the data
coding will be implemented in a simple way and it only relies on the local data as the side
information. For example, the authors in [80] apply a joint entropy coding approach to
make the nodes utilize the relayed data as the side information to encode their data.
However, in this approach, the transmission structure and the aggregate coding/decoding
need to be jointly optimized, which will result in high complexity. In [80], it has been
proven that the joint optimization is a NP-hard problem. Meanwhile, in the approach
without explicit communication, the design of transmission structure and the source
coding will be decoupled and they can be solved separately [81]. However, the data
coding in this approach may be complex. In addition, for the optimal solution, it is a
prerequisite to know the global knowledge of the network structure and the data
correlation.
In CS-DC, the data transmission structure and the data coding/decoding will be
designed and optimized separately. Firstly, the distance and mobility based clustering
protocol (DIMOC) is proposed to support reliable and efficient data transmissions among
neighboring nodes. Then, the CS theory is applied for data coding/decoding, which will
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achieve simple encoding process and effective decoupling of data compression from data
transmission structure.
4.2.3 Compressive Sensing
The in-network data compression is enabled a new and attractive perspective by the
emergence of CS theory [83], [84], [168], [169]. Due to the sparse or compressible data
of physical signals, it not only compresses the data and reduces communication overhead,
but also improves the robustness of the data transmission when the CS is applied [169].
The salient features of CS applied in the wireless data collection are: 1) Simple encoding
process; 2) Saving of inter-node data exchange; 3) Decoupling of compression from
routing; 4) Dealing with abnormal sensor readings; 5) Reliable data reconstruction
insensitive to packet losses [75].
All these desired advantages mentioned above make CS a promising solution to
efficient and reliable data collection in large-scale wireless sensor networks [75]. In [82],
the compressive wireless sensing (CWS) is introduced for the sensor network where a
fusion center collects signals from spatially distributed sensor nodes without prior
knowledge about the sensed data. The authors in [75] propose the compressive data
gathering (CDG) in the large-scale sensor networks to achieve global communication
cost reduction and energy consumption load balancing. To extend the lifetime of the
sensors, CS is used for the vehicular traffic detection [170] to significantly reduce the
number of samples transmitted in the network.
However, the applications of CS theory in sensor network and VANETs are different.
Due to low mobility, the data transmission in the sensor network is more reliable and
stable and it is easy to form and maintain the data transmission structure. Besides, the
sensor node cannot be the decoder due to power and computation limit, and every node
needs to attach its ID to recover the data in the sink [75]. However, data transmission in
VANETs is not reliable due to high mobility and varying traffic density, and it needs
more stable and reliable data transmission structure. In addition, protocol scalability
should be ensured due to numerous nodes in VANETs. Fortunately, because of rich
power, the vehicular node can be the decoder end to recover the compressed data and
only one ID is necessary to decode the data.
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To the best of my knowledge, there has been no prior work that applies the CS theory
as an in-network data compression mechanism for the data collection in VANETs, which
will be one of the main contributions of this chapter.

4.3 Compressive Sensing Based Data Collection (CS-DC)
The objective of compressive sensing based data collection (CS-DC) is to reduce data
transmission overhead without introducing intensive computation or complicated
transmission control. Besides, it ensures reliable data transmission and accurate data
collection, by utilizing the data spatial correlation pattern on the decoder end to
accurately recover data. In addition, the data compression and data transmission structure
will be decoupled to be optimized separately, since the joint optimization is an NP-hard
problem as proven in [80].
In this section, the assumptions and the system model is firstly presented. Then the
distance and mobility based clustering (DIMOC) will be proposed to effectively support
the local data collection with high stability and efficiency. To achieve reliable data
transmission, the protocol of intra-cluster and inter-cluster communication will be
introduced. More importantly, the CS theory will be utilized for in-network data
compression and accurate data recovery.
4.3.1 Assumptions and System Model
It is assumed that each vehicle knows its location and speed with acceptable errors, e.g.,
from the GPS device installed in the vehicle. In addition, every vehicle is also installed
with a wireless communication device using dedicated short range communication
(DSRC) [103], with a transmission rate of 6-11 Mbps and uniform communication range
of 250m. Furthermore, to support road safety applications, each vehicle will periodically
(with period  )ݐbroadcast beacons (as hello packet) containing its current driving state,
which includes location, speed and heading direction of the sender [3]. Therefore, each
node may know its neighbors’ driving states by overhearing these beacons. Also, it is
assumed that vehicles in VANETs are equipped with plenty of onboard sensors, which
may continuously generate numerous data to provide information like speed, position,
temperature, video data, environment chemical readings and so on.
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Figure 4.1 Data collection scenario
Since the number of nodes in VANETs can be very large and the data collection task
might consume the whole network bandwidth, the following design principles for data
collection are considered. 1) Non-intrusiveness: the protocol of data collection cannot
deter the propagation of important messages, such the messages of safety applications,
and it should limit the usage of network bandwidth within a certain threshold. 2)
Scalability: the scheme of data collection should be scalable to manage large number of
nodes. 3) Reliability: the scheme should support reliable data transmission and ensure
accurate data received in the sink.
Here, we consider the scenario that the spatially correlated data from numerous
vehicles, in the dense traffic, will be collected by a dedicated RSU as the data sink, in a
multi-hop transmission way. The intuition of our proposed scheme is that higher
communication efficiency can be achieved if the spatial data correlation is explored when
data is transmitted in the network. The data collection scenario of CS-DC is shown in
Figure 4.1. A number of vehicles (nodes), as the data sources, will acquire numerous data
from the on-board sensors (e.g., vehicle speed or temperature), and these data are usually
spatially correlated to each other. Firstly, the data center will broadcast a task request of
data collection, with the request of the required data from each node, in a predefined
range. After receiving this request, all the nodes in the predefined range will send all their
spatially correlated data to one dedicated RSU as the data sink (data center), for data
collection and further processing.
Suppose there are ܰ nodes, which are denoted as node ܺଵ , ܺଶ, ڮ, and ܺே , and all these
nodes will transmit their data, data ݔଵ , ݔଶ, ڮ, and ݔே , to the sink with multi-hop
transmission. To improve the transmission efficiency, the intuitive way, to transmit data
ݔ to the sink, is to collect the data locally using the clustering technique, such as the
CGP ( clustered gathering protocol) [70]. Furthermore, if the data spatial correlation is
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explored with in-network data compression, the data transmitted in the network will be
greatly reduced. In this chapter, the distance and mobility based clustering (DIMOC)
protocol is proposed to improve the cluster stability, as shown in the section 4.3.2. In
addition, the CS theory will be applied to explore the data correlation, which will achieve
high communication efficiency and reliable data recovery.
Thus, the system structure of CS-DC is proposed as shown in Figure 4.2. All the nodes
will be firstly divided into clusters by the DIMOC protocol. After reliably collecting the
local data from the cluster members with proper intra-cluster communication protocol,
the cluster head will encode the collected data by data encoding process as in section
4.3.4. Then, the gateway nodes will contend to relay the encoded data to the nearer
cluster according to the inter-cluster communication protocol. At last, the encoded data
will be decoded in the decoder end (intermediate cluster head or the RSU) by the data
recovery process as presented in section 4.3.4. By designing all these protocols and
applying CS theory, CS-DC will achieve very good performance, in terms of
communication overhead, collection delay and data delivery ratio, when compared with
other schemes as shown in the theoretical analysis and simulation evaluation.
4.3.2 Distance and Mobility based Clustering
Cluster is a conceptual structure where the nearby nodes will be grouped to effectively
reduce data communication congestion [171] and better support QoS requirements [172].
Therefore, a clustering protocol needs to ensure cluster stability and keep the lifetime of
cluster structure as long as possible. However, the high mobility of vehicles in VANETs
will lead to highly dynamic topology change, which will interrupt the cluster formation
and maintenance. By clustering nearby vehicles into groups with similar mobility, it can
reduce the relative distance and speed between communicating neighboring nodes to
achieve higher stability.

Figure 4.2 System structure of CS-DC
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Therefore, by exploiting the relative distance and mobility of local vehicles, the
distance and mobility based clustering protocol (DIMOC) is proposed to support the
reliable data transmissions between the neighboring nodes. With DIMOC, it can optimize
the network resource in one group and reduce the node state changes compared to
previous clustering algorithm [173]. Here, we only consider the vehicles moving in the
same direction to be grouped in the same cluster. Thus, by DIMOC, local data collection
in one group will be reliably supported, and it will simultaneously achieve the data spatial
relevance in each cluster.
In DIMOC, there will be four possible states for each vehicle: 1) Cluster Head (CH):
the vehicle in charge of collecting and compressing data, and transmitting the compressed
data in this cluster; 2) Cluster Member (CM): the vehicles that are regular members
transmitting their data to the CH in the cluster; 3) Gateway Node (GN): the vehicle which
is a neighbor of two CHs; 3) Undecided Node (UN): the vehicle that has not decided
whether it should be a CM, CH or GN.
As shown in Figure 4.3, when one node satisfies certain conditions, elaborated in
details below, it will transfer from one state to another. Generally, DIMOC consists of
two procedures: 1) Cluster formation, where the CH will be selected and the CMs will be
formed; 2) Cluster maintenance, where the cluster is maintained dynamically to achieve
stability by figure out the abnormality. As illustrated below, firstly, the cluster formation
will be implemented to elect the CH to establish clusters. After the establishment of the
clusters, the procedure of cluster maintenance will be executed to achieve stable clusters
to deal with the abnormal situations, while ensuring reliable and efficient
communications among neighboring nodes.

Figure 4.3 State transfer of each vehicle
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4.3.2.1 Cluster Formation
At the beginning of the data collection task, the dedicated RSU, as the data sink, will
broadcast a task request message (TRM) to nearby nodes in the predefined range.
According to the propagation direction of TRM, we define that the nodes nearer to the
RSU will be in the upstream cluster and the nodes further away will be in the downstream
cluster. After receiving this TRM, one node will start the state as UN and keep listening
to the wireless channel for any hello packets. Meanwhile, the node (say node ܺ) will send
the joining hello packet (HELLO_JOIN) to announce its presence and set up a timer ݐଵ to
wait for the presence of the CH in its communication range ܴ. Here, the duration of ݐଵ is
related to the beacon period and local traffic density, and it is required that ݐଵ > ݐ. When
there is a CH which has received the HELLO_JOIN, this CH will send node ܺ a head
hello packet (HELLO_CH). After receiving the HELLO_CH, as the condition (1)
satisfied in Figure 4.3, node ܺ will immediately change its state from UN to CM.
Otherwise, after the timer ݐଵ expires without receiving any HELLO_CH packet, it means
that there is no CH in the neighborhood and node ܺ will broadcast its own contention
hello packet (HELLO_CONT) to contend to be the new CH. In the HELLO_CONT
packet, node ܺ will include the information of its relative distance and relative mobility
(RDM) with respect to its neighbors. Here, the RDM of node ܺ is defined as:
ܴܯܦ = ߙ ή |ܴܦ | + ߚ ή ܴܯ

(4.1)

where, |ܴܦ | is the absolute value of the relative distance over all neighbors of node ܺ,
and ܴܯ is the variance of the relative mobility over all neighbors of node ܺ. ߙ and ߚ are
the weights of relative distance and relative mobility respectively. Here, the coefficients
ߙ and ߚ are designed to satisfy that ߙ + ߚ = 1. Besides, the value of ߚ is related to the
local traffic density. That is, when the local traffic density is smaller, the speed difference
between the neighboring nodes will be bigger and the communication among these
vehicles will be less reliable. In this case, the factor of relative mobility will dominate the
value of RDM, and the value of ߚ should be larger. In addition, ܴܦ is decided by
ሬԦ )
ܴܦ = ܦ(݁ݒܣ


(4.2)

ሬԦ = ܲ
ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬԦ
Here, ܦ
 ܲഢ and it is the relative distance from node ܺ to its neighbor node ܻ ,

where ܲ and ܲ are the positions of node ܺ and its neighbor ܻ respectively. In equation
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ሬԦ from node ܺ to all its neighbor node ܻ .
(4.2), (݁ݒܣή) is the average function over all ܦ

Thus, ܴܦ is the average relative distance over all neighbors of node ܺ. Furthermore,
ܴܯ in equation (4.1) is decided by
ܴܯ = ܸܽܯ(ݎ )

(4.3)

Here, ܯ = ܸ െ ܸ , where ܸ and ܸ are the speed of node ܺ and ܻ respectively.
So ܯ is the relative mobility between node ܺ and its neighbor ܻ . In equation (4.3),
ܸܽ(ݎή) is the variance function over all ܯ of node ܺ to all its neighbor node ܻ . Thus,
we define the relative mobility of node ܺ, ܴܯ , as the variance of the relative mobility
over all neighbors, ܻ , of the node ܺ . Since each vehicle will periodically broadcast
beacons containing its current location, speed and heading direction [3], each node can
obtain and update its RDM whenever it receives a new beacon from its neighbor.
Therefore, by calculating the value of RDM for each node, our motivation is that the node
with less RDM to its neighbors is a better choice for CH, in terms of relative distance and
relative mobility.
Thus, after time ݐଶ when all the surrounding nodes broadcast the HELLO_CONT
packets, the node ܺ , with the smallest value of RDM, will win this contention to be the
new CH. Similar to ݐଵ , the duration of ݐଶ is also related to the beacon period and local
traffic density, and it should satisfy that ݐଶ > ݐ. Once winning the contention, node ܺ
will broadcast its HELLO_CH packet, including its RDM, to announce that it will be the
new CH in the neighborhood. At the same time, node ܺ will transfer its state from UN to
the CH, as the condition (2) satisfied in the Figure 4.3. After receiving the HELLO_CH
packet from the new CH, all other nodes in the neighborhood of node ܺ will transfer
their state from UN to CM, as the condition (1) satisfied in Figure 4.3.
Therefore, by selecting the nodes with the lowest RDM as the CH, the formation of
clusters is finished with the CMs and GN decided in the cluster. It is obvious that the
diameter of each cluster is at most two hops of the wireless communications, since only
the nodes in the communication range of the CH can receive the HELLO_CH of this CH.
In addition, if there are two CHs in each other’s communication range, the process of
cluster maintenance will be implemented as presented below. Thus, by reducing the
relative distance and speed between communicating neighboring nodes, it will form a
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more stable cluster, which will decrease the frequency of the cluster reorganization and
improve the network performance in throughput and transmission delay [172].

4.3.2.2 Cluster Maintenance
After winning to be the new CH, node ܺ will periodically broadcast its HELLO_CH
packet to its neighbors in the period ݐଵ . If a CM receives two HELLO_CH packets from
two different CHs, it will transfer its state to the GN, as the condition (3) satisfied in
Figure 4.3. Then, the GN will attach the information of its GN state in its periodical
beacon (with period  )ݐto announce its GN state. In this way, each CH may know which
nodes in its neighborhood are GNs.
After the duration ݐଵ , if the GN only receives the same HELLO_CH packet from the
same CH, it means that the GN is only in the range of one CH and it will transfer its state
from GN to the CM, as the condition (4) satisfied in the Figure 4.3.
When the CM dose not receive the HELLO_CH packet from any CH within duration
ݐଷ , it will enter the contention mode to calculate its RDM as in the equations (4.1), (4.2)
and (4.3), and broadcast its HELLO_CONT. Similar to ݐଵ and ݐଶ , the duration of ݐଷ is
also related to the beacon period and local traffic density, and it should satisfy that ݐଶ > ݐ.
After the contention duration ݐଶ , the CM with the lowest RDM will win the contention to
broadcast its HELLO_CH packet, and transfer its state from CM to CH, as condition (5)
satisfied in Figure 4.3.
When a CM does not receive any beacons within duration ݐଷ , it will assume no
neighbors are around and transfer its state from CM to UN, as condition (6) satisfied in
Figure 4.3. Similarly, if the CH does not receive any hello messages within duration ݐଷ , it
will transfer its state from CH to UN, as condition (7) satisfied in Figure 4.3.
If a CH does not receive the HELLO_CH packet from any other CH, it will keep in the
CH state. If two CHs move into each other’s communication range, which is detected by
receiving the HELLO_CH packet from each other, the re-clustering will be delayed after
the cluster contention period ݐସ . Here, the implementation of delay ݐସ is to save the
network resource without seriously degrading the performance of the cluster structure,
and the duration of ݐସ is related to the statistics of cluster formation time and lifetime. If
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the cluster formation time and its lifetime are larger, ݐସ will be set to a larger value. After
time ݐସ , if these two CHs are still in each other’s communication range, they will enter to
the cluster contention mode. In this mode, these two CHs will decide whether to keep the
CH state or not based on their RDM values. The CH with the lower RDM will continue to
be in the CH state, while the other with the bigger RDM will transfer its state from CH to
CM, as condition (8) satisfied in Figure 4.3. In case that the RDM values of these two
CHs are the same, the CH with the lowest ID will stay in the CH state.
Thus, following the procedures of cluster formation and maintenance, the cluster
structures will be formed as shown in Figure 4.4. With DIMOC, it can extend the cluster
lifetime and achieve higher stability of the cluster structure, which will support reliable
local data collection among neighboring nodes.
4.3.3 Intra-cluster & Inter-cluster Communication
With DIMOC, the stable clustering is achieved, and it will support reliable data
communication in one cluster. Within one cluster, the CH will decide a schedule for its
CMs and downstream GNs to report their data in a collision-free way. Thus, the local
data collection in one cluster is implemented by utilizing a time-division multiple access
control (TDMA) based scheme, as the intra-cluster communication protocol, to avoid the
communication collisions. In addition, the GN will be selected to reliably relay the
compressed data in the inter-cluster communication protocol.
Assuming the time requirement for local data collection in one cluster is ݐ and the
number of CMs and the downstream GNs in the cluster is ݇, the CH will achieve a time
slot ߜ as
ߜ=

ݐ
݇

Figure 4.4 Illustration of cluster structure based on DIMOC
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(4.4)

Firstly, the CH will order its CMs and the downstream GNs as node ݅ (1  ݅  ݇ െ 1)
in the order of their IDs so that the node with the lowest ID will be the first one. So the
timer for the ݅th node to send its data to the CH is (݅ െ 1)ߜ. Have deciding the timer of
data reporting for each CM and the downstream GNs, the CH will broadcast the schedule
message in this cluster to announce the timer for each node. Once receiving this schedule
message, each node will initiate a timer when it is permitted to transmit its data to the CH
in a collision-free way. Therefore, based on the TDMA based scheme described above,
the collision-free data collection in each cluster is ensured.
Between adjacent clusters, the overlaps of varying GNs may exist and it will lead to
communication collisions when the GNs send their data to their respective CH. Therefore,
it is necessary to solve the problem of possible data collisions in the adjacent clusters.
Here, a cluster synchronization mechanism will be implemented to achieve this
requirement. In this mechanism, a time delay of data collection in two adjacent clusters is
introduced. That is, if the beginning of data collection in one cluster, say cluster ܥ, is ܶ,
the beginning of data collection in its downstream cluster, say cluster  ܥ+ 1, should be
(ܶ + ݐ ). In addition, the beginning of data collection in the downstream cluster of the
cluster  ܥ+ 1, say cluster  ܥ+ 2, should also be ܶ. In this way, each cluster can set its
collection time at time ܶ or (ܶ + ݐ ), and the total time delay introduced in the data
collection is only ݐ . Therefore, with the cluster synchronization mechanism, the data
collection can be operated to ensure collision-free in adjacent clusters.
Having collected all the data from its CMs and downstream GNs, the CH, say node A,
will compress the collected data, using the CS encoding process as illustrated below, to
reduce the communication overhead significantly. Then, the CH will send the
compressed data to one of its upstream GNs, which will forward this packet to the CH in
the upstream cluster. To select a proper upstream GN, node A needs to ensure reliable
and efficient data forwarding. To this end, A first estimates the average forwarding
distance of each upstream GN, say B, as follow.
ҧ = ݀ /(1/ܲݎ ) = ܲݎ × ݀
݀
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(4.5)

Figure 4.5 Forwarder selection in inter-cluster communication
Here, ܲݎ is the probability that node B will successfully receive the data packet from
node A, estimated based on the given channel attenuation and fading models [174]. The
variable ݀ is the distance between A and B. To send one data packet to B, on average A
ҧ indicates the expected efficiency of data forwarding
needs 1/ܲݎ transmissions, so ݀
between A and B. As shown in Figure 4.5, node A will first select the GN with highest
average forwarding distance, say B, as the next data forwarder to achieve the best
efficiency among the inter-cluster communication. In the case that there are two upstream
GNs with the same average forwarding distance, node A will select the node with the
lower ID as the next data forwarder. In this way, the node with the highest forwarding
distance will be selected as the data forwarder in the inter-cluster communication to
ensure the communication efficiency and reliability.
Therefore, with the intra-cluster and inter-cluster communication designed above, the
spatial relevant data from each vehicle will be efficiently transmitted in the network
based on CS-DC, in a collision-free and scalable way.
4.3.4 In-network Data Encoding & Recovery
The data transmission structure and data compression are decoupled to be optimized
separately in CS-DC. Here, the CS theory is utilized for data coding/decoding, and the
data correlation will be explored on the decoder end to accurately recover the spatially
correlated data.

Figure 4.6 Data encoding with CS in each cluster
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4.3.4.1 Data Encoding
The data collection process of CS-DC is illustrated through the scenario shown in
Figure 4.2. In each cluster, it is assumed that there are  ܭnodes and ߩ is the compression
ratio of with CS for each compression in the CH. As shown in Figure 4.6, after collecting
all the data, denoted by the vector ×ଵ = [݀ଵ , ݀ଶ ,  ڮ, ݀ ]Ԣ, from all the nodes in the
cluster, the CH will encode it into another vector ঀ×ଵ , where ܭ ا ܬ. After data encoding,
the CH will send the data ঀ×ଵ to the upstream GN. Thus, by using data encoding in the
CH, CS-DC will transmit much less data in the network. The transform from ×ଵ to
ঀ×ଵ is as follow
ঀ×ଵ = Ȱ× ×ଵ

(4.6)

That is:
ݕଵ
ଵଵ
ݕଶ
ଶଵ
൮ڭ൲=൮
ڭ
ݕ
ଵ

ଵଶ  ڮଵ
݀ଵ
ଶଶ  ڮଶ
݀
൲ ൮ ଶ൲
ڭ
ڭ
ڰ ڭ
ଶ  ڮ
݀

(4.7)

In equation (4.6), Ȱ× = {߶ } is a  ܭ × ܬsensing matrix and it contains the series of
random numbers. To save the network resource, the sensing matrix Ȱ× = {߶ } will
not be sent in the network to recover the data in the data decoder. Instead, the CH will
apply the pseudo-random number generators to obtain the entries of Ȱ× with a
previously known algorithm and its seed, which will reproduce the consistent output.
Therefore, the sensing matrix Ȱ× = {߶ } can be achieved by calculating {߶ } =
ܴ(ܵ , ݅), where ܵ is the seed, broadcast by the sink in the TRM, and ݅ is the ID of the CH
and ܴ(ή) is the pre-installed pseudo-random number generator function. Thus, only the
data ঀ×ଵ is transmitted to the sink, which will greatly reduce the communication
overhead in the network.
In equation (4.7), ݀ (݅ = 1,2,  ڮ,  )ܭis a scalar value. In fact, ݀ can be treated as a
vector if the data from each node is a multi-dimensional vector [75], then the transmitted
data ݕ is also a vector of the same dimension as ݀ .
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4.3.4.2 Data Recovery
In the equations (4.6) and (4.7), the recovery of ×ଵ is ill-posed when [ ܭ < ܬ83].
However, the data from each node is spatial or temporal relevant, there should be a
convenient basis to transform the signal ×ଵ into a sparse signal [83]. Based on the CS
theory, a small number of samples will suffice to reconstruct a ܵ-sparse signal with a
probability close to one [83]. The signal ×ଵ can be considered as an ܵ-sparse signal if
there is a basis Ȳ by which ×ଵ can be represented by ܵ non-zero entries, where ܵ ܭ ا.
That is
 = σ
ୀଵ ߰ ߠ or  = Ȳȣ

(4.8)

where Ȳ = [߰ଵ , ߰ଶ ,  ڮ, ߰ ] and ȣ = [ߠଵ , ߠଶ ,  ڮ, ߠ ] is the vector of corresponding
coefficients. So ×ଵ is an ܵ-sparse signal in the basis Ȳ. Thus, according to the CS
theory, ×ଵ can be recovered from  ܬsamples if
 ܬ ܿ ή ߤ ଶ (Ȱ, Ȳ) ή ܵ ή ݈ܭ݃

(4.9)

for some positive constant ܿ. In equation (4.9), ߤ(Ȱ, Ȳ) is the coherence [83] between the
sensing matrix Ȱ in equation (4.6) and the representation basis Ȳ in equation (4.8). In
practice, the four-to-one rule [83] is applied for exact recovery. That is,  = ܬ4ܵ is usually
sufficient to satisfy equation (4.9).
Therefore, in the data sink, it can accurately reconstruct the data signal ×ଵ by
solving the following ݈ଵ-norm minimization problem
minאோ಼ ԡȣԡభ , s.t. ܻ = Ȱ,  = Ȳȣ

(4.10)

ԡȣԡభ =  |ߠ |

(4.11)

where,


It has been shown that the linear programming techniques [175] can be applied to
solve the above ݈ଵ-norm minimization problem. If ȣ כis the solution to the above convex
optimization problem, the proposed reconstruction  כis given by
 = כȲȣכ

(4.12)

To show the effectiveness of the compressive sensing (CS) theory, the simulation is
done as shown in Figure 4.7. In Figure 4.7(a), it is the original signal with 1024 samples
in the time domain. Using the fast Fourier transform, the original signal can be
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represented in the Fourier basis as a sparse signal with only 4 non-zero coefficients, as
shown in Figure 4.7(b). By solving the ݈ଵ-norm minimization problem as in the equation
(4.10), the original signal can be accurately recovered according to the equation (4.12), as
shown in Figure 4.7(c). From Figure 4.7(d), we can see that the signal difference is
always close to 0, so the recovered signal is very accurate.

(a) Original signal with 1024 samples

(b) Sparse signal in Fourier basis with 4 non-zero coefficients

(c) Recovered data based on compressive sensing

(d) Signal difference based on compressive sensing
Figure 4.7 Data recovery based on compressive sensing
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Therefore, by applying the CS theory to encode and reconstruct the original data, it
will greatly reduce the data transmitted in the network, which will significantly improve
the communication efficiency and save the network bandwidth. In addition, the original
data in each CH does not require the selection of a proper sparsifying transform, but only
the reconstruction in the data sink needs the sparsifying transform [168]. In section 4.5,
the application of CS theory on VANET data will be presented to illustrate the
effectiveness of CS theory in VANET based data collection. Thus, the application CS
theory, incorporated with the design of data transmission structure, will ensure the
efficiency and scalability of CS-DC, achieving our design goal.

4.4 Performance Analysis of CS-DC
Because of the implementation of CS, CS-DC will significantly reduce the
communication overhead and improve the reliability of data collection. Here, the
theoretical performance of the communication overhead and data delivery ratio will be
analyzed to investigate the benefit of CS-DC. The analysis of communication overhead is
to measure how many data need to be sent in the network by all the nodes, while the data
delivery ratio is to analyze how reliable the data from each data source can be
successfully delivered to the sink.
4.4.1 Communication Overhead
To show the advantages of CS application, the communication overhead will be
analyzed by comparing different schemes. Here, the communication overhead is
measured by the data packet transmitted in the network, from all the sources to the data
sink. In the distributed network, the structures of chain [75] and cluster [70] are usually
applied to collect in-network data from multiple data sources. Thus, the data transmission
structures of chain without CS, chain with CS, cluster without CS and cluster with CS are
compared in this section.
It is assumed that there are ܰ nodes as the data sources which will report their data to
the data sink. The data collection in the structure of chain without CS is shown as in
Figure 4.8. In this structure, each intermediate node needs to wait and send all the data,
from all its upstream nodes, to its downstream node. Thus, the nodes nearer to the sink
will send more data packets.
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Figure 4.8 Data collection in chain without CS

Figure 4.9 Data collection in chain with CS
Therefore, for the structure of chain without CS based on Figure 4.8, the expected
number of data transmitted in the network is
ܰ(ܰ + 1)
(4.13)
2
If applying the CS theory in each node for data encoding in the chain structure [75], as
1+2+ڮ+ܰ =

in Figure 4.9, the number of data transmitted by each node is ܯ, where  ܯis the required
number of samples in the data sink to accurately recover the original data. Thus, for the
structure of chain with CS, the expected number of data transmitted in the network can be
obtained as
ܯήܰ =

ܰଶ
ߩ

(4.14)

ே

where ߩ = ெ is the compression ratio of CS for each compression.
When using cluster structure, each cluster head will collect the source data in the
cluster and send the collected data to the sink by intermediate gateway node and cluster
head. Thus, the data collection in the structure of cluster without CS is shown as in Figure
4.10. We define  ܭis number of nodes in each cluster. So there are ܰ/ ܭclusters reporting
the data to the data sink. Therefore, the expected number of data transmitted for the
structure of cluster without CS is
( ܭെ 1) ή

ܰ
ܰ
ܰ(ܰ +  ܭെ 1)
+ 2 ή  ܭ+ 2 ܭ+  ڮ+ ൬ െ 1൰ ή ܭ൨ + ܰ =
ܭ
ܭ
ܭ
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(4.15)

Figure 4.10 Data collection in cluster without CS

Figure 4.11 Data collection in cluster with CS

Figure 4.12 Comparison of communication overhead for different structures
When applying the CS data encoding at each CH, the data collection in the structure of
cluster with CS is shown as in Figure 4.11. Thus, each CH just needs to send the
compressed data to the sink. Therefore, for the structure of cluster with CS, if using the
same compression ratio ߩ, the expected number of data transmitted in the network is
( ܭെ 1) ή

 ܭ2ܭ
ܰ
ܭ
ܰ ܰ(ܰ + ߩ ܭെ ߩ)
ܰ
+2ή +
+  ڮ+ ൬ െ 1൰ ή ൨ + =
ߩ
ߩ
ܭ
ߩ
ߩ
ߩܭ
ܭ

(4.16)

To illustrate the savings of data transmitted in the network, the comparison of
communication overhead for each structure is shown in Figure 4.12. In the comparison,
we set  = ܭ50, ܰ = 1000 and ߩ = 5. In Figure 4.12, all the numbers are normalized by
dividing each one by the value of their smallest. So the number for the structure of cluster
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with CS (Cluster w/ CS) is 1, and the number for the structure of cluster without CS
(Cluster w/o CS) is 4.2, while the numbers for the structure of chain with and without CS
are 40.2 and 100.5 respectively.
Therefore, by the theoretical analysis above, it is shown that the performance of cluster
with CS, in terms of communication overhead, is better than that of other schemes.
4.4.2 Data Delivery Ratio
The data delivery ratio is defined as the ratio of the number of source data packets
received in the data sink (or data center) to the number of source data packets sent by all
the source nodes. Here, only the data delivery ratio in the structures of cluster without CS
and with CS will be analyzed. The data transmissions in these two structures are shown in
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 respectively.
In the network, the main failures of data delivery are caused by communication
collisions and failure transmissions due to high bit error rates [176] in each hop.
According to the TDMA based scheme in intra-cluster communication, the data collisions
in each cluster can be ignored. Thus, only the data delivery ratio (DDR) for the intercluster communication in these two structures,  ܴܦܦwithout CS and  ܴܦܦᇱ with CS, will
be analyzed in this section.
ே

From Figure 4.10, we can see that there are 2 ቀ െ 1ቁ communication hops from the
furthest CH to the nearest CH. For the structure of cluster without CS, the probability of
non-collision in the ith hop,   , will be firstly analyzed.
Let ߛ is the probability that a node transmits in an arbitrary time slot. Considering
there are  ܭnodes in one cluster, the probability that no node broadcasts its data at this
time slot is
ଵ = (1 െ ߛ)

(4.17)

In addition, when there is only one node transmitting data, there is no data collision
either. Thus the probability that there is only one node is transmitting at this time slot is
ଶ = (ߛܭ1 െ ߛ)ିଵ

(4.18)

Therefore, the probability that there is no data collision at this time slot is
ଷ = ଵ + ଶ = (1 െ ߛ) + (ߛܭ1 െ ߛ)ିଵ
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(4.19)

Assuming the data transmitted in one time slot is ܮ bits, the number of time slots
needed in the ith hop is
ܰ௧ =

݅
ቒ2ቓ ܮܭ

(4.20)

ܮ

where ܮ is the data packet length in bit.
Thus, the probability of non-collision in the ith hop,   , is
  = ଷ ே = [(1 െ )ݎ + (ݎܭ1 െ


ቒ ቓ
ଶ
)ݎିଵ ] బ

(4.21)

Then, the probability of non-failure transmission in the ith hop,  , will be analyzed


based on the analysis bit error rate as follow.
Let the channel bit error  be uniformly distributed with error events being
independent of each other, so the probability of non-failure transmission in the ith hop,
 , is




 = (1 െ  )ቒଶቓ

(4.22)



Therefore, based on equations (4.21) and (4.22), the data delivery ratio (DDR) for the
structure of cluster without CS is
ே
ଶቀ ିଵቁାଵ


= ܴܦܦ

ෑ

ቀ  ή  ቁ

(4.23)



ୀଵ

Similarly, the data delivery ratio ( ܴܦܦᇱ ) for the structure of cluster without CS can be
achieved as
ே
ଶቀ ିଵቁାଵ


 ܴܦܦᇱ =

ෑ

ቀԢ  ή Ԣ ቁ

(4.24)



ୀଵ

where Ԣ  is the probability of non-collision in the ith hop for the structure of cluster
CS and it is
Ԣ  = [(1 െ )ݎ + (ݎܭ1 െ


ቒ ቓ
ଶ
)ݎିଵ ] ఘబ

(4.25)

In addition, in equation (4.24), Ԣ is the probability of non-failure transmission in


the ith hop for the structure of cluster with CS and it is
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Ԣ = (1 െ 



ቒ ቓ
ଶ
) ఘ

(4.26)

According to analysis of data delivery ratio, it is clear that the improvement of
structure of cluster with CS is caused by the implementation of data encoding and
recovery based on CS theory.
Therefore, based on the theoretical analysis above, it is obvious that the performance
of CS-DC, in terms of communication overhead and data delivery ratio, will be greatly
improved by the application of in-network data encoding and recovery.

4.5 Performance Evaluation and Simulation
In this section, the evaluation for CS theory based data encoding and recovery will be
firstly presented by using the traffic speed signal. Then, we will evaluate the performance
of CS-DC and compare it with the existing solutions by simulations.
4.5.1 Experiments on Traffic Speed
In the previous section, it is assumed that the spatial relevant data are sparse and can be
accurately recovered. However, it is challenging to sparsify the networked data, and the
wavelets are usually considered as a good candidate for the sparsifying transformation
basis Ȳ [168]. In the wireless sensor network, the discrete Fourier transform or discrete
wavelet transform may be applied to sparsify the spatially-varying samples [177]. In
addition, the tools of graph wavelets [178] and diffusion wavelets [179] are very useful
alternatives to construct the networked data into a sparse signal.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of CS theory for the real VANET data, here the
vehicle speed signal is used for CS data encoding and recovery.
To our best knowledge, there is no real traffic data collected by large-scale networked
vehicles at the same time due to the lack of realistic VANETs. Thus, we use the vehicle
speed data from mobility trace of vehicular nodes which are generated by MOVE [122].
Here, the speed data from 512 vehicles in the highway and city scenarios are obtained at
a random time point respectively.
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(a) Original speed signal in highway scenario with 512 samples

(b) Original sorted speed signal and its recovered data

(c) Wavelet coefficients after 5-level haar wavelet transform
Figure 4.13 Data encoding and recovery for speed signal in highway scenario
As shown in Figure 4.13(a), the average speed in the highway scenario is 90 km/h. To
improve the recovery accuracy, the original speed vector is usually sorted as shown in
Figure 4.13(b). By setting the measurement vector as 128 data elements, the original
sorted speed can be accurately recovered as shown in Figure 4.13(b). In addition, Figure
4.13(c) shows the 512 wavelet coefficients after 5-leve haar wavelet transform. There are
only 16 coefficients whose value are larger than 5, and they are only 3.13% of the total
coefficients, which shows good sparsifying transformation of vehicle speed data from the
highway scenario.
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(a) Original speed signal in city scenario with 512 samples

(b) Original sorted speed signal and its recovered data

(c) Wavelet coefficients after 5-level haar wavelet transform
Figure 4.14 Data encoding and recovery for speed signal in city scenario
In the city scenario, the speed difference among vehicles is much larger than that in the
highway scenario, and there are some vehicles stopping at the traffic signal. In Figure
4.14(a), it shows the vehicle speed in the city scenario. Similarly, to reduce the recovery
error, the original speed vector is usually sorted as shown in Figure 4.14(b). With the
measurement vector as 128 data elements, the original sorted speed can be accurately
recovered as shown in Figure 4.14(b). Because the data difference is larger, the accuracy
from the city scenario is smaller than that from the highway scenario. Besides, Figure
4.14(c) shows the 512 wavelet coefficients after 5-leve haar wavelet transform. There are
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only 23 coefficients whose value are larger than 5, and they are only 4.49% of the total
coefficients, which also shows good sparsifying transformation of vehicle speed data
from the city scenario.
Thus, by selecting a proper sparsifying transformation basis Ȳ, the realistic VANET
data can be represented by a sparse signal and recovered with high accuracy. Therefore,
the CS theory is applicable and effective for the realistic VANET data in the data
encoding and recovery.
4.5.2 Simulation Settings
For the simulation, we use version 3.34 of ns-2 simulator [121], and the mobility trace
of vehicles is generated by MOVE [122]. The parameters of the simulation are shown in
Table 4.1. Our simulation models a straight 12 km long one-direction highway with 4
lanes. The average vehicle density in the highway is varied from 15~60 vehicles/km.lane,
and the average speed of the vehicles is 60 km/h. To evaluate the performance with
different data sending rate, the nodes will generate the packets at the rate of 0.01-0.1
packet/s. The communication radio range is set to 250 m. The MAC protocol is 802.11
with data rate of 2 Mbps. The propagation model implemented in our simulation is the
TwoRayGround model [123], and the simulation duration is 1000 s.
4.5.3 Clustering Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the clustering performance, the following metrics are used in the
simulation evaluation.
Table 4.1
Simulation parameters in CS-DC
PARAMETER
Road Length
Number of lanes
Vehicle Density
Average Speed
Data Sending Rate
Communication Range
MAC Layer
Date Rate
Propagation Model
Simulation Duration

VALUE
12 Km
4 /direction
15~60 vehicles/km.lane
60 km/h
0.01-0.1 packet/s
250 m
IEEE 802.11
2 Mbps
Two-Ray-Ground
1000 s
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Cluster Convergence Time: the duration when there is frequent re-clustering and the
clusters are not stable;
Cluster Stable Time: the duration when there is no re-clustering and the CH is the
central controller.
Here, the clustering schemes of APROVE [180] and MOBIC [181] will be introduced
to compare with our proposed clustering scheme DIMOC. As shown in Figure 4.15, it
shows the cluster convergence time in different traffic density. When the traffic density
is increasing, there will be more re-clustering, so the cluster convergence time for each
scheme will be increasing. Since the APROVE scheme needs more iterations to exchange
clustering messages among neighboring nodes, it leads to larger cluster convergence time.
Meanwhile, the MOBIC scheme only considers the relative speed to cluster nearby nodes,
so it will result to more re-clustering compared with DIMOC. Thus, DIMOC will achieve
the least cluster convergence time to form the stable cluster with the least delay.

Figure 4.15 The cluster convergence time in different traffic density

Figure 4.16 The cluster stable time in different traffic density
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Figure 4.16 shows the cluster stable time in different traffic density for these three
schemes. When the traffic density is increasing, the speed difference among neighboring
nodes will be smaller, so the cluster stable time for each scheme will be increasing slowly.
Because the MOBIC scheme only considers the relative speed for clustering, it will lead
to less cluster stable time compared with APROVE and DIMOC. Meanwhile, APROVE
and DIMOC will form clusters by considering both minimum relative distance and
speeds between the CH and its CMs, so they will achieve almost the same cluster stability
with the similar cluster stable time.
Therefore, based on the simulation evaluation above, DIMOC can ensure fast cluster
formation and achieve higher stability of the cluster structure.
4.5.4 Simulation Evaluation for Data Collection
In distributed network, the structures of chain [75] and cluster [70] are usually applied
to collect in-network data from multiple data sources. Thus, the simulation experiments
are conducted using four data transmission schemes as in the section 4.4.1: data
transmission structures of chain without CS, chain with CS [75], cluster without CS and
our proposed scheme CS-DC. The following metrics are applied to compare the
performance.
Data Delivery Ratio: the ratio of the number of data packets received in the data sink
to the number of data packets sent by all the source nodes;
Communication Overhead: the number of data packets transmitted by all the nodes in
the network;
Average Collection Delay: the end-to-end delay averaged over all delivered data
packets for each round of data collection.

4.5.4.1 The Impact of Traffic Density
To evaluate the protocol scalability, the vehicular node density will be varied to
compare the performance of all the schemes: data transmission structures of chain
without CS, chain with CS [75], cluster without CS and our proposed scheme CS-DC. In
addition, it is necessary to ensure bandwidth efficiency in different vehicular traffic
density. Therefore, the scheme performance by varying traffic density is studied here.
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Figure 4.17 Data delivery ratio in varying traffic density

Figure 4.18 Communication overhead in varying traffic density

Figure 4.19 Average collection delay in varying traffic density
Figure 4.17 shows the data delivery ratio for the four schemes in different vehicular
density scenarios. The simulation results indicate that four of the schemes can achieve
high delivery ratios (more than 80%) for all the traffic density. The schemes of chain with
CS and cluster without CS have very close delivery ratio in varying traffic density.
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Because the scheme of chain without CS does not apply any data compression or
clustering mechanism, its data delivery ratio is lower than all other schemes. However,
due to the lack of CS theory based data encoding/decoding, the scheme of cluster without
CS will result in lower data delivery ratio because of more data collisions in the network.
It is clear that the data delivery ratio in CS-DC is keeping stable even the traffic density is
becoming larger. So CS-DC is more scalable than other schemes and it achieves the
highest reliability.
Figure 4.18 shows the communication overhead of all the four schemes in varying
traffic density. With the chain structure, when the vehicle traffic density increases, the
communication overhead will be greatly increased. However, by the cluster structure, the
cluster head will locally collect the data in one cluster and forward the collected data to
the RSU by multi-hop transmissions, which can ensure steady and limited
communication overhead when the traffic density increases. Meanwhile, by the
implementation of CS theory, our proposed scheme CS-DC will achieve the least
communication overhead. Therefore, CS-DC will obtain the best performance in terms of
communication overhead, achieving high communication efficiency.
For the average collection delay, as shown in Figure 4.19, when the traffic density
increases, our proposed scheme CS-DC can achieve the best performance, and the
scheme of cluster without CS can obtain the similar performance as CS-DC, that is
because the local data collection can be implemented in each cluster at the same time.
However, the data forwarding in the schemes of chain without CS and chain with CS will
introduce a delay in each hop, which will result in a large delay in the overall data
collection. Since the CS theory is applied in CS-DC, its average collection delay will
keep stable and achieve the similar performance when the traffic density is increasing.
Therefore, in different traffic density, the performance of data delivery ratio,
communication overhead and average collection delay for CS-DC outperforms that of the
schemes of chain without CS, chain with CS and cluster without CS. Moreover, CS-DC
ensures the protocol scalability when the traffic density is increasing.
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4.5.4.2 The Impact of Data Sending Rate
To achieve high throughput and network capacity, the network needs to transmit data
packets as many as possible. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the network
performance by varying the data sending rate. Here, the data sending rate is varied from
0.01 to 0.1 packet/s.
Figure 4.20 shows the different data delivery ratio for all the four schemes when the
data sending rate is varied. When data sending rate is increasing, the network traffic will
increase linearly, so the data delivery ratio will decrease for all the schemes. For the
schemes of chain without CS, chain with CS and cluster without CS, there are more
communication collisions than that of CS-DC. Therefore, the data delivery ratio in the
schemes of chain without CS, chain with CS and cluster without CS decreases faster than
that in CS-DC when data sending rate increases.
Figure 4.21 shows the communication overhead as a function of data sending rate for
all the four schemes. With the linear increase of data sending rate, the communication
overhead of all the schemes will increase linearly accordingly. However, much more data
packets will be sent by the schemes of chain structures. Thus, the performance of
communication overhead for the cluster based schemes greatly surpasses that of chain
based schemes. In addition, CS-DC will transmit the least data packets to collect all the
data from all the source nodes.

Figure 4.20 Data delivery ratio with varying data sending rate
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Figure 4.21 Communication overhead with varying data sending rate

Figure 4.22 Average collection delay with varying data sending rate
Figure 4.22 shows the comparison of average collection delay by increasing the data
sending rate for all the four schemes. When there are more data packets transmitted in the
network, similar as discussed above, there will be more data communication collisions.
Hence, all the delays in the schemes of chain without CS, chain with CS and cluster
without CS will increase. For cluster based schemes, there is one cluster head which will
forward the collected data to the sink, so the data communication collisions are much less
than that of chain based schemes, which results in the smallest delay for CS-DC when the
data sending rate increases.
Based on the simulations above, it is clear that the performance of CS-DC can
outperform that of the schemes of chain without CS, chain with CS and cluster without
CS when the data sending rate increases. That is, CS-DC will improve the data
dissemination capacity [157] in VANETs.
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Therefore, based on the simulation results, we can conclude that CS-DC can achieve
high data delivery ratio with limited communication overhead and acceptable collection
latency when the vehicle traffic density and data sending rate are varied.

4.6 Summary
In this chapter, CS-DC is proposed as an efficient, reliable and scalable data collection
scheme for VANETs. In CS-DC, the DIMOC protocol is proposed to achieve more stable
clusters, which will collect local data reliably and ensure data spatial relevance.
Meanwhile, the CS theory is applied to encode/decode the in-network data, achieving
communication efficiency and accurate data recovery. The theoretical performance
analysis, in terms of communication overhead and data delivery ratio, shows the
efficiency and reliability of CS-DC. Besides, the experiments on traffic speed data
validate the applicability of CS-DC, and the evaluation of DIMOC protocol shows the
high stability of the cluster structure. Furthermore, various simulations show that CS-DC
can guarantee desirable performance of high data delivery ratio with acceptable
collection latency and limited communication overhead, under all vehicle traffic densities
and data sending rates.
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Chapter 5

Commercial Applications based on

VANETs4
The main goal to deploy VANETs is to improve the traffic safety. However, based on
the free V2V and V2I wireless communications, VANETs can cost-effectively support
numerous promising commercial applications, which will create huge value to the
business and explore application potentials of VANETs. In this chapter, collaborating
with Zhengming Li, three promising value-added applications based on VANETs are
introduced with novel implementation solutions. Specifically, VAAD [182], [183] is
proposed for effective ad dissemination in VANETs, and GPAS [158], [184] is
introduced to support location-sensitive surveys, while VehicleView [185], [186] is
proposed to collect vehicular data in large-scale and long-term scenarios. My main work
for these applications focuses on efficient and effective data dissemination and collection
in these solutions, while Zhengming Li’s work is to ensure security and privacy for all the
protocols. Thus, besides the overview of each application, only data dissemination and
collection solutions in these applications will be presented in this chapter, while the
complete work is given in publications [158], [185] and manuscripts [182]–[184], [186].

5.1 Promising Commercial Applications
Enabling the nearby vehicles to share driving states by wireless communications,
VANETs improve various traffic safety applications such as collision avoidance and lane
change assistance. Besides, real-time traffic data in VANETs can be collected from
vehicles to improve traffic management. Thus, the potentials to improve traffic safety and
traffic management will push VANETs to be massively deployed in the future.
Furthermore, with free vehicular communications, VANETs provide a handy platform to
more cost-effective solutions to various value-added applications, such as on-road
entertainment [10]. Comparatively, existing cellular communications (3G and 4G) will
incur service fees to support such value-added applications. Besides, being more cost-

4

The material in this chapter is adapted from three published IEEE articles and several
articles submitted to IEEE. See Appendix B for a copy of the copyright permission from
IEEE.
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effective than the solutions based on cellular communications, VANETs can better
explore the location relevance of vehicular nodes to effectively achieve the application
goals. Thus, VANETs can be the desirable platform to develop these commercial
applications. In addition, the revenue from these value-added applications may enable the
VANET administrators to further maintain and upgrade VANETs and attract more
drivers to cooperatively participate in VANETs.
In this chapter, cost-effective solutions to three promising value-added applications are
proposed to realize the economic potentials of VANETs. Specifically, the VANET-based
ambient ad dissemination (VAAD) scheme [182], [183] is proposed as an efficient and
effective solution to disseminate ads from the service provider with practical cost and
effect control. The general-purpose automatic survey (GPAS) scheme [158], [184] is
proposed as a secure and cost-effective solution to the location-sensitive surveys in
VANETs. VehicleView [185], [186] is introduced to the large-scale and long-term
collection of vehicular sensor data to support various applications of vehicle performance
monitoring and analysis based on VANETs. Essentially, each of these schemes is
proposed as the first comprehensive solution to the corresponding application. In addition,
all these schemes are designed with practical considerations on the conflicting
requirements from different parties in the system to improve system applicability.

5.2 Scheme Overview: VAAD, GPAS & VehicleView
In this section, the overviews of these three applications, VAAD, GPAS and
VehicleView, are introduced, together with the introductions of design challenges, main
functions and requirements.
5.2.1 VAAD Overview
Motivated by the roadside ad posts, VANETs, as the “networks on the wheels”, can be
the new media to disseminate commercial ads and realize the virtual ad post for regional
business via V2I and V2V communications. Therefore, considering numerous service
provides (SPs) and vehicles available, VANET based ad dissemination, realizing the
virtual ad posts at each vehicle, shows great market potentials.
To support effective ad dissemination to realize practical virtual ad post in VANETs,
the conflicting requirements of the involved entities need to be carefully balanced.
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Figure 5.1 Overview of VAAD
Specifically, to achieve the best advertising effect, each SP wants to broadcast its ads
to as many vehicles as possible. To VANETs as a whole, ad dissemination should be
controllable and scalable to avoid message storms, which may harm critical traffic safety
functions. Also, the security and privacy issues in ad dissemination call for thorough
investigation. To date, existing schemes [8], [187] have not satisfyingly addressed these
critical requirements.
By addressing the above challenges, a practical and comprehensive solution, VAAD is
proposed for commercial ad dissemination to realize practical virtual ad post in VANETs.
VAAD can support the location-based service (LBS) to disseminate the location-based
ads to the potential interested customers with high efficiency and effectiveness.
Furthermore, VAAD ensures the requirement of security and privacy by considering
different adversary models in VANETs.
With an incentive centered architecture, VAAD enables the entities involved in ad
dissemination to securely interact and trade off their conflicting requirements. As shown
in Figure 5.1, VAAD consists of several entities: service provider (SP), VAAD Manager
(VM), VANET Authority (Authority in short), Clearance Center (CC), source RSU, and
vehicular nodes. Here, VM is proposed to interface and coordinate other entities for ad
dissemination. Specifically, VM receives the ad dissemination task from a SP with
expected effect and cost requirement. Then VM will obtain proper authorization from the
Authority for this ad, with which it requests one RSU to disseminate the ad accordingly
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as the source RSU (SRSU) according to the task and required settings. The vehicular
nodes, encouraged by incentives, will forward the ad according to the requirements of the
SRSU. Eventually, with the help of CC, the SP will pay incentive to each honest ad
forwarder, Authority, VM and CC for their services in ad dissemination. The major
procedures of VAAD are designed as follows.
Authorization: Upon receiving an ad dissemination task from the SP with specific cost
and effect requirements, VM will register it at Authority and get proper authorization.
With proper authorization, secure interactions among VM and RSUs can be ensured.
Distance-based Gradient Ad Dissemination: Motivated by the ad posting pattern in
the physical world, a distance-based gradient ad dissemination scheme is proposed in
VAAD to exploit the location relevance and increase the effect of the ads given a realistic
cost budget. With this scheme, the ad packets will be disseminated in such a way that the
ad packets form a virtual ad post in VANETs. Therefore vehicles will receive ad packets
about local services as if they were driving by real ad posts in the physical world.
Cash-in: After each ad dissemination, the ad forwarders will construct the proof of ad
forwarding (PoF) and send to CC to claim their deserved incentives. Based on the PoFs
collected, CC can reliably verify the honest ad forwarders by reconstructing the ad
forwarding chain. Meanwhile, incentives are distributed to each forwarder in a privacypreserving way to protect the privacy of any ad forwarders.
Ad Storage & Display: To realize practical virtual ad post in each vehicular node, the
received ads need to be efficiently stored to facilitate future ad queries and reduce
memory consumption. Meanwhile, the display rate of ad must be controlled to minimize
the distraction to the drivers.
In summary, VAAD provides a comprehensive solution to effectively realize virtual ad
post in VANETs with practical cost and effect control.
5.2.2 GPAS Overview
Crucial for modern marketing, a commercial survey [188] aims to query and aggregate
the viewpoints of the (potential) consumers on a service or product. However, besides
being costly, the traditional methods, such as telephone, mail, Web or email, cannot
efficiently target the desirable respondents as specified by a set of geographic
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requirements. In VANETs, each vehicle (node) is associated to a certain geographic
region by its physical movement. Thus, the relevance between the vehicles and their
geographic regions makes VANETs a handy platform for many commercial surveys and
all traffic related surveys.
Aware of the great benefits of VANETs to survey applications, GPAS is proposed to
support the location-sensitive surveys based on VANETs. In general, GPAS is designed
to provide customized survey services in a secure, flexible and cost-effective way. Based
on different survey respondents, surveys can be classified into two types: human oriented
(HO) surveys and vehicle oriented (VO) surveys. HO surveys require the opinions of
drivers/passengers on a certain issue which is usually relevant to a region. VO surveys
require statistics of the vehicles travelling in a region or of a certain model, which can be
automatically gathered from the on-board sensors installed in each vehicle, and no human
interaction is needed.
Generally, the survey respondents will be reached by VANETs, and the survey
responses will be collected when the vehicles are in the range of a dedicated RSU. The
major procedures of GPAS, including survey center (SC) authorization, survey request
dissemination, survey response collection and survey response pre-processing, are shown
in Figure 5.2.
SC Authorization: Upon receiving one survey task from the customer, SC needs to
obtain the corresponding authorization to access and manage VANETs and disseminate
the survey requests to the vehicular nodes. To this end, for a new survey SC will
authenticate with the Authority and get necessary certificates for itself and its (ad)RSUs.

Figure 5.2 Overview of GPAS system
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Survey Request Dissemination: With the help of (ad)RSUs, the survey requests will be
disseminated to the nodes within target region RG. SC needs to set a suitable broadcast
frequency for each (ad)RSU, according to the transmission range and traffic velocity in
RG, to make sure all the nodes in the range receive the survey request.
Survey Response Collection: The survey responses will be collected by (ad)RSUs.
Every RSU receiving the survey responses will report all these responses to SC with the
proof of each response and get the corresponding E-cash which has been paid for the
collected responses to the responding nodes.
Survey Response Pre-processing: After collecting survey responses and their
corresponding proofs, SC needs to pre-process them to detect and clear the invalid
responses. To satisfy the quality requirement, the random test based QoS assurance is
adopted to ensure efficient, secure and privacy-preserving pre-processing.
Thus, GPAS is designed to provide customized survey services in a secure, efficient
and effective way based on VANETs. By properly charging the customers and
economically rewarding participating vehicular nodes, GPAS enables value creation in
VANETs without distracting other applications.
5.2.3 VehicleView Overview
To support vehicle performance monitoring and analysis (VPMA) applications, such as
large-scale vehicle field testing, after-sale vehicle performance monitoring, remote
vehicle diagnostics, etc., it is generally rely on the long-term/large-scale collection and
the proper mining of in-vehicle sensor data. Nowadays, several commercial vehicular
telematics solutions, such as GM OnStar [189] and Ford SYNC [190], can support such
applications. However, these solutions are proprietary systems which constrain their
application scope to specific car manufacturers or fleet owners. Besides, such solutions
generally rely on cellular communications (3G or 4G) for data transmission, incurring
service fees to the application users. Besides, with free access to all location and speed
states, such solutions impose severe privacy risks to vehicle drivers [191].
In general, a specific VPMA application incurs the following steps. First, the
application customer, say a car manufacturer, determines its information requirements to
support a VPMA application. Then, the customer may select a subset of vehicles as the
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data sources (target vehicles). Then the data requirements and incentive information, in
form of a task request, will be sent to the target vehicles, among which some will agree to
participate in this task as the participants. The participants will later generate data reports
and send them to the customer through V2V and V2I communications. Eventually, the
customer will process the collected data in an application-specific way.
The above functions, except for the application-specific information requirement
determination and data processing, will be supported by VehicleView as proposed in
Figure 5.3. In VehicleView, the Authority, the Clearance Center (CC), RSUs and
vehicular nodes are pre-existing entities. The VehicleView Manager (VM) is an interface
between the customer and VANETs. To encourage and reward the cooperation of the
relevant parties, the customer needs to pay incentives to the Authority, CC, VM and each
vehicular participant for their services. This way, such entities are economically
encouraged to participate in VehicleView, and the customer is pushed to judiciously
initiate data collection tasks. Specifically, VehicleView includes the following major
procedures.
Pricing: The customer needs to determine proper incentives for its data collection task,
to meet its information requirement with a minimal cost.
Task Registration: Once receiving a task from a customer, VM needs to register it in
Authority for proper authorization to ensure undeniable and trustworthy interactions
among the relevant parties.

Figure 5.3 Overview of VehicleView
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Task Dissemination: After task registration, the task request needs to be securely and
efficiently disseminated to the target vehicles. Since the locations of target vehicles may
be unknown due to privacy protection, it is challenging to ensure the communication
efficiency without flooding all the networks.
Data Reporting: The data reports from each participant will be sent to the customer via
V2V and V2I communications. Here, the challenge is to simultaneously protect the
location privacy of participants and ensure efficient report submission in face of sparse
RSUs.
Therefore, only incurring limited software updates to the existing VANET entities,
VehicleView is especially cost-effective. With novel algorithms to address the security,
privacy and economic challenges, VehicleView shows great application significance and
economic potentials.

5.3 Challenges in Data Dissemination
Due to different application requirements and scenarios, different critical issues in data
dissemination should be addressed in these three applications to achieve design goals
when designing applicable and efficient schemes. Thus, in this section, the main
challenges in data dissemination will be discussed before the detailed scheme design.
Except for the common security and privacy requirements, there are common
challenges from the unique characteristics of VANETs, such as high mobility, frequent
topology change, intermittent connection, variable traffic density and priori unknown
receivers. More importantly, there are unique challenges in these applications as
presented in details as below.
VAAD: For the ad dissemination, each SP may want to broadcast its ads to as many
vehicles as possible with a minimum cost, while the drivers are generally only interested
in local services and should not be distracted by excessive ad displays. To VANETs as a
whole, ad dissemination should be controllable and scalable in face of numerous SPs and
ads. Meanwhile, the relevance of an ad mainly depends on the distance from the ad
receiver to the SP. For instance, in downtown areas, the ad of a parking lot is more
relevant to the drivers 1 km away than to those 10 km away. In highway scenarios, the ad
of a gas station is also more relevant to the nearby drivers. Thus, by exploiting such
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location relevance, a novel ad dissemination mechanism is desirable to maximize the
effect of ad dissemination given a limited cost budget. Motivated by the roadside ad
posting patterns, a distance-based gradient ad dissemination scheme (DGB) is proposed
in VAAD to exploit the location relevance and increase the effect of the ads given a
realistic cost budget. With this scheme, the disseminated ad packets will form virtual ad
posts in VANETs. Therefore, when vehicles move around, they will receive ad packets
about local services as if they were driving by roadside ad posts in the physical world.
GPAS: To conduct a location-sensitive survey, which is often interested in the traffic,
transportation, traveling and commercial information of one concerned region, it is
indispensable to efficiently collect the useful responses from the survey respondents
related to the concerned geographic area. The relevance between each vehicular node and
its location makes VANETs a handy platform for location-sensitive surveys. In this
process, the eligibility of the survey respondents should be effectively proven. That is,
only the nodes satisfying the spatial/temporal requirement are eligible for a locationsensitive survey. In addition, the survey request dissemination should be efficient to make
GPAS scalable in VANETs. Furthermore, the latency in generating a survey response,
may be up to a couple of days depending on the nature of the concerned survey. Besides,
the number of receivers of the survey request should be provable to the customer.
Meanwhile, it is important for the customer to control the bias of opinions in the collected
survey responses.
VehicleView: In VehicleView, the target vehicles, as the data sources, are selected by
the customer according to application requirements. However, the high mobility and
location privacy of vehicular nodes in VANETs make it challenging to efficiently
disseminate the task request to the target vehicles. However, considering the huge
number of target vehicles and the large number of tasks supported by VehicleView,
network-wide flooding to notify the target vehicles of a certain task is essentially
impractical due to the incurred communication overhead [192]. Thus, an novel request
dissemination scheme is desirable for efficient and reliable task dissemination in
VehicleView. In addition, according to the customer’s requirement, the participant may
need to report the required data periodically. However, due to node mobility each
participant can only be in the direct communication range of any RSU for a limited time,
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which may not be sufficient for data reporting. Thus, it is important to apply an efficient
data compression mechanism for data collection in VehicleView.
Therefore, all the common and unique challenges in data dissemination as discussed
above will be considered, with novel and applicable schemes proposed, in these three
applications to achieve effectiveness and efficiency of data dissemination.

5.4 Efficient Ad Dissemination in VAAD
To exploit the spatial relevance from SP to the ad receivers in VAAD, a novel
distance-based gradient ad dissemination algorithm (DBG) is proposed to maximize the
effect of ad dissemination given a limited cost budget.
5.4.1 DBG: Propagation Model
The key idea of DBG is to attenuate the density of a certain ad with a gradient א 
[0,1) as the distance increases by  ܮfrom SRSU, as shown in Figure 5.4. Thus, DBG
forms virtual roadside ad posts around SRSU, which will notify the upcoming vehicles of
the local services with increasing intensity as the vehicles get nearer to the source RSU
(SRSU). As such, the location relevance of ads is fully exploited by DBG, similar to the
physical ad posts along roads. By properly configuring  and ܮ, each SP can achieve its
desirable cost and effect for ad dissemination.
To achieve the desirable ad density gradient in Figure 5.4, SRSU sets the requested
dissemination distance ܦ for each ad rebroadcast by selecting ܦ from {ܮ, 2ܮ,  } ڮwith
the probability of
Pr{ܦ = ݇( = }ܮ1 െ )ିଵ , ݇ = 1, 2, ڮ

(5.1)

In both 1-D (highway) and 2-D (downtown) scenarios, ܦ indicates the requested ad
dissemination distance from SRSU. With ܦ determined by (5.1), over a long period the
ad density gradient is  in both 1-D and 2-D scenarios.

Figure 5.4 Ad density gradient in highway scenarios
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To encourage vehicular nodes to forward the ad according to each ܦ , VAAD will give
incentives only to the ad forwarders within distance ܦ from SRSU based on the
geographic information contained in the ad packets. Thus, vehicles within ܦ from SRSU
are economically encouraged to forward the ad, and the vehicles outside ܦ have no
incentive to forward the ad further. As such, by properly configuring  and ܮ, DBG will
control the ad dissemination with the desired ad dissemination cost and effect specified
by the SP.
5.4.2 Reliable & Efficient Ad Forwarding
In VAAD each ad forwarder requires a certain incentive from SP. Thus, it is necessary
to minimize the number of ad forwarders while ensuring reliable ad forwarding within
distance ܦ from SRSU. To this end, reliable and efficient ad dissemination procedures in
each hop are proposed here, which includes road segment mode, intersection mode and
border mode. Here, it is reasonably assumed that with GPS devices and periodical
beacons [3], each node knows its location and the locations of its neighbors within its
communication range ܴ.
Road Segment Mode
Within each road segment, the current ad forwarder (say node A) needs to select a
proper downstream ad forwarder out of its 1-hop neighbors, to ensure reliable and
efficient ad forwarding. To this end, A will first select the downstream neighbor with the
largest distance, say B, as the next ad forwarder. In case of a tie, A will randomly select
one neighbor out of the downstream neighbors with the largest distance. An ARQ
(Automatic Repeat reQuest) [193] based algorithm is introduced to ensure reliable ad
forwarding between A and B.
Intersection Mode

Figure 5.5 Ad propagation in intersection mode
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In VANETs, each node can figure out whether it is nearby or in a road intersection,
either with a preloaded digital map or based on the location distributions of its neighbors.
For brevity, here we use a typical 4-road intersection as an example.
If the current ad forwarder, say node A, is nearby or in a road intersection, it will enter
the intersection mode and select the best downstream node on each road segment running
away from SRSU, say, B, C and D, as shown in Figure 5.5. Then, A will send the ad
packet to each of these nodes, following the same procedures as the road segment mode.
Here, we omit the signal blocking effects of the buildings around the intersection.
To avoid duplicate ad forwarding, each node will keep track of the ad packets it has
received or forwarded. Suppose node D has already received the same ad packet from
another node, it will send this ad packet as a duplicate ad indicator (DUP_IND) to A to
indicate that this road segment has already been covered by the concerned ad. Thus, A
will stop sending the ad packet to the road segment of D.
Following above procedures, on one hand duplicate ad forwarding is avoided in the
intersection mode; on the other hand each road segment running away from SRSU will be
covered by the ad. Thus, this intersection mode can ensure full coverage of the desired ad
dissemination area without causing duplicate ad packets.
Border Mode
An ad forwarder, say nod A, is on the border of the propagation region if its distance to
the SRSU is between ܦ െ ܴ and ܦ . In this case, A enters the border mode by
broadcasting the ad packet without selecting the next forwarder. Thus, any nodes
overhearing the ad packet generally will not forward it further due to the lack of
incentives. As such, the propagation region will be controlled to be of range ܦ , resulting
in a certain number of ad forwarders to be rewarded with incentives.
Thus, based on DGB, the theoretical number of ad forwarders and ad receivers can be
estimated to control the ad effect and cost, by configuring the gradient p and road
segment length L as shown in [182].
5.4.3 Performance Evaluation
With VAAD, the advertising cost and effect are controllable. In general, the theoretical
number of ad forwarders (NFT) indicates the cost of ad dissemination, while the
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theoretical number of ad receivers (NRT) is a proper indicator of the effect of ad
dissemination. Here, the NS2 [121] based simulation results are given to evaluate the
advertising cost and effect of VAAD in the highway (1-D) scenario.
In the simulation, there are 200 vehicles running in a road of length 10 km and one
RSU installed at one end of the road. Here, L is set to 300 m, 400 m or 550 m, and p is set
to 0.0, 0.2, 0.333, 0.5, 0.6, 0.667, 0.714, 0.75, 0.8, 0.833, or 0.857. Given each
combination of (L, p), the theoretical number of ad forwarders (E[NFT]) and the actual
number of ad forwarder (E[NF]) are shown in Figure 5.6. To emphasize on the
controllability of VAAD, network partitions are omitted here. The close match between
E[NF] and E[NFT] in Figure 5.6 indicates the effectiveness of VAAD in controlling the
cost of ad dissemination.

Figure 5.6 Number of ad forwarders

Figure 5.7 Number of ad receivers
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Figure 5.8 Survey request dissemination
Similarly, as shown in Figure 5.7, the actual number of ad receivers (E[NR]) also
closely matches the theoretical number of ad receivers (E[NRT]) with different
configurations. Thus, VAAD effectively controls the effect of ad dissemination by
properly configuring both p and L.

5.5 Survey Request dissemination in GPAS
Because of the critical challenges presented in section 5.3, here the survey request
dissemination in GPAS is introduced to efficiently and reliable broadcast the survey
request to the nodes in the predefined area.
5.5.1 Survey Request Dissemination
As discussed before, only the nodes satisfying the spatial/temporal requirement are
eligible for a location-sensitive survey in GPAS. However, the latency in generating a
survey response, which may be up to a couple of days depending on the nature of the
concerned survey, may be more than enough to allow each vehicle to change its
pseudonym for its privacy [194]. Thus, it is necessary to prove the eligibility of any node
with periodic pseudonym changes. Besides, the payment to CC, Authority and SC
depends on the number of survey request receivers, so the number of receivers of the
survey request should be provable to the customer. Eventually, the survey request
dissemination should be efficient to make GPAS scalable in VANETs.
To address these challenges, a 1-hop survey request dissemination procedure is
proposed here, as shown in Figure 5.8. Specifically, the serving RSU will periodically
broadcast the survey request to the passing-by vehicles, which will generate receipts and
send them to the serving RSU.
Based on the periodic beacons sent by the vehicular nodes, the serving RSU can
identify the nodes within its communication range, and only accept the receipts from such
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nodes. Hence, by proving that it receives a survey request directly from a serving RSU,
one node proves that it meets the spatial/temporal requirement. Afterward, all receipts
collected by the serving RSUs will be forwarded to the survey center, which will keep
track of the total number of survey request receivers.
In GPAS, all communications incurred by survey request dissemination and receipt
collection are performed within the common communication range (ܴ) of the serving
RSU. Comparatively, multi-hop communications (over several ܴ) will incur much higher
communication overhead. Besides, in the case of multi-hop receipt collection, the receipts
from multiple hops away cannot be verified by the serving RSU regarding the
spatial/temporal requirement. Thus, the 1-hop survey request dissemination approach is
optimal for GPAS in light of communication overhead and computation overhead.
5.5.2 Scalable and Reliable Survey Receipt Collection
As discussed above, each receiver needs to send a receipt to the serving RSU via unicast communication [195] to ensure reliable communication. Due to high mobility in
VANETs, each vehicle can only directly communicate with the serving RSU for a limited
duration of 2R/v, which may not be sufficient for successful receipt transmissions of all
1-hop neighbors of the RSU. As studied in [196], one uni-cast communication may incur
a latency on the order of seconds when the network is saturated. Thus, the receipt
collection should be scalable and adaptive to various network environments and traffic
conditions in VANETs.
Here, a bipartite receipt collection algorithm (BRCA) is proposed to this end. BRCA
allows the survey request receivers to form clusters at a configured granularity
(bipartition level b), and aggregate their receipts within each cluster first. The aggregated
receipts will be further aggregated, and in the end be sent to the RSU in a single packet.
With transmission power control [196], the aggregation in all clusters can be performed
in parallel to reduce the overall latency. By properly configuring b, BRCA can make
receipt collection scalable and adaptive.
Here, we assume that the RSU can accurately estimate t0, the average delay incurred
by one uni-cast communication in its neighborhood. Each vehicle can also control its
transmission power on the packet level with a granularity of 0.5 dbm [197].
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Figure 5.9 Bipartite receipt collection (b=3)
Bipartite Receipt Collection Algorithm (BRCA)
While broadcasting a survey request, the RSU specifies the bipartition level b based on
the network environments. If b >0, the receipts will be aggregated in a bipartite manner.
Specifically, the road of length 2R around RSU will be evenly divided into 2b cells, as
shown in Figure 5.9. For brevity, here we illustrate BCRA with the case of one road
segment nearby the serving RSU. In reality, the serving RSU may be located in a road
intersection, wherein similar procedures will be performed by the nodes in each road
segment. Given b, each node can find the cell it belongs to based on its own location.
Receiving the beacons from its neighbors, each node can figure out the node nearest to
the center of each cell as an aggregator in this cell. To ensure reliable aggregation, each
aggregator will be monitored by all other nodes in its cell. By overhearing the receipts or
aggregated receipts from other cells, each node can figure out the trigger for its
aggregator to send out its receipt. For instance, in Figure 5.9, Ag1 should send out the
aggregated receipts once all nodes in cell 1 have sent their receipts to Ag1, while Ag2
should send out the aggregated receipts once the aggregated receipts from Ag1 are
overheard.

Figure 5.10 Communication latency
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Thus, BRCA can achieve the scalability of GPAS and estimate the number of receivers
for the survey request, which ensures the efficient and effective survey request
dissemination in GPAS.
Here, NS2 [121] based simulations are conducted to estimate the performance of
survey request dissemination in GPAS with a single serving RSU. The overall
communication latencies (T) for different b values are shown in Figure 5.10. T increases
sharply when the network enters saturation. Bigger b results in considerable decrease in
the communication latency. However, BCRA alone can only reduce T by reducing the
number of required uni-cast communications. Meanwhile, t0 may remain unchanged for
different values of b, since the receipts are only a small fraction of the overall
communications nearby the RSU. Thus, to avoid network saturation, all uni-cast
communications nearby the RSU need to be aggregated.

5.6 Efficient Task Request Dissemination in VehicleView
In VANETs, the high mobility and location privacy of vehicular nodes make it
challenging to efficiently disseminate the task request to the target vehicles. Here, a
regional query based request dissemination scheme is proposed for efficient and reliable
task request dissemination in VehicleView.
5.6.1 Regional Query
In VANETs, due to privacy protection, the exact position and ID of any node are
unknown. Considering the huge number of target vehicles and the large number of tasks
supported by VehicleView, network-wide flooding is essentially impractical due to
serious communication overhead [192].
To be efficient and privacy-preserving, a regional query based strategy is proposed to
disseminate the task request. Briefly speaking, for each target vehicle Vi, the Authority
will reveal its roaming area A1 and H(PIDi), a hashed value of the pseudonym of Vi, to
VM. As discussed later, A1 will be determined by the registered address of the target
vehicle and the common roaming distance. Thus, VM only needs to flood A1 with the
task request to reach the target vehicle Vi if it is in A1.
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Figure 5.11 Regional query based request dissemination
Given the query region A1, the workflow of regional query based request
dissemination is shown in Figure 5.11. VM will first select an RSU nearest to the center
of A1 to disseminate the task request. When the selected RSU is not in A1, geo-cast [146]
will be adopted to disseminate the task request to A1 first. Otherwise, the RSU only needs
to propagate the task request to all nodes within A1. To ensure effective propagation with
high reachability [40] and low communication overhead, the directional propagation
scheme (DPS) is proposed to support efficient task request dissemination in A1. After
receiving a task request, each node will check whether H(PIDi) is the hashed value of one
of its own pseudonyms. If so, it is the target vehicle to exchange secure packet with RSU.
Based on the registered address of this vehicle (ar), Authority will be able to determine
A1 as the circular area centered at ar with a radius D. Here, D is the common commute
distance of a typical driver, which can be estimated based on traffic statistics. To add
uncertainty to ar, the center of A1, O1, will be randomly selected in a smaller circular area
A2, which is centered on ar with a radius R2. Thus, based on A1, any observer can only
narrow down ar to A2, which effectively protects the privacy of the target vehicle.
5.6.2 Directional Propagation
DPS is proposed to reduce the communication overhead while ensuring that all the
vehicles in the query region A1 will be notified of the task request.
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Figure 5.12 Illustration of directional propagation scheme
To simplify the illustration, we assume the RSU is deployed at the center of the query
region A1, and the road topology in A1 is modeled as shown in Figure 5.12. Besides, the
location and the ID of each RSU are known by each vehicle. When disseminating the task
request, the RSU will include its digital signature to prevent data forging or tampering.
Generally, DPS includes two procedures: propagation on the road segment and
propagation at the road intersection.
Propagation on the Road Segment: As shown in Figure 5.12, when the RSU
broadcasts the task request, the vehicles, running on the road segment L1 and in the
communication range of the RSU, will receive the request and contend to broadcast it to
the downstream vehicles. To ensure reliable and efficient request propagation on the road
segment, the algorithm of distance and direction based contention [104] is adopted here.
First, upon receiving the request, the vehicle will check whether it is the target vehicle. If
so, it will acknowledge the request. Otherwise, it will contend to rebroadcast the request
after its own contention period ܶ as decided in [104]. the vehicle with the smallest ܶ , say
node A, will be the best next forwarder to rebroadcast the task request. After A’s
rebroadcast, if there is a network partition on the road segment, it will periodically
rebroadcast the request at a period ܶ ᇱ until it transmit the request to the new message
forwarder. Based on this algorithm, the task request will be propagated on the road
segment L1 reliably and efficiently until it arrives at intersection X1 in Figure 5.12.
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Propagation at the Road Intersection: When the request is propagated to the road
intersection, the further-away principle, inspired by the position-based routing [58], is
introduced to ensure effective and efficient request propagation in the query region.
Specifically, the next intermediate destination of the request, which is the intermediate
intersection from the center to the edge of the query region, should be the neighboring
intersection(s) further than the current one, from the center of query region. For example,
according to the further-away principle, the next destinations of intersection X1 are the
intersections X2, X3 and X4 in Figure 5.12, and the intersection X5 is not the next
destination of intersection X4. Thus, after selecting the next intermediate destination
based on the further-away principle, the request will be disseminated on the road segment
according to the algorithm of distance and direction based contention.
From the above procedures, DPS shows two salient properties:
Property 1: The request propagation on each road segment is only in one direction;
Property 2: Each road segment in the query region will be covered at least once in the
request dissemination.
Property 1 is self-evident, since any road segment is adjacent to two intersections (say
Xi and Xj). Among these two intersections, only one is farther away from the RSU.
Besides, from the road layout in Figure 5.12, property 2 can be easily proven by tracing
road segments starting from the RSU. Thus, property 1 can reduce the duplicate message
dissemination on each road segment, while property 2 ensures the dissemination
effectiveness of DPS.
To avoid duplicate request dissemination on the road segment, each node will keep
track of the task request it has received or forwarded. If one vehicle receives a duplicate
task request, it will notify the sender of receiving a duplicate message, instead of further
forwarding this task request. Therefore, DPS will reach all the possible nodes in the query
region without introducing duplicate messages, achieving protocol effectiveness and
efficiency.
Thus, compared to the network-wide flooding, the regional query based request
dissemination can efficiently and reliably find the target vehicles, as shown in [186].
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Figure 5.13 Communication overhead with various traffic density
Here, to evaluate the performance of VehicleView task dissemination, NS2 [121]
based simulations are conducted by comparing the communication overhead, which is
defined as the ratio of the number of requests transmitted by all the nodes to the number
of all nodes, between DPS and epidemic routing [156]. In Figure 5.13, it shows the
comparison of communication overhead for DPS and epidemic routing in different traffic
density. It is obvious that DPS is much more efficient than epidemic routing in terms of
communication overhead.
Therefore, as the first comprehensive solution to large-scale and long-term collection
of vehicular sensor data based on VANETs, VehicleView can efficiently and costeffectively support various VPMA applications.

5.7 Summaries
In this chapter, three promising applications, VAAD, GPAS and VehicleView, are
introduced with novel and cost-effective solutions to explore the economic potentials of
VANETs. Especially, reliable and efficient schemes of data dissemination are proposed
to effectively disseminate data packets to the target vehicles in the relevant area, by
considering the common and unique design challenges. To my best knowledge, each of
these systems is proposed as the first comprehensive solution to the corresponding
application and shows great application potentials to VANETs.
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Chapter 6

Future Work and Conclusions

In this chapter, the summary on current work with the main contributions and the
discussion on the future work with preliminary design will be introduced. At the end, the
high level conclusions will be given to conclude this dissertation.

6.1 Summary on Current Work
The work in this dissertation is focusing on the upper layers, including network
services and resource manager, in the WAVE (Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments) architecture [198], [199], as shown in Figure 6.1. Overall, the schemes
proposed in this dissertation will effectively open the door for the development of new
applications that require accurate event detection, reliable data dissemination and
efficient in-network data gathering. Also, these work can serve as a reference
specification of reliable message aggregation, robust message dissemination and efficient
data collection for the VANET standardization technology.

Figure 6.1 Our work in the WAVE architecture

Figure 6.2 Architecture of this dissertation
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As shown in Figure 6.2, the main goal of this dissertation is to improve the
applicability of VANETs in data aggregation, dissemination and collection, and develop
some new applications. Specifically, when the vehicular nodes sense data from on-board
sensors, the data may be inaccurate and it may lead to communication collisions when all
the sensing nodes try to broadcast their data at the same time. To improve data accuracy
and reduce communication overhead, message aggregation is introduced to enable
cooperative and accurate detection of events. In addition, to efficiently transmit these data
to the related vehicles, it needs a robust scheme of message dissemination to ensure
dissemination reliability and efficiency. In addition, efficient data collection scheme with
in-network data coding is proposed to further reduce the data transmitted in the network.
Based on all these existing technologies of data dissemination and data collection, new
value-added applications are developed to explore the economic impact of VANETs.
In summary, this dissertation provides efficient and applicable schemes for message
aggregation, data routing and data collection based on VANETs, and introduces several
value-added applications. Specifically, SLMA is proposed to cooperatively and
accurately detect safety-related events on the road, achieving timely notifications and
warnings of potential danger to the drivers. RPB-MD is introduced to improve the
reliability and efficiency of data transmission to the receivers in a geographical area. To
greatly reduce communication overhead, CS-DC is presented to efficiently collect spatial
relevance data from on-board vehicular sensors. In addition, three promising value-added
applications, namely VAAD, GPAS and VehicleView, are developed to explore the
economic potentials of VANETs. In the following, the salient properties and
contributions of these schemes and applications will be presented.
As discussed in Chapter 2, SLMA is proposed to improve the transmission efficiency
and detection accuracy when detecting and reporting local safety-related events. Firstly,
the structure-less framework is introduced to avoid the formation and maintenance of
aggregation structures, which will greatly reduce communication overhead. Besides, the
MDP, incorporated with message arrival modeling, is applied for each aggregator to
make an optimal decision whether to send out the aggregated message or to wait for more
messages for aggregation to reduce communication overhead. In addition, the message
similarity is checked to ensure data consistency so that the messages to be aggregated are
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from the same event. Meanwhile, to improve message accuracy, Bayesian fusion is
implemented to aggregate different data. In summary, SLMA ensures system reliability
to greatly improve the message accuracy and improves protocol efficiency to
significantly reduce communication overhead, channel collisions and information
redundancy. Additionally, it achieves system effectiveness that it can ensure reasonable
delay to propagate the event warnings to the desired receivers. Thus, SLMA is desirable
to be implemented in VANETs to enable cooperative detection of safety-relevant events
to notify nearby vehicles of local dangers.
To disseminate messages to the receivers in the destination area, RPB-MD is proposed
to improve transmission reliability and efficiency for data routing. In RPB-MD, it
considers the challenges of data routing in VANETs, such as high mobility, various
traffic density and frequent network partitions. Using the relative position based
addressing model, RPB-MD reduces the control overhead significantly without requiring
any exterior location service. In addition, to ensure robust dissemination, directional
greedy broadcast routing is proposed to optimally select the next forwarder and make a
group of nodes hold and contend to transmit the message. In addition, by incorporating
vehicle mobility, the protocol parameters are adaptively designed, based on vehicular
traffic scenario, to ensure protocol efficiency and effectiveness. In summary, RPB-MD
achieves system robustness to obtain high delivery ratio and ensures protocol efficiency
to limit communication overhead and dissemination delay. Thus, RPB-MD is an
applicable routing protocol to be ready implemented to support reliable and efficient data
transmission in the highway scenarios, no matter in sparse or dense traffic environments.
To efficiently collect spatial relevance data from VANETs, CS-DC is proposed to
improve the reliability and efficiency of data collection especially in dense traffic. Firstly,
data compression and data transmission structure is decoupled to be optimized separately
to reduce optimization complexity for protocol design. Then, the distance and mobility
based clustering protocol (DIMOC) is proposed to achieve high cluster stability and
support stable data transmission among local nodes. More importantly, the compressive
sensing (CS) theory is applied to efficiently compress in-network data and accurately
recover data by utilizing the data spatial correlation pattern on the decoder end. In
summary, CS-DC can guarantee desirable performance of high data delivery ratio with
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acceptable collection latency and limited communication overhead, under all vehicle
traffic densities and data sending rates. Thus, CS-DC will serve as an applicable and
efficient scheme for the collection of spatial relevance data in large-scale and dense
traffic scenarios. In addition, the application of CS theory in data collection from
vehicular sensor networks (VSN) will open a new door from research and application
perspective to improve the application of sampling theory.
As presented in Chapter 5, three promising value-added applications, namely VAAD,
GPAS and VehicleView, are introduced to explore the economic potentials of VANETs.
Specifically, VAAD provides an applicable and efficient solution to effectively
disseminate advertisements in VANETs with practical cost and effect control, and it
realizes the virtual ad posts for regional business. To support location-sensitive surveys,
including human oriented surveys and vehicle oriented surveys, GPAS is proposed as a
cost-effective solution in VANETs to consider all the realistic constraints. To efficiently
collect data from numerous vehicular sensors in large-scale and long-term scenarios,
VehicleView is introduced as a universal system for various applications of vehicle
performance monitoring and analysis based on VANETs. In these applications, all the
related realistic requirements and constraints are considered when designing the data
dissemination and/or data collection schemes. Thus, these three applications are ready to
be implemented with software APP installation/update and minor hardware modification
once VANETs are deployed in the near future, which will create huge value to the
business and greatly realize the application potentials of VANETs.

6.2 Future Work
With rich research on the VANET protocol design, implementation and its applications,
VANETs will be deployed in the near future. However, based on our previous research
and existing work, there are still some open issues to be addressed to speed the
implementation of VANETs, such as collision-free transmission in the MAC layer, innetwork data applications, realistic traffic mobility and cost-effective solutions to novel
applications. Thus, in this section, the future work with preliminary design will be
introduced to address these potential issues. Firstly, the issues of cooperative
transmission in the MAC layer are considered as in subsections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. Besides,
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all aspects of data application scenarios, including message notification, data sharing,
data management and data mining, are designed with preliminary ideas as in subsections
6.2.3, 6.2.4, 6.2.5 and 6.2.6. In addition, the traffic mobility is discussed in subsection
6.2.7 as it is closely related to the protocol design and evaluation. At last, three promising
applications, including fuel consumption analysis, traffic management and urban area
monitoring, are presented in subsection 6.2.8 to further explore the potentials of VANETs
with cost-effective solutions. For all these future work, only the system frameworks or
architectures are given to introduce the design guidelines, and the specific algorithms and
protocols to implement the frameworks/architectures are left for future detailed design.
6.2.1 Message Scheduling
In VANETs, the safety applications, such as local danger warnings, coexist with nonsafety applications, such as traffic management and the value-added applications
introduced in Chapter 5. To support all these applications, it is important to ensure that
the safety-related messages will get a higher priority than non-safety related messages
when a safety application tries to access the wireless channel. Thus, it is necessary to
prioritize the messages to be transmitted in the network and make a schedule to transmit
these messages based on the available network resources.
Generally, the existing scheduling schemes can be categorized into two groups, based
on the performance metrics used in the schemes. One is the direct metric based scheme,
which uses the direct metric to design the scheduling, such as the first come first serve
(FCFS), first deadline first (FDF), smallest data size first (SDF), longest wait time (LWT)
and most requests first (MRF) [200]. The other group is based on some new performance
metric, such as stretch for variable size data items [201], respond time and data quality
[202], service ratio and data quality [203], and time and space dimensions [204].
For the message scheduling in VANETs, there are two different features, which are
different from traditional scheduling services. Firstly, the arrival request for the message
transmission is only effective for a short duration due to high mobility and limited
communication coverage of vehicular nodes in VANETs. When the vehicles move out of
the communication range, the transmission requests have to be dropped when they are not
served. Besides, the vehicles may request/share data items from/with others or the RSU.
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That is, each vehicle may act as a client or a server, and the downloading and uploading
requests will compete for the service bandwidth at the same time. Thus, by considering
these features and the existing work [203], [204], the distributed scheduling is desired to
reduce the transmission collisions and maximize the application benefit based on the
message priorities.
For effective scheduling, the message should be given a priority based on some
properties. The priority based scheduling will provide different quality of service (QoS)
in VANETs, such as reliability, delay and fairness. Depending on the specific
applications, different scheduling schemes will achieve different QoS or the trade-off
among several requirements. In VANETs, there are two scheduling scenarios based on
the communication entities. One is the intra-vehicle scheduling, which schedules the
messages in one vehicle and considers several context information attributes, such as the
message age, message applications and message size. The second one is the inter-vehicle
scheduling, which will adjust the contention windows of the nodes when competing the
wireless channel with others.
The framework for the priority-based message scheduling in VANETs can be designed
as in Figure 6.3. Firstly, the intra-vehicle scheduling will be employed to decide which
message will be transmitted in each vehicle, based on the predefined priority. Then, the
inter-vehicle scheduling will be implemented for all the neighboring nodes to contend the
wireless channel. After the message transmissions in the queue, the message benefit will
be estimated to adjust the scheduling parameters, which will maximize the message
benefit based on the predefined benefit function.

Figure 6.3 Framework of priority-based message scheduling scheme in VANETs
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For the intra-vehicle scheduling, the message with higher priority in the MAC layer
will be transmitted firstly. The priority of each message will be defined by the internal
access function (IAF) as
= ܨܣܫ
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In (6.1), ܽ is the internal access weight, and ܾ is the internal access factor, which is
related to the message lifetime, information category, news value, information accuracy
and so on. ܰଵ is the number of factors to be considered in the intra-vehicle scheduling.
In addition, the inter-vehicle scheduling will decide that the nodes with higher priority
will access the wireless channel firstly. Here, the external access function (EAF) is
designed to define the priority of each node as
= ܨܣܧ
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In (6.2), ܿ is the external access weight, and ݀ is the external access factor, which is
related to the packet load in the MAC layer, data sending rate, traffic density, node
driving direction, the distance to the destination and so on. ܰଶ is the number of factors to
be considered in the inter-vehicle scheduling.
After the message transmission, the message benefit will be evaluated by the message
benefit function (MBF) defined as
= ܨܤܯ
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In (6.3), ߙ is the application-dependent weight, and ߚ is application-dependent factor,
relating to the message context ()ܯ, vehicle context (ܸ) and information context ()ܫ. In
addition, the message context ( ) ܯis related to the factors such as its sending and
receiving time. The vehicle context (ܸ) is described by the factors such as its moving
direction, number of neighbors and vehicle speed. The information context (  ) ܫis
characterized by the factors such as information accuracy and distance to the source. ܰ is
the number of factors to be considered in the message benefit.
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Figure 6.4 Channel allocation in WAVE
Therefore, based on the message function, the scheduling scheme will adjust the
parameters to optimize the message benefit for the competing group, achieving the best
benefit according to the specific application scenarios.
In the future, to implement this scheduling framework, the following issues needs to be
further studied: 1) The parameters in (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3) need to be specifically
identified and the constraints need to be considered based on the realistic VANET
scenarios; 2) Adaptive policies/strategies are needed to adjust the parameters in intravehicle scheduling and inter-vehicle scheduling based on the message benefit; 3)
Cooperative negotiation mechanism among neighboring nodes will be designed to
schedule each transmission to achieve collision-free.
6.2.2 Multi-channel Cooperative Transmission
To support the V2V and V2I communications, the U.S. Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) allocated 75 MHz spectrum between 5.85 GHz and 5.925 GHz
frequency for wireless access for vehicular environments (WAVE). This spectrum band
is divided into 7 channels with 10 MHz within the IEEE 802.11p [15] and IEEE 1609.4
standards [16], as shown in Figure 6.4.
As shown in Figure 6.4, there is only one control channel (CCH), CH178, for the
safety applications and control messages, and other 6 channels are service channels
(SCHs) for non-safety service applications [16]. To guarantee safety applications, each
node needs to monitor the CCH to avoid missing any safety messages. Meanwhile, any
nodes may reserve the SCHs to improve the efficiency of non-safety message
transmissions. Thus, the protocol for multi-channel cooperative transmission is necessary
to provide reliable transmission for the safety application messages and reduce the access
delay for the non-safety application messages.
The main challenge to design multi-channel cooperative transmission protocol in
VAENTs is the highly dynamic channel condition due to high mobility of vehicular
nodes and different QoS for different applications. In wireless networks, the multi154

channel MAC protocols can be categorized into four groups, based on channel
coordination principles, as split phase, dedicated control channel, common hopping and
parallel rendezvous protocols [205]. In IEEE 1609.4 [16], the split phase mechanism is
applied to divide the sync interval into a fixed CCH interval and a fixed SCH interval, as
shown in Figure 6.5. Based on the contention-based approach, the WAVE multi-channel
MAC is not efficient to support the delay-critical and throughput-sensitive applications
simultaneously [206].
The design goal of multi-channel cooperative transmission protocol is to effectively
transmit/receive the real-time safety messages and efficiently support the throughputsensitive applications in a collision-free way. That is, all the nodes will stay at the CCH
when the safety messages are being transmitted in the CCH interval. In addition, all the
nodes will use all the available SCHs to transmit other messages without message
contention to maximize the network throughput. To achieve these goals, a dynamic CCH
interval adjustment scheme is introduced to improve the channel utilization, and a multichannel cooperative negotiation mechanism is applied to achieve collision-free
communication in the SCHs.

Figure 6.5 Sync interval division in IEEE 1609.4

Figure 6.6 Multi-channel cooperative transmission
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As shown in Figure 6.6, the CCH interval is further divided into two intervals: safety
message interval (SMI) and control message interval (CMI). During the SMI, only the
safety related messages will be transmitted in CCH to ensure all the nodes can receive the
safety information from the neighboring nodes. During the CMI, the service users will
reserve the SCHs for the non-safety message transmissions, by sending the service
request reservation (SRR) packets. After receiving the SRR, the service server, which is
the node to send out the application service data, will send an acknowledgement (ACK)
to make an agreement with the service user when the reserved SCH is available. After the
guard interval in SCH interval, the nodes will tune to the reserved SCH to initiate the data
transmission for the service packets, with proper ACK for the successful data
transmission.
In IEEE 1609.4, the length of CCH interval is fixed. However, it will improve the
channel utilization to transmit the safety/control messages and other packets when the
length of CCH interval is dynamically adjusted according to the number of nodes and
dynamic vehicular traffic environment. For the dynamic adjustment, an RSU-assisted
mechanism can be applied if the RSU is available as the centralized coordinator.
Otherwise, cluster-based approach will be introduced to select a cluster head as the
centralized coordinator in one cluster. Alternatively, a distributed way is desired to
adaptively adjust the length of CCH interval by cooperative negotiation among
neighboring nodes.
To use the SCHs for data transmission, all the nodes will initiate a multi-channel
cooperative negotiation mechanism in the CMI to avoid message collisions. Firstly, the
service user will send an SRR packet to the service server to reserve the SCH with a
specific SCH ID and service duration. If the service request is satisfied, an ACK will be
sent by the service server for the service agreement with the reserved SCH ID.
Meanwhile, all other nodes will store all the SCH reservation information by overhearing
the successful reservations. Thus, the nodes, having made successful reservation, will
tune to the corresponding SCH for data transmission.
Therefore, by improving the multi-channel MAC transmission scheme in IEEE
802.11p and IEEE 1609.4, the multi-channel cooperative transmission protocol will
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achieve efficient channel utilization and collision-free communication to support all the
safety and non-safety applications at the same time.
In the future, to ensure multi-channel collision-free transmission, the following issues
need to be further studied: 1) an adaptive scheme to adjust the length of CCH interval
according to dynamic vehicular traffic environment and application services; 2) a
distributed collision-free scheme to ensure the transmission of safety messages; 3) an
effective distributed reservation mechanism for the neighboring nodes to reserve the
SCHs without any collisions; 4) an efficient multi-channel transmission mechanism to
improve the transmission throughput in the SCHs.
6.2.3 Message Notification in a Predefined Area
Assume there is an accident on the road, the vehicles in the relevant area should be
notified until the event is cleared. Also, the business service provider may want to
disseminate their service announcement to the nearby vehicles in a relevant region. In
these two cases, it is expected to store a message to effectively notify all the vehicles in a
relevant area, which is called the message notification in a predefined area with some
requirements.
To my best knowledge, there are two main application scenarios for the message
notification in a predefined area based on VANETs. The first one is called virtual signal
realization, which will make the warning message, called virtual traffic signal, notify the
drivers in the relevant area, and the second one is the location based service (LBS) [207]
announcement, which will be applied by the service providers to announce their services.
The main goal of the message notification in a predefined area is to reliably transmit the
message to all the vehicles in the predefined area, with low communication overhead and
without much distraction to the drivers.
Due to high mobility, the wireless communication between neighboring nodes is not
robust and the communication duration may be very limited, which will lead to the issues
of communication reliability. Besides, the delay to transmit the message to all the nodes
in the predefined area should be very ensured to ensure timely response from the drivers.
In addition, the node density in VANETs is changing dynamically and frequently, so it is
challenging to ensure efficient communication with limited communication overhead.
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Thus, it is necessary to ensure required QoS by considering the unique challenges when
an effective and efficient protocol for the message notification in a predefined area is
designed for virtual signal realization and LBS announcement scenarios.
The main function of the message notification is to periodically broadcast the message,
with fixed or dynamic period, in the case there are new nodes entering the predefined
area. To my best knowledge, there are no existing work comprehensively and
systematically studying the message notification in a predefined area based on VANETs.
Generally, there are two implementation mechanisms for the message notification in a
predefined area: infrastructure-based and infrastructure-less. Usually, the LBS
announcement is based on the infrastructure-based mechanism where the RSU is usually
available. While the virtual signal realization is based on the infrastructure-less
mechanism, since the RSU is usually not available at the location of the virtual signal
which cannot be decided in advance.
As shown in Figure 6.7, there is an dedicated RSU rebroadcasting the message to
vehicles in the predefined area for the infrastructure-based scheme. To ensure all the new
nodes entering this area will receive this message, the RSU needs to periodically
propagate the message based on a proper period by considering the throughput and
delivery ratio. If the period is too long, the moving nodes may miss the message, while it
may result in much communication overhead if the period is too short. Thus, different
from the dissemination scheme in the VAAD system introduced in Chapter 5, the key
point in this infrastructure-based scheme is to dynamically estimate the rebroadcast
period according to the real-time vehicular traffic condition and available network
resource.

Figure 6.7 Infrastructure-based message notification
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Figure 6.8 Centralized infrastructure-less message notification

Figure 6.9 Distributed infrastructure-less message notification
For the infrastructure-less scheme, there is no RSU and only the vehicular nodes
cooperate to reliably and efficiently transmit the message to the new nodes entering the
predefined area. According to the message distribution way, this scheme can be further
categorized into centralized and distributed schemes.
As shown in Figure 6.8, in the centralized infrastructure-less message notification, all
the nodes in the predefined area will elect a node as the message head, similar as the RSU
role in the infrastructure based scheme, to rebroadcast the message. However, due to the
node mobility, there is a process to hand over the message head when it leaves this area,
by considering the lifetime of the message head and the message delivery ratio. In this
scheme, an efficient mechanism of message head election and handover is desired, and
the rebroadcast period determination is similar to that in infrastructure based scheme but
with more critical time requirement.
In the distributed infrastructure-less message notification as shown in Figure 6.9, each
node in the predefined area will store the message and keep a list of the neighboring
nodes. When the node is near to the border of the predefined area, it will effectively
detect the new nodes entering this area and efficiently transmit the message to these new
nodes. This mechanism is similar to the epidemic dissemination [156] with a more
efficient neighbor discovery protocol and less communication overhead.
Thus, by designing an efficient scheme of message notification in a predefined area,
the applications of virtual signal realization and LBS announcement can be effectively
supported by VANETs.
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In summary, to efficiently implement the message notification in a predefined area, the
following issues need to be further researched: 1) adaptive estimation of the rebroadcast
period in this infrastructure-based scheme according to the real-time vehicular traffic
condition and available network resource; 2) efficient message head election and
handover mechanism, together with the dynamical determination of rebroadcast period,
in the centralized infrastructure-less scheme to ensure dissemination efficiency; 3)
effective neighbor discovery protocol and efficient message exchange mechanism in the
distributed infrastructure-less scheme to ensure the reliability of message notification.
6.2.4 Data Sharing
As a data source (server) and data user at the same time, every vehicular node can
share its data with others even outside its communication coverage by peer-to-peer (P2P)
wireless communication. Data sharing in VANETs can enable the vehicular
drivers/passengers to find their requested data/content, and it will support/enable a plenty
of applications. For example, the vehicles can share the real-time traffic information,
such as road condition and traffic congestion area, to improve the traffic safety and
efficiency. In addition, the entertainment information, such as music, video files and
coupon information, can be shared to enrich the driving experience.
Due to high mobility and varying density of vehicular nodes, the frequent network
disconnections in VANETs results in limited contact time and opportunistic and
unreliable communications among vehicles. In addition, in the frequently disconnected
network, the delay and communication overhead to find the interested data is very high.
Besides, each node needs to replace old data with new data for future sharing because of
numerous data and limited storage for each vehicle. Thus, efficient P2P data sharing in
VANETs is still open issue.
There are two main mechanisms of data sharing in VANETs: pull-based [208], pushbased or epidemic [157], [209]. For the push-based mechanism, it does not consider the
receivers’ interest and may lead to serious information redundancy and unnecessary
communication overhead. Here, only the pull-based mechanism, where the nodes request
information by sending query messages, is considered and preliminarily designed.
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Figure 6.10 Flowchart of ESP-DS
The motivation of efficient and scalable P2P data sharing (ESP-DS) in VANETs is to
efficiently find the most relevant data based on the user’s query and increase the data
access probability in the future. In the existing work [208], only the data relevance and
data caching are mainly considered. Besides considering the data relevance by calculating
the matching function, ESP-DS takes account of the data utilization to minimize the
access delay. The flowchart of ESP-DS is shown as Figure 6.10, and its main processes
are introduced as below.
Query Range Decision: Upon having a data query, the vehicular nodes needs to
estimate the query range based on some factors, such as the nearby traffic condition,
available network bandwidth and requested data size. The query range will significantly
affect the communication overhead, delay and query hit ratio. That is, if the query range
is too small, there may be no data matching the query. On the opposite, there would be
serious communication overhead and high delay if the query range is too large. Thus,
each data user will firstly dynamically decide its query range by considering the tradeoffs
mentioned above to achieve efficiency.
Query Broadcast: After the query range is decided, the data user needs to efficiently
broadcast the query in the query range to find the requested data. Here, the distributed
hash table (DHT) [210] can be applied to effectively support scalable look-up services. In
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addition, an efficient broadcasting scheme is desired to disseminate the request without
much communication overhead in the query range.
Data Matching: When the query is generated, there may be several data to serve the
query with different degree of relevance. That is, based on the keywords, the query may
be satisfied with any data close to the keywords. Thus, the data relevance will be
calculated by the query receivers to find the data matching the user’s query, by
calculating the vector relevance (ܸܴ ) between the keywords in the query (query vector ݍԦ)
ሬሬሬሬԦ ) as
and the tags in each data object (data vector ݀ݒ
ܸܴ =

ሬሬሬሬԦ
ݍԦ ٖ ݀ݒ
ሬሬሬሬԦ ห
|ݍԦ| ή ห݀ݒ

(6.4)

Then the data objects will be ordered by this receiver, according to the vector
relevance, to answer the query.
Data Utilization Calculation: Due to the short connection time in VANETs, the delay
to obtain the best matching data may be long, and the delay will be shorter if the
matching is relaxed a little bit. Thus, the tradeoff between the data relevance and its
access delay will be considered in ESP-DS, and only the data with more utilization,
which may serve more queries in the future, will be sent to reply the query. Here, the
data utilization (ܷܦ ) is defined as
ܷܦ = ܸܴ × ݂

(6.5)

In (6.5), ݂ is the number of times that the data is accessed by other nodes during a
given duration. Thus, only the data with the largest ܷܦ will be transmitted in the
network to satisfy this query, and it may be used to reply more queries in the future to
improve the efficiency and scalability.
Data Retrieval: To efficiently disseminate the data with the largest ܷܦ to the user
sending the query, an efficient unicast routing protocol will be applied to minimize the
communication overhead. In addition, if the data size is very large, a network coding
scheme, such as CodeTorrent [211], can be used to improve the reliability.
Data Caching: After data retrieval, each data user needs to ensure that the more
popular data should not be replaced due to limited storage. Thus, the storage score (ܵܵ )
of each data will be calculated as
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ܵܵ =

݂ × ݀ݎ
ݏ

(6.6)

In (6.6), ݀ݎ is the delay of its last retrieval and ݏ is the data size. The data with the
least ܵܵ will be replaced by the new data when the memory is full. Thus, the data with
more retrieval delay ݀ݎ and access frequency ݂ will be locally stored with a longer time.
In the future, all these main processes presented above need to be implemented with
proper algorithms/protocols to ensure efficiency of ESP-DS. Thus, with the ESP-DS
scheme introduced above, the data will be efficiently queried and shared among the
vehicular nodes in VANETs, supporting numerous data sharing applications.
6.2.5 Data Management
Because of numerous sensors installed in future smart vehicles, such as engine sensors,
tire pressure sensors, temperature sensors and video cameras, each node is also a data
source generating tons of data. Meanwhile, the node can exchange/share data with others
to cooperatively detect/infer the potential event. In addition, it is desired to collect and
manage these on-board sensor data for monitoring and data analysis in a centralized
station. Thus, it is necessary to introduce novel and effective mechanisms to manage
local and global data efficiently in VANETs.
However, efficient data management in VANETs is challenging due to high mobility,
unreliable network connectivity and essentially unbounded network. The goals of
efficient data management in VANETs are as follows. Firstly, each node needs to
efficiently manage its local data for local model generation and future data applications,
by considering the limited on-board data storage. Secondly, the nearby nodes will
cooperatively manage the data in a geographical region to reduce data duplication and
information redundancy, by minimizing data communication over the wireless network.
Besides, in the centralized station, there is a visualization module for monitoring both
local models and global models, by analyzing the real-time data with limited
communication overhead and delay. In addition, it is desired to design proper data
structures to efficiently support data query and storage with limited resource. However,
only part of these goals are considered without comprehensive protocol design in the
existing work [166], [212]. In the following, these goals will be achieved by considering
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the modules of in-vehicle data management, cooperative local data management,
centralized station data management and data structure design.
In-vehicle Data Management: For the in-vehicle data management, the goal is to
minimize the computing and on-board memory storage and ensure efficient real-time
local mode generation. The system architecture of in-vehicle data management is shown
as in Figure 6.11.
Firstly, upon obtaining the raw data from the OBD-II [213], which is a standard for onboard data produced by in-vehicle sensors, or nearby nodes, each vehicle will implement
the process of data pre-processing, such as cleaning, normalization and transformation.
Then, the data will be stored in the memory for further analysis and management. Based
on the available data, light-weight data processing, such as clustering, feature extraction
and classification, will be applied to analyze the data. According to the output of data
processing, the applications of fault/event detection will be supported to detect possible
fault/event and make alarm to the vehicle control system or driver. Meanwhile, the
driving profile can be generated for real-time monitoring. In addition, based on the realtime driving profile, the local models of driving/traffic/environment will be generated and
updated to assist safe and efficient driving on the road.

Figure 6.11 System architecture of in-vehicle data management
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Figure 6.12 Structure of cooperatively local data management
Cooperative Local Data Management: Due to limited sensing capability of each
individual vehicle and information redundancy, each node does not need to store all the
data/information about the local geographical region. For example, not all the vehicles
care about the information of parking slots in the nearby area. It will increase the
unnecessary duplication and communication congestion if the vehicles gossip these data
to all the nearby neighbors. In this case, not all the nodes will broadcast and store this
kind of information. Instead, some dedicated nodes will keep these data and send them to
the nodes, which are interested in, to improve the efficiency and scalability of data
management in the local area. Thus, for the cooperative local data management, a
publisher/subscriber model is applied as shown in Figure 6.12.
In this model, the asynchronous and multicast communication is implemented to
interact within distributed environments. Firstly, a node is selected as the publisher to
manage certain type of data/information by sending publication messages. The
subscribers, as the data consumers, will subscribe specific type of data based on their own
interests by sending subscription messages. Besides, in this model, the management
policy will consider the factors of network characteristics, vehicular mobility and data
relevance to achieve efficient and reliable data management in the local region.
Centralized Station Data Management: The on-board sensor data is also very useful
for a plenty of promising applications, such as remote monitoring, traffic management
and emergency management. To support these applications, the centralized station is
necessary to collect and analyze these data. Thus, scalable and efficient centralized
station data management is desired to provide real-time visualization for the end users.
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The system architecture for the centralized station data management is designed as in
Figure 6.13. After collecting data from the vehicular nodes, the centralized station will
update the local and global models in real-time. To assist management and control from
the end users, local models visualization and global models visualization will be
employed to view both local models and global models. At the end, updated models will
be stored in the database for further applications.
Data Structure Design: To support different application scenarios, data structures are
designed in distributed network to improve the efficiency of multi-dimensional data
query, routing, aggregation and storage [214], [215], such as two-dimensional matrix [31],
Flajolet-Martin sketches [30] and sorted lists [203]. In VANETs, to effectively support
data management in different entities as discussed above, the design of efficient data
structure is challenging due to different applications and environments supported by
VANETs. Thus, the data structure design will not bind the user to any specific data
structure in any environments and make the developer have the freedom of choice. The
following principles of data structure design for VANET will be introduced: 1) The data
structure should support efficient query/request from others and quick searching in its
own storage; 2) It should keep lossless information storage when low-level information is
aggregated into high-level information; 3) The data structure should update new data
timely and effectively clear stale data; 4) It should be prioritized to provide different QoS
and priorities to different applications.

Figure 6.13 System architecture of centralized station data management
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Figure 6.14 System architecture of data mining based on VANETs
In the future, all the first three modules introduced above will be implemented by
effective algorithms and efficient data transmission protocols, with specific parameter
design, by considering realistic traffic environments. In addition, efficient data structures
will be properly designed to support different applications and environments in VANETs.
6.2.6 Data Mining
Vehicles will generate tons of data from the on-board sensor, and there are hundreds of
different parameters from different vehicle subsystems. Based on these data, new
knowledge/discovery/conclusions can be achieved by the technologies of data
summarization, classification, clustering and so on [216]. Therefore, by researching on
data mining based on VANETs, a lot of promising applications, such as fleet analytics,
predictive health-monitoring, driver behavior analysis and environment monitoring, can
be cost-effectively supported.
To my best knowledge, there is no applicable and comprehensive solutions for data
mining and its applications, especially in-network distributed data mining, based on
VANETs in the existing literatures [71], [166]. As shown in Figure 6.14, the system of
data mining based on VANETs consists of the main components: vehicular nodes, RSUs,
data center, web services and client modules. In this system, the following modules are
considered. 1) Local data collection, whose main goal is to ensure efficient and reliable
data collection in a local area; 2) Local (Distributed) data mining, whose main task is to
effectively achieve the local knowledge/pattern; 3) Global data mining, whose main task
is to obtain the global knowledge/pattern. Here, the global data mining will not be
considered, since it is similar to the general scheme of data mining in the databases.
Considering the unique characteristics of VANETs, such as high mobility, opportunistic
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and unreliable network connectivity and unbounded network, the distributed data mining
is applied and its structure is shown as in Figure 6.15.
Upon collecting its own data and exchanging data with others as the data source, each
node will perform local (distributed) data mining and generate its local model. Then, the
information of local models will be transmitted to the dedicated RSU as data center to
generate global model for global traffic or environments, by employing the process of
local model aggregation.

6.2.6.1 Local (Distributed) Data Mining
The goal of local (distributed) data mining is to minimize the communication overhead
transmitted in the wireless network. As shown in Figure 6.16, it is the main structure for
local data (or knowledge) mining. Based on the sensed data from on-board sensors,
received data from other nodes, goals of application and prior knowledge, the procedure
of data preprocessing should be executed to provide the accurate, compact and proper
data format. Then, light-weight on-board data mining is applied to generate local model
through proper pattern evaluation and presentation. In this structure, two key procedures,
including data preprocessing and data mining, should be implemented with light-weight
and effective methods according to the realistic applications.

Figure 6.15 Distributed data mining structure in VANETs
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Figure 6.16 Local data mining process
1) Data preprocessing: In data preprocessing, firstly, we need to select and aggregate
the data (received from others or its own subsystems) based on the applications goals and
prior knowledge, which is called data selection and aggregation. Then, the data cleaning
is implemented to detect and correct (or removing) corrupt or inaccurate data. To support
data mining with proper data format, data transformation will be adopted to generate
required data patterns.
2) Data mining: To mine and extract the hidden patterns based on the available data
after data preprocessing, effective and efficient method of data mining will be designed to
ensure light-weight computation due to limited computation ability of on-board devices.
After data mining, proper pattern evaluation and presentation are desired to evaluate
patterns obtained in data mining and present the available knowledge with proper
presentation.

6.2.6.2 Local Data Collection
After generating the local models, each node only needs to transmit the information of
local model to the data center, which will greatly reduce the communication overhead in
the network. Thus, an efficient scheme for local data collection is desired to ensure
communication efficiency and reliability. To achieve this goal, it is very important to
explore data spatial and temporal relevance to save network resource. Here, to minimize
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the communication overhead, the scheme of geographical clustering collection protocol
is introduced to support data gathering, dissemination and aggregation based on a
geographical clustering in a hybrid vehicular architecture.
The overall flowchart of geographical clustering collection protocol is shown as in
Figure 6.17. Firstly, the road will be divided into geographical segments and the nodes in
the same segment will join the same cluster. Thus, the key point of cluster formation is to
decide the segment length and select a proper node as the cluster head to reliably collect
data from cluster members. After cluster formation, the cluster head will make an
efficient scheme for intra-cluster data collection in a collision-free way. Upon collecting
all the data in the cluster, data aggregation in the cluster head will be implemented to
achieve lossless information. If the network is connected, an efficient mechanism of
inter-cluster transmission is needed to propagation the aggregated data to the RSU.
Otherwise, the mechanism of store & forward will be applied to cross the network
partitions and communicate with the RSU eventually.
In the future, efficient and scalable algorithm for the module of distributed data mining
will be introduced to efficiently achieve local knowledge/pattern. In addition, detailed
protocol design, with specific parameter design, is desired for the module of local data
collection to efficiently gather local spatial and temporal relevant data.

Figure 6.17 Flowchart of geographical clustering collection protocol
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Figure 6.18 Realistic traffic mobility modeling
6.2.7 Traffic Mobility
For efficient protocol design, it is dispensable to consider the realistic traffic mobility
when designing the protocol parameters and evaluating the protocol performance. Thus,
it is necessary to analyze, incorporate and simulate the real-time traffic mobility to
achieving protocol applicability. However, it is challenging to accurately model and
predict the real traffic mobility due to complex driver behaviors, varying traffic density,
high vehicular mobility and complicated environments. Thus, applicable mobility
modeling is desired to model realistic vehicular motion, and mobility prediction is
important to assist protocol design. In addition, a realistic mobility simulator is necessary
to realize the interaction between the mobility generator and network simulator.
Mobility modeling: For the macro-mobility modeling, it concerns the overall attributes,
such as traffic density, volume and average speed. While in the micro-mobility modeling,
it concerns each node’s specific mobility, such as acceleration, deceleration and lane
change. In the realistic mobility modeling, it will consider both the micro and macro
mobility attributes, as shown in Figure 6.18. Basically, the mobility model consists with
motion topology, traffic generator and time patterns. Specifically, motion topology is
constrained by the road topology, traffic lights, speed limits, points of interest and
obstacles, which model the physical environments to constrain the vehicular motion.
Meanwhile, the traffic generator includes car generation and driver behavior generation
to consider both macroscopic and microscopic traffic attributes. Besides, to reflect the
time factor, the time patterns specify the simulation time, such as rush hours and business
days. Thus, by considering all the realistic constrains, this traffic mobility modeling will
provide the most applicable traffic mobility model to protocol design.
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Figure 6.19 Structure of traffic mobility simulator
Mobility prediction: Due to varying traffic density and uneven distribution, it is
challenging to accurately predict the macro-mobility in a relevance area and the micromobility for each vehicle. Considering the serious effect to the network protocol design
and implementation, some important mobility variables should be predicted or estimated
in macro-mobility and micro-mobility scenarios. 1) Macro-mobility: Firstly, the spatial
traffic distribution can be estimated based on the car following model [132], [133] or
queuing theory in the sparse and dense traffic scenarios. Besides, the connectivity
probability (reachability) is very important for routing protocol design and performance
evaluation, by estimating its lower and upper bounds in the realistic traffic environment.
In addition, the degree of neighbors should be effectively predicted to consider its effect
to local network traffic. 2) Micro-mobility: For each node, it is desired to estimate the
driver patterns and the rules of vehicle mobility change, such as acceleration,
deceleration and lane change, which will affect local traffic environment eventually. Thus,
it will greatly improve the protocol applicability by estimating these macro-mobility and
micro-mobility attributes in realistic traffic environments.
Mobility simulator: To my best knowledge, there is no interaction between the
mobility generator and network simulator in current traffic mobility simulator. That is,
after the basic mobility trace is created, it will not be re-configured or modified by the
network simulator even if there is an event which will affect the traffic mobility. Thus,
the feedback and effect from the network simulator are desired to simulate the realistic
environment. In the new mobility simulator, as shown in Figure 6.19, the basic mobility
trace will be re-configured by the feedback from the network simulator, such as an
unexpected event, to respond the realistic change. Besides, the basic mobility trace will
be generated by the realistic traffic mobility modeling introduced above. In addition, the
nodes in the network simulator can predict local mobility to adaptively adjust the related
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parameters. In this way, it will greatly improve the mobility accuracy to simulate the
realistic environment.
In the future, the intelligent mobility simulator, which can interact with the network
simulator, will be developed by considering the realistic traffic mobility modeling. In
addition, the mobility prediction will be incorporated in the protocol design to improve
the protocol applicability in realistic traffic environments.
6.2.8 Promising Applications
As discussed before, with V2V and V2I wireless communications, VANETs can be the
handy and cost-effective platform to support numerous commercial applications by data
collection and management. Here, three promising applications, fuel consumption
analysis, traffic management and urban area monitoring (UrbanView), will be introduced
with preliminary design.

6.2.8.1 Fuel Consumption Analysis
Generally, there are four group factors affecting the rate of fuel consumption: vehicle,
environment, driver and traffic conditions. Specifically, for the factor of vehicle, it is
related to vehicle attributes such as engine size, engine type, transmission type, tire type
and tire pressure [217]. The environment factors [218], such as road gradient, wind speed,
ambient temperature, altitude, pavement and surface conditions, are also closely related
to fuel consumption. In addition, the driver, related to driver behaviors such as driving
sensibly, observing the speed limit and removing excess weight [219], is also an
important factor to affect fuel consumption. For the factors of traffic conditions, there are
three group of models to estimate and analyze fuel consumption and emission:
macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic models [220]. In the macroscopic model, it
mainly concerns the variables such as traffic density and average traffic speeds. While in
the mesoscopic model, the variables, such as average vehicle speed, number of vehicle
stops per unit distance and average stop duration, will be considered as the key factors. In
the microscopic model, it estimates fuel consumption in a second-by-second way based
on vehicle operational variables, such as acceleration and road gradient. To analyze the
impact of all these factors and validate all these models and decide the parameters, it is
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necessary to collect enough required data for future data mining and analysis. Thus, it
will be much more cost-effective to collect all these data based on VANETs, with more
efficiency and reliability.
The framework of fuel consumption based on VANETs is shown in Figure 6.20.
Firstly, all the required data, relating to the factors mentioned above, will be efficiently
collected based on VANETs. Then, to analyze the relationships of related factors, the
multi-dimensional relationships should be mined by a proper mining model, such as
hypergraphs. Besides, data classification will be applied to consider one factor and
exclude other factors. For example, the drivers only concern the factor of driver
behaviors, and the car manufacturers only concern the factor of vehicle. Furthermore, the
feature extraction is employed to abstract the key factors, such as the engine performance
of a particular mode.

Figure 6.20 Framework of fuel consumption

Figure 6.21 In-vehicle data processing for data collection in fuel consumption
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To improve the efficiency of data collection by V2V and V2I communications, not all
the second-by-second raw data will be directly sent to the data center for each vehicle,
but the pattern-fuel data instead, as shown in Figure 6.21. In the in-vehicle data
processing, upon sampling the data of driving state, the node will apply driving pattern
recognition to recognize the driving pattern based on driving pattern database and
position information from the car navigation system. After obtaining the driving pattern,
incorporated with real-time data of fuel consumption, the pattern-fuel data will be stored
and sent to the data center by wireless communication.
Thus, by only sending the pattern-fuel data, it will greatly reduce the communication
overhead, and it can effectively support future data mining. For example, to compare the
increase of fuel consumption with different driver behavior (aggressive or defensive), it
will collect and compare different driving patterns from multiple vehicles in the same
environment and duration to ensure the same traffic condition.
In the future, all the related specific algorithms, including mining model, classification,
feature extraction and driving pattern recognition, will be developed to ensure efficiency
and effectiveness to realize the application of fuel consumption analysis.

6.2.8.2 Traffic Management

Figure 6.22 Main procedures of traffic management based on VANETs
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Since the real-time traffic information, including global and local information, can be
collected based on VANETs, it will greatly improve the traffic monitoring and
management by utilizing these information. However, to effectively support traffic
management, it is critical to address the issues of real-time, efficient and scalable data
collection while ensure security and privacy for each vehicular node. Here, only the
issues in the data dissemination and processing are considered.
The main procedures of traffic management based on VANETs are shown in Figure
6.22, including information request, request reply, message aggregation, message
transmission, data pre-processing, traffic pattern recognition and traffic control, which
will be discussed in more details about the functions and challenges.
Information request: Firstly, the data user needs to decide the required data, such as
vehicle positions and speeds, and related target vehicle to define the information request
according to the application goals. Based on the target vehicles, the information requests
need to be efficiently propagated in the relevance area without flooding the whole
network.
Request reply: Upon receiving the information request, each node in the relevance area
will send out the requested data. To reduce data collision and support the safety related
applications, cooperative and priority-based MAC scheme will be introduced to send the
request replies within acceptable delay.
Message aggregation: To ensure network scalability and improve dissemination
efficiency, an efficient clustering scheme will be applied to aggregate the request replies.
It is challenging to adaptively decide the cluster range and cluster head according to
realistic traffic conditions. Upon gathering all the request replies in the cluster, the cluster
head will implement an efficient message aggregation without losing information.
Message transmission: The cluster head will send out the aggregated message to the
nodes, such as a gateway node, for further relaying and aggregation in the dedicated RSU.
Thus, it is necessary to apply a reliable and efficient routing scheme to ensure high
delivery ratio, limited communication overhead and acceptable transmission delay.
Data pre-processing: After collecting all the required data from the target vehicle in
the relevance area, data pre-processing will be introduced to correct inaccurate data and
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transform or normalize data. To achieve real-time traffic management, scalable and lightweight approach of data pre-processing is desired to process numerous data.
Traffic pattern recognition: Based on the pre-processed data, priori knowledge and
database, traffic pattern recognition will be implemented to mine the traffic patterns, such
as free-flow, pre-congestion or congestion. To achieve high accuracy, an efficient pattern
recognition method is necessary to be adaptive to the dynamic traffic.
Traffic control: Once recognizing the traffic pattern, intelligent traffic control policies
or strategies will be introduced to control the traffic in the concerned area. To achieve
effective traffic management, the control actions will optimize some desired quality
metrics, such as optimal vehicle speed, fuel efficiency and gas emissions, priority to
response teams or public vehicles. Thus, an optimization model to control the traffic is
also dispensable for effective and efficient traffic management.
In the future, all these procedures will be developed with effective and efficient
protocols and algorithms to ensure system applicability. Thus, by considering the realistic
requirements and challenges, the application of traffic management based on VAENETs
will be effectively and efficiently realized with these main procedures and their
corresponding implementation protocol/algorithm designs.

6.2.8.3 UrbanView
Integrating VANETs and on-board sensor equipped on each vehicle to monitor the
environment, vehicular sensor networks (VSNs) are emerging as a novel platform to
effectively monitor the physical environment, especially in urban areas where dense
vehicular density is assured. In VSNs, each node has more capability on energy, data
processing and storage, and plenty of complex multimedia data, i.e. video data are
available from on-board sensors and exchanged with others. In addition, VSNs can cover
wide geographic areas by essentially unbounded network and vehicle mobility. Besides,
vehicles may cooperatively detect the events with much higher accuracy to initiate realtime event detection and report. Thus, we propose the UrbanView system as an effective
and novel solution to monitor the urban areas to envision the application potentials of
VANETs. With UrbanView, it will realize the applications much more than real-time
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Google Street View [221], such as real-time urban environment pollution monitoring,
accident investigations and road surface diagnosis.
To develop UrbanView, there are some critical issues to be addressed. Firstly, efficient
data storage in each vehicle is desired due to numerous data available from on-board
sensors. In addition, data retrieval from each vehicular node is challenging due to tons of
data from numerous nodes and limited wireless bandwidth. Besides, each node may share
its own data with others in order to achieve more complete and accurate data, which is
important for accurate event detection. Furthermore, distributed data mining and
intelligent event inference will be applied for each vehicle to infer the potential event and
monitor the environment. Thus, by considering these challenges, the UrbanView
architecture for each vehicle is proposed as shown in Figure 6.23.
The main design goal of UrbanView is to ensure the protocol scalability and efficiency.
That is to develop efficient and scalable data sharing, meta-data storage, and

data

retrieval protocols and implement light-weight algorithms for local data mining based on
available data from mobile sensor platforms. As shown in Figure 6.23, based on the data
from on-board sensors or received from others, local data processing and mining will be
implemented to detect/infer events and produce local model. Then the data summaries
will be efficiently stored in the memory. Besides, data retrieval will be initiated when the
data harvestor or data center is requesting or available. The main procedures of
UrbanView include data sharing, local data management and data retrieval as below.

Figure 6.23 UrbanView architecture for each vehicle
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Data sharing: To share data among nearby nodes, there are two strategies: publishing
and requesting. In publishing strategy, each node may periodically publish its data
summary packets to its nearby nodes. The publishing period should be properly designed
by considering the realistic traffic and latency requirement. In addition, there can be two
publishing types: 1-hop publishing and ݇-hop publishing (݇ > 1), where the value of ݇ is
dependent on local traffic and available network resource. In the requesting strategy, each
node may send its request for its interested data to the nearby nodes. Similarly, there can
be two requesting types: 1-hop requesting and ݇-hop requesting (݇ > 1).
Local data management: After obtaining the data, local data management will be
implemented in each vehicle, mainly including local data processing/mining, local model
visualization and data storage. Firstly, data processing, such as data transformation and
data correction, will be applied to achieve proper data format and generate required data
patterns. Meanwhile, light-weight data mining method will be used to detect and infer
potential events. Based on data processing/mining, data summaries will be achieve to be
stored in local database and visualized to the drivers.
Data retrieval: To retrieve these data summaries from the mobile nodes, a mobile
harvestor can be deployed to proactively request the neighbor regular nodes. To improve
the communication efficiency, a space-efficient data structure can be used to format the
request. Alternatively, each node may report its data summaries to an available dedicated
RSU as the data center.
Thus, by realizing these functions with efficient and scalable algorithms and protocols
in the future, UrbanView will be developed as an applicable universal system for urban
area real-time monitoring, which will greatly explore the application potentials of
VANETs. In summary, the critical open issues presented in this section, together with the
research and development topics, show the potential promising research thrusts for
VANETs in the future. The proposed frameworks and preliminary designs/guidelines for
these open issues will lead to more comprehensive solutions.

6.3 Conclusions
As presented before, VANETs are expected to greatly improve traffic safety, as
justified by the industrial, government and academia groups. In addition, supported by
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free V2V and V2I communications in VANETs, the benefits from both traffic
management applications and promising commercial applications can be regarded as
great application and economic potentials of VANETs. Thus, efficient in-network data
processing and dissemination, together with the cost-effective solutions, are desirable to
support all these applications.
To speed the practical implementation of VANETs, this dissertation aims to design
applicable solutions to practical applications from theoretical and practical perspectives,
by considering realistic requirements and challenges. Critical and challenging issues and
constraints in in-network data aggregation, dissemination and collection are identified
and thoroughly addressed with novel solutions. The proposed work will support and
realize various applications, from safety applications to commercial applications, which
will contribute to the massive deployment of VANETs in the near future. Thus, this
dissertation makes the future deployment of VANETs applicable and feasible, and it
bridges the gap between the theoretic research and practical implementation of VANETs.
In addition, this dissertation can serve as a reference specification in the WAVE
architecture for future research and standardization technology of VANETs. Furthermore,
several open issues presented in section 6.2, with proposed frameworks and preliminary
designs, will attract more research and implementation activities to massively deploy
VANETs.
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